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This is, once again, the Age of Artificial Intelligence (Garvey 2018c). AI, the
suite of techniques intended to make machines capable of performing tasks
considered ‘intelligent’ when performed by people, is an epochal technology
now colonizing an increasing number of domains, from Internet search and
social media to the natural and social sciences; agriculture, banking, criminal
sentencing, decision-making, and beyond. AI may soon become ubiquitous,
coextensive with technological civilization itself: a taken-for-granted feature
of modernity like running water or electricity.

But this does not mean that all is well. While AI promises to liberate and
empower users, improve well-being, support social institutions, and enable sus-
tainable development, it also threatens to automate and entrench precarity and
illiberalism, degrademental health, and accelerate the Earth’s ecological collapse.

Freud (1961) famously observed that civilization, despite being ostensibly
intended to protect humanity from misery, is paradoxically a great source of
unhappiness. Similarly, AI is both touted as the solution to humanity’s
biggest problems and decried as one of the biggest problems humankind has
ever faced – even, perhaps, its last. A plethora of pundits posit that AI poses
an existential risk to human survival on this planet: If not nuclear war,
climate catastrophe, or another global pandemic, then it will be ‘superintelli-
gent’ machines that herald the Apocalypse (Barrat 2013; Bostrom 2014; Clark
2014; Yampolskiy 2015; Müller 2016; Cava 2018; Russell 2019). Or not.
Other AI advocates claim a new wave of ethical developments will usher in
the ‘Good AI Society’ (Floridi et al. 2018), free from scarcity and strife, thus
bringing the West, as Japanese technologist Akihito Kodama (2016) has
argued, to its teleological zenith: the return to Eden – abundance without
work, life without pain – albeit digitized (Hilton 1964; Noble 1999; Geraci
2010; Diamandis and Kotler 2012).
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Dystopian hellscape or Edenic utopia? Surely neither of these extremes are
the only possible consequence of this vast, sociotechnical system of data,
people, places, and things we call ‘AI’ – but what are the alternatives, and
where are they to be found when expert partisans on each side dispute both
the claims and the credentials of their counterparts? Who can help society
make sense of the controversial technoscience of AI? The technoscientists
whose careers depend on the success of AI? The business people who employ
them? The policymakers devoted to the profits promised by the AI-powered
‘Fourth Industrial Revolution’ (World Economic Forum 2016; Schwab 2017;
Mak n.d.; Brynjolfsson and McAfee 2012, 2016; McAfee and Brynjolfsson
2017; Brynjolfsson and Mitchell 2017; Ford 2009, 2015; though see also
Wiener 1989; Gimpel 1977; Jenkins and Sherman 1979; White 1980; Johannes-
sen 2019)?

None other than the critics. Little sense can bemade ofAIwithout reference to
its discontents – those who doubt, question, challenge, reject, reform, and other-
wise reprise ‘AI’ as it is practiced, promoted, and (re)produced.With the hope of
scaffolding deeper, more nuanced understandings of both the epochal trans-
formations being wrought by AI technologies and the range of responses
required, possible, and as-yet unimagined, this special issue brings together criti-
cal accounts of AI and its discontents, past and present, in order to capture the
significance of this historical moment, expand the horizons of the possible,
and catalyze sociotechnical action on behalf of diverse publics and future gener-
ations whose autonomy – and humanity – are at stake.

AI criticism: the tradition of discontent

Often defined tongue-in-cheek by practitioners as ‘what computers can’t do,
yet’ (Hendler and Mulvehill 2016), in its relentless focus on future horizons
of technical capability, AI is amnesiac – scarcely aware of its own history,
much less that of its critics. This may be a consequence of the fact that AI’s
history has been written primarily by insiders and developers themselves
(McCorduck 1979, 2004, 2019; Crevier 1993; Brooks 1999; Boden 1996;
Nilsson 2010), all of whom tell triumphant stories of progress towards the
current pinnacle upon which the world now stands, with a few bumps along
the road thrown in for good measure.

According to this canon, AI began in 1956 at the Dartmouth Conference
(Kline 2011), and there have only been two ‘bumps’ worth noting ever since
– both, coincidentally, professors of philosophy at the University of California,
Berkeley: Hubert Dreyfus (1965, 1972, 1992, 2007; Dreyfus and Dreyfus 1986,
1988), whose phenomenological attack on the Platonic formalism of early AI
confounded its pioneers and presciently anticipated their failures; and John
Searle (1980, 1999, 2014; Searle and Kurzweil 1999; Denton et al. 2002),
whose ‘Chinese Room’ thought experiment ‘badly shook the little world of
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[AI] by claiming and proving (so he said) that there was no such thing’
(Motzkin and Searle 1989).

In fact, the tradition of AI criticism – to which the articles of this special issue
make an important and timely contribution – is older, richer, and more diverse
than suggested by the internalist history of AI (Hoos 1960a, 1960b, 1978;
Wiener 1960; Greenberger 1962; Michael 1962; Bureau of Labor Statistics
1963; United States Congress Senate Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare 1963; Neisser 1963; Ellul 1964; Terborgh 1965; Pierce et al. 1966; Silber-
man 1966; Hunt 1968; Jaki 1969; Wheeler 1972; Lighthill 1973; McDermott
1976; Glenn and Feldberg 1977; Noble 1978; Mori 1981; Ornstein, Smith,
and Suchman 1984, 1985; Leontief and Duchin 1986; Bloomfield 1987; Born
1987; Suchman 1987; Beusmans and Wieckert 1989; Penrose 1989; Rosenbrock
1989; Brödner 1990; Corbett, Rasmussen, and Rauner 1991; Ennals 1991;
Negrotti 1991; Collins 1992; Maturana and Varela 1992; Forsythe 1993; Ford
2001; Martin 1993; Bainbridge et al. 1994; Newquist 1994; Göranzon 1995; Gör-
anzon and Florin 1990; 1991; Hutchins 1995; Edwards 1996; Hendriks-Jansen
1996; Kling 1996; Olazaran 1996; Adam 1998). Whereas Dreyfus and Searle
were lambasted by AI partisans as ignorant outsiders (though see Armstrong,
Sotala, and Ó hÉigeartaigh 2014), earlier critics, such as the mathematicians
Richard Bellman (1958) and Hubert’s brother Stuart (Dreyfus 1962, 2004,
2009, 2014), came from within the technical community. Perhaps the most fear-
some of these discontents was Mortimer Taube (1911–1965), director of mul-
tiple research divisions of the Library of Congress, ‘who, besides being an
outstanding theorist and inventor, [was] one of the most successful business
practitioners of the computer-based, data-processing art’ (Solo 1963, 173; see
also Smith 1993). Whereas Dreyfus, Searle, and many subsequent critics
stayed squarely on theoretical terrain, Taube’s now forgotten masterpiece,
Computers and Common Sense: The Myth of Thinking Machines (1961), cri-
tiqued the social irresponsibility and economic profligacy of AI as well as its
flawed philosophical foundations. Decades before ‘deconstruction’ became a
term of art in academe, Taube analysed the AI literature to reveal its hidden
assumptions, gaps in reasoning, and antiquated worldviews. Prior to Berger
and Luckmann (1966), he showed how AI pioneers used language to socially
construct the reality of ‘thinking machines’ through an interlocking web of
peer-citation, long before theorists of the actor–network showed this to be a
fundamental aspect of technoscientific power (Callon, Law, and Rip 1986).
As it would become clear shortly after Taube’s sudden death in 1965, the AI
pioneers were defrauding everyone, from their military funders to their peers
and the broader public, with overhyped claims about their machines. Yet
Taube distinguished them from simple criminals by noting that while the crea-
tors of sophisticated literary and artistic forgeries are ostensibly aware that they
are committing fraud, the creators of ‘thinking machines’ apparently believed
they were actually doing science.
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Dreyfus famously attacked the scientific credentials of AI by equating it to
alchemy (1965). Like Darwin’s Wallace, he arrived at this conclusion indepen-
dently of Taube, who had argued several years prior that AI was a ‘scientific
aberration’ like astrology or physiognomy (1961, 118–128). Taube looked
forward to the day when its central dogma, the doctrine of ‘Man-Machine Iden-
tity’ – that the human brain is ‘nothing but’ a machine, and therefore can be
simulated by another machine (76) – would not only be rejected, but, like
the eugenics of biology or the colonial origins of anthropology, disowned
entirely as an embarrassment to science. Understanding technoscience as a
social activity that is ultimately meaningless if not helpful to society at large,
Taube decried AI pioneers for using the term ‘science’ to ‘peddle nostrums
to a gullible public’ while avoiding scrutiny by ‘insisting on the pure scientific
nature of their intentions’ (124). To counteract their impairing influence on
society, Taube attempted to introduce the criticism of technoscience ‘as an
enterprise similar in its aims to the established arts of literary, musical, art,
and religious criticism,’ one that ‘views the [techno]scientific enterprise as an
activity carried out by men [sic], not by demigods, nor even high priests’ (v).

Widely influential at the time of its publication, the significance of Taube’s
critical project – which provides an excellent frame and sets a high bar for
this special issue – was recognized by no less a technoscientist than Alvin
M. Weinberg, Director of Oak Ridge National Laboratory, who observed that
while the ‘arts have always taken art critics and art criticism for granted,’ tech-
noscientists typically assume they have no need for critics:

Bad science is science that does not agree with nature; there are, in principle, objective
criteria for deciding between good and bad science. But Taube’s main contention is
that in a field such as [AI] which deals with human artifacts (computers) and
with logical, not empirical, issues, the tried-and-true criterion of agreement with
experiment no longer serves to cull the bad from the good. Nor is the review of
editors or fellow workers or government administrators sufficient—in Taube’s
opinion all are tainted with the same poison and, being taken in by the same
alleged scientific fraud, can criticize only in detail, not in principle. If the scientific
activities Taube criticizes were cheap, not much harm would be done; but since com-
puters (like so much of modern Big Science) are expensive and are supported by
public money, Taube argues that it is necessary and valid to subject these activities
as a whole to the kind of criticism to which art is subjected, to criticize broadly the
essential validity of the enterprise rather than to argue about the details within an
accepted conceptual framework. That such a course is excruciatingly difficult, if for
no other reason than that science is done by specialists and broad criticism of
science must of necessity be done by people who know less than the specialists,
does not deter Taube; he sees his duty and he states his opinions without pulling
punches. (Weinberg 1962, 310)

Weinberg concluded by stating his hope that Taube’s critique would go on to
have influence far beyond the narrow confines of AI, for ‘Much of modern Big
Science could be helped by a dose of such unsavory, but necessary, medicine.’
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Having edited and assembled the 10 articles in this special issue, I can assure
the reader that each does its part to bring the bold critical enterprise begun by
Taube into the twenty-first century – and that not a single one pulls its punches.
Now allow me to echo Weinberg in hoping the contribution of these discon-
tents proves broadly influential, for much of modern technoscience – and civi-
lization itself – could be helped by the unsavory, but necessary, medicine
offered herein.

Overview of the issue

In ‘The Lamp and the Lighthouse,’ Zachary Loeb examines the career of one of
AI’s most notorious discontents, computer scientist Joseph Weizenbaum
(1976), the first of a handful of notable defectors (e.g. Winograd and Flores
1987; Agre 1997; Suchman 2007; Marcus and Davis 2019; Smith 2019) from
what he called the ‘Artificial Intelligentsia.’ Delving into Weizenbaum’s corre-
spondence with the historian Lewis Mumford, whose own work affords con-
siderable cultural context on the development of AI (Mumford 1963, 1964,
1965, 1967, 1970), Loeb provides an important corrective to the official
canon: Weizenbaum was not – as so often portrayed by his former colleagues
and adversaries in AI – a lone wolf, howling in the wilderness. Rather, his
work, and the tradition of AI discontent more generally, was part of a
larger tradition of social criticism responding to the accelerating automation,
computerization, and complexification of technological civilization in the
twentieth century.

Depending upon how ‘AI’ is defined, however, discontent is ancient (Wiener
1964; Cohen 1966; Winner 1989; Noble 1999; Herzfeld 2002; Geraci 2010;
Russell and Norvig 2010; Garfinkel and Grunspan 2018). By excavating a
minor literature on ‘Artificial Stupidity,’Michael Falk’s article extends the criti-
cal tradition of the discontented beyond well-trod tomes like Forster’s ‘The
Machine Stops’ (1909), the apocryphal ‘Book of the Machines’ in Butler’s
Erewhon (1872), as well as Shelley’s 1818 Frankenstein, into the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries. Inverting narratives about the potential dangers of
a hypothetical ‘superintelligence,’ Falk explicates the real risks of actual
machine stupidity to open up a new (old) line of inquiry: Instead of always
probing whether a given machine is truly intelligent – whatever that means –
we ought instead to enquire, ‘What kind of stupid is it?’

Somewhat surprisingly, there is little if any consideration of stupidity in AI.
But even more surprisingly, there is scarcely any more attention paid to what
would seem to be the central concern of the entire AI enterprise: intelligence.
Harry Collins, a sociologist and longtime discontent who critiques AI from
the standpoint of Science and Technology Studies, summarizes and distills
much of his oeuvre (1989, 1990, 1992, 2018; Collins and Kusch 1998) into
‘The Science of Artificial Intelligence and its Critics.’ It provides an important
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tool for puncturing contemporary versions of the ‘myth of thinking machines’:
a six-level scale of intelligence that clarifies what it actually means to be intel-
ligent from a sociological perspective. In addition to combating hype by
helping ordinary people distinguish fact from fiction in AI, Collins proposes
that his framework could be used by experts to make AI a respectable
science again – but do they have the ears to hear his ‘productive criticism’?

As Taube pointed out decades ago, hype-busting is important because the
contemporary AI enterprise is not, and has never been, just a bit of harmless
technoscientific experimentation (Garvey 2018a; Garvey and Maskal 2019).
With its renewed geostrategic importance (Lee 2018; Scharre 2018; Comiter
2019; Garvey 2019b; Lin 2019; Mecklin 2019; NSCAI 2019; Prakash 2019;
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 2020; Johnson 2020) and increasing presence
in nearly every sector of society (Citron and Pasquale 2014; Pasquale 2015;
Pasquinelli 2015; O’Neil 2016; Eubanks 2017; Tegmark 2017; Shoham et al.
2017, 2018; Wachter-Boettcher 2017; Broussard 2018; Foer 2018; S. U. Noble
2018; Taplin 2018; Susskind 2018; Vaidhyanathan 2018; Zuboff 2018; Atana-
soski and Vora 2019; Benjamin 2019; Frey 2019; Perrault et al. 2019; Topol
2019; Webb 2019; Nourbakhsh and Keating 2020), enormous national
budgets have been and are being planned on the promise that more AI will
be ‘good’ for society (Webster et al. 2017; Dutton, Barron, and Boskovic
2018; The White House 2018; European Commission and Joint Research
Centre 2018; Schmidt et al. 2020). Yet as Ulnicane and colleagues demonstrate
in ‘Good Governance as a Response to Discontents? Déjà vu, or Lessons for AI
from other Emerging Technologies,’ the ‘AI for Good’ narrative at the centre of
these (inter)national initiatives is ahistorical, reproducing the amnesia of the
AI canon by ignoring and resisting multiple relevant precedents in the govern-
ance of emerging technologies, such as public engagement and responsible
innovation (Jasanoff 1996; Rowe and Frewer 2005; Wynne 2006; Stilgoe,
Lock, and Wilsdon 2014; Özdemir and Springer 2018; Garvey 2019a).

Cheryl Holzmeyer’s ‘Beyond ‘AI for Social Good’ (AI4SG): Social Trans-
formations – Not Tech-Fixes – for Health Equity,’ the fifth article in our
special issue, similarly shows that these initiatives, however well-intentioned,
breed discontent by distracting from root causes of social inequity and the
meliorative potential of challenging existing systems of power. While advocates
claim AI will improve public health, perhaps by making it possible to predict
‘well-being’ at the population level (Jaidka et al. 2020) or rapidly screen
women for breast cancer (McKinney et al. 2020), all sociotechnical failures
aside (Herper 2017; Ross 2018; Strickland 2019), the technical community’s
narrow focus on potential downstream interventions contributes to neglect
of the social determinants of health upstream, such as adequate income and
housing, which in turn amplifies inequality and puts more of society at risk.
In other words, although AI is supposed to be a powerful tool for improving
well-being, by diverting attention and resources away from fundamentals
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into expensive, experimental, expert-driven technical systems, it is paradoxi-
cally one of the greatest potential sources of social harm.

The next two articles expand upon the medical theme by exploring the role
of AI in the clinic. In ‘Don’t Touch My Stuff: Historicizing Resistance to AI and
Algorithmic Computer Technologies in Medicine,’ Ariane Hanemaayer docu-
ments the long tradition of doctors’ discontent as a struggle with and against
machines over the authorship of medical truth. Rather than continuing to
contest AI unaided, Hanemaayer suggests that physicians might find allies in
their patients, with whom they share a partisan interest in reducing and
protecting against the biases and other potential harms of medical AI
systems (Coiera 1996; Cabitza, Rasoini, and Gensini 2017; Char, Shah, and
Magnus 2018; Garvey 2018b; Krittanawong 2018). Saheli Datta Burton, Tara
Mahfoud, and colleagues’ ‘Clinical Translation of Computational Brain
Models: Understanding the Salience of Trust in Clinician-Researcher Relation-
ships’ explores the physician’s predicament from another angle – the quintes-
sential social bond of trust (Yamagishi 2011; Adali 2013). Drawing on their
extensive experience with the Human Brain Project and interviews with
experts, they show that without gaining clinicians’ trust through upstream col-
laboration that builds upon practitioners’ tacit knowledge, medical AI systems
are unlikely to make meaningful contributions to patients’ health, even if they
are adopted into the clinic.

The last three articles expand the frame of discontent to include the issues of
biology, humanity, and identity. In ‘Truth from the Machine: Artificial Intelli-
gence and the Materialisation of Identity,’ Keyes, Hitzig, and Blell explore how
the natural sciences change when investigators utilize the quantitative tech-
niques of AI to ‘discover’ qualitative social constructs such as ‘disease’ and
‘sexuality.’ Rachel Adams, in asking ‘Can Artificial Intelligence Be Decolo-
nised?,’ authoritatively unpacks the intertwined legacies of colonialism,
racism, and Western cultural hegemony that underlie the conceptual foun-
dations of AI, in order to establish an erudite theorization of what the strategy
of decoloniality must mean for the field if it is not to be (re)appropriated as yet
another ‘ethic.’ And finally, Alan Blackwell offers a personal account of his own
discontent as a longtime practitioner that builds into a proposal for a future eth-
nography that would make it possible to think and conduct AI otherwise.

The future of AI and its discontents

Some discontents come from outside the field, others from within. Most if not
all of them, however, critique AI in order to address larger issues of continued
cultural relevance, such as the nature of ‘intelligence’; the development,
implementation, and governance of large-scale sociotechnical systems
(Garvey 2018d); the consequences of doing AI within the military–indus-
trial–university complex; the problems of mind, brain, and consciousness in
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a material universe; the relationship between language, thought, and society; as
well as what it means to be ‘human’ in an increasingly computerized world.

These criticisms from the discontented reveal the deceptively simple two-
letter moniker ‘AI’ to be a microcosm of technological civilization in dire
need of strong medicine. While no single dose is strong enough to serve as
an antidote to the cyclical malaise of modern machine-driven madness
(Garvey 2018c), as AI grows more pervasive, its discontents will grow more
numerous, and their critical prescriptions, however unsavory, ever more
important to heed.
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The lamp and the lighthouse: Joseph Weizenbaum,
contextualizing the critic
Zachary Loeb

History and Sociology of Science, The University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA

ABSTRACT
The life and work of the computer scientist Joseph
Weizenbaum is a testament to the ways in which the field of
artificial intelligence has engendered discontent. In his
articles, public talks, and most notably in his 1976 book,
Computer Power and Human Reason, Weizenbaum
challenged the faith in computerized solutions and argued
that the proper question was not whether computers could
do certain things, but if they should. As a computer scientist
speaking out against computers, Weizenbaum has often
been treated as something of a lone Jeremiah howling in
the wilderness. However, as this article demonstrates, such a
characterization fails to properly contextualize Weizenbaum.
Drawing upon his correspondence with Lewis Mumford, this
article argues that Weizenbaum needs to be understood as
part of a community of criticism, while also exploring how
he found the role of discontented critic to be a lonely and
challenging one.

KEYWORDS
Joseph Weizenbaum; Lewis
Mumford; artificial
intelligence; the critique of
technology; public
intellectuals; technological
pessimism; computers; ELIZA

A clear homage to Michelangelo’s ‘The Creation of Adam’ dominated the first
page of the ‘Perspective’ section of the November 13, 1977 edition of The Bal-
timore Sun, yet the hands that reached out towards one another did not belong
to the naked Adam or to the bushy-bearded God. Instead, Adam had been
replaced by a robot, while God had been replaced by a bald-bespectacled
man in a lab coat. Beneath this provocative image, Joseph Weizenbaum
sought to shine a light, for the Sun’s readers, on the hazards of being taken
in by this high-tech retelling of ‘let there be light’ (Weizenbaum 1977b).

Between his role in composing the programming language SLIP, creating the
influential proto-chatbot ELIZA, and teaching at MIT – Joseph Weizenbaum
has secured an undeniable place in the history of computing, and artificial intel-
ligence. Yet what most distinguishes Weizenbaum from other prominent
figures in these fields is not his technical achievements, but the way he publicly
turned against them (Crevier 1993; Kling 1996; McCorduck 2004).
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Weizenbaum made his most lasting contribution as a critic, though what mat-
tered to him was not the computer in and of itself but ‘the role of computers in
our society’ (Weizenbaum and Wendt 2015, 33). It was precisely his intimate
knowledge of the way that computers operated that led him to challenge the
excited pronouncements that were made by those he referred to, with a mix
of derision and respect, as the ‘Artificial Intelligentsia.’

Weizenbaum is one of AI’s most notable discontents. A rock in the field’s
shoe which remains stubbornly present, he looms in the background of every
dystopia-tinged article about AI, whispering, ‘I warned you.’ For those inclined
to believe that computers and AI have set humanity on the wrong track, Wei-
zenbaum appears as a hybrid of patron saint and Cassandra; while to those with
high-hopes for computers and AI, who see ‘artificial intelligentsia’ as a badge of
honour, Weizenbaum appears as a curmudgeonly Chicken Little. Drawing on
Weizenbaum’s letters to his fellow social critic Lewis Mumford, this article
argues that in order to properly understand Weizenbaum’s warnings it is
necessary to recognize that he was not a lone prophet, howling in the wilder-
ness, but a part of a broader milieu of social-criticism that saw science and tech-
nology as important sites for critique.

Lighting the lamp

In an anecdote about ELIZA which he returned to frequently, Weizenbaum
recalled his secretary reacting as if he was interrupting a private conversation
when he walked in on her using the program – despite the fact that she
knew that the program did not understand the things she was saying to it (Wei-
zenbaum and Wendt 2015, 90). Initially, Weizenbaum had expressed the belief
that when the workings of a program were made clear ‘its magic crumbles away’
(1966, 36). However, in terms of the reactions to ELIZA, Weizenbaum was
struck by how it ‘created the most remarkable illusion of having understood,’
which was ‘most tenaciously clung to among people who knew little or
nothing about computers’ (1976, 189).

Named for the character from Pygmalion, ELIZA allowed a person to com-
municate in natural language with the computer and receive scripted responses.
In its most famous version, ‘doctor,’ ELIZA took the form of a Rogerian psy-
chotherapist – taking the statements of the user and echoing them back in
the form of a question (Weizenbaum 1966). As far as Weizenbaum was con-
cerned, the program ‘parodied’ a psychotherapist, and it disturbed him ‘that
psychiatrists and other people took this parody seriously’ (Baumgartner and
Payr 1995, 252).

Prior to ELIZA, Weizenbaum had constructed a program that excelled at
playing the game Five-in-a-Row/Go-MOKU – his description of the
program was published under the auspicious title ‘How to Make a Computer
Appear Intelligent’ (1962). The key for this appearance boiled down to the
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program’s creator ‘setting out to fool’ users about the program’s workings
(24). Success was measured by how many people had been fooled and for
how long (24). This program created ‘a wonderful illusion of spontaneity,’
and based on Weizenbaum’s wry admission that he had trouble beating
the program himself, the program seems to have played Five-in-a-Row
fairly well (24). That a program should be able to fool a user into believing
it to be intelligent, for Weizenbaum, was not proof of the program’s intelli-
gence but of the intelligence of the program’s creator – though he still
believed that the user would catch on eventually. This game-playing
program helps underscore that what shocked Weizenbaum about ELIZA’s
reception was not that the program fooled its users, but how willing those
users were to be fooled.

Granted, it is one thing to trick someone into thinking their opponent in a
game is intelligent. Fooling someone into believing the therapist in whom they
place their trust is intelligent is another. ThoughWeizenbaum’s early admission
that the point was to trick the user, his technical articles on ELIZA suggest he
did not believe users would be consistently or willingly fooled. Sometimes
‘magic crumbles’ but sometimes the enchantment deepens, and ELIZA’s
powers were so entrancing that this sort of mystified misunderstanding has
come to be known as ‘the Eliza effect’ (Broussard 2018; Murray 2017; Natale
2019; Suchman 2009; Turkle 2005; Wardrip-Fruin 2009). Rather than glorying
in his success, Weizenbaum seemed chastened by it. ELIZA’s only power was
‘to deceive,’ and he emphasized that ‘no humane therapy of any kind ought
to be grounded on’ such a power (1977a, 354).

Though ELIZA quickened Weizenbaum’s critical impulse, his concerns with
the responsibilities of computer scientists predate the public reaction to the
program. As a participant in a RAND Corporation Symposium in 1965, Wei-
zenbaum was already giving voice to the concerns that make his reactions to
ELIZA intelligible (McCracken 1965a, 1965b). Alluding to the doomsday
clock of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Weizenbaum opined that it
would only be a matter of time before ‘computer people will start publishing
a bulletin with the clock hands showing five minutes to twelve’ (1965a, 24).
This proximity to apocalyptic midnight was linked for Weizenbaum to his
sense that computers were ‘potentially dangerous instruments’ though few
others were willing to admit it (24). Over the course of the symposium,Weizen-
baum echoed the belief, shared by the other speakers, that computers would
become more widespread, but for him this was why it was incumbent upon
computer professionals to learn to distinguish between ‘what is worthwhile
and what is not worthwhile,’ ‘what is right and wrong,’ and to learn to say ‘I
will not do this’ (25).

Referring to the doomsday clock, Weizenbaum noted ‘Atomic scientists said
after 1945 that they felt they had known sin’ (24). It seems the ELIZA effect
filled Weizenbaum with a similar feeling.
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The lamp and the lighthouse

The concerns Weizenbaum raised regarding computers and AI transcend the
moment in which they were originally posed, but his reference to the doomsday
clock is a reminder that his thinking did not occur in a vacuum. The 1960s and
1970s were a period of social tumult, in the US and internationally, and it was a
period in which many individuals in the technical and scientific community
spoke out, even as a mixture of enthusiasm and mistrust greeted the latest tech-
noscientific developments (Egan 2007; McCray and Kaiser 2016; Moore 2008;
Roszak 1995; Schmalzer, Chard, and Botelho 2018; Tierney 2019; Turner
2008; Wisnioski 2016). As a critic from within the technical world, Weizen-
baum has been seen as part of an intellectual tradition consisting of figures
who have used their scientific status to bolster their criticisms of computers
and AI – such as Norbert Wiener, Hubert Dreyfus, and some contemporary
critics (Bynum 2001; Fleischman 2015; Frischmann and Selinger 2018; Gill
2019; Nadin 2019; Natale and Treré 2020; Mitcham 1994). While Wiener and
Dreyfus certainly influenced him, to fully grapple with Weizenbaum’s thinking
it is necessary to place him in a broader milieu of twentieth-century social
critics who were focused on technological issues.

From the outset of Computer Power and Human Reason (1976), Weizen-
baum draws attention to the line of thinkers who have ‘expressed grave
concern about the conditions created by the unfettered march of science and
technology.’ This list included ‘Mumford, Arendt, Ellul, Roszak, Comfort,
and Boulding’ (11), as well as Max Horkheimer and Erich Fromm. What
unites this set of disparate thinkers is the attention they directed to the ways
in which complex technological systems, and allegiance to technical thinking,
resulted in the sacrifice of human needs on the altar of technological
expedience. For many of these figures – several of whom, like Weizenbaum,
were Jews who had fled from Nazi Germany – the Holocaust and the onset
of the nuclear arms race stood as grim testaments to what occurred when the
steely logic of mechanized rationality held power. While Weizenbaum clearly
pays homage to these influences, his most significant comment about any of
these figures is his expression of gratitude to ‘Lewis Mumford, that grand old
man’ who Weizenbaum notes ‘read all’ of the manuscript (x). Weizenbaum
gives Mumford further credit by noting that it was Mumford who had con-
vinced him that ‘it sometimes matters that a member of the scientific establish-
ment say some things that humanists have been shouting for ages’ (x).

Mumford was certainly one of the ‘humanists’ who had ‘been shouting for
ages.’ By the time Weizenbaum set about writing Computer Power, Mumford
had reached the twilight of his years as a public intellectual. Though
Mumford was still publishing in the 1970s, his books that came out in that
decade were largely collections of earlier work and autobiographical reminisces
(Mumford 1972, 1975, 1979, 1982). Throughout his oeuvre, few topics escaped
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Mumford’s critical gaze, he wrote about literature, art, architecture, politics,
education, utopias, and much else – but he made his greatest impact with his
writings about technology and cities (Blake 1990; Hughes and Hughes 1990;
Jacoby 1987; Kuhns 1971; Luccarelli 1996; Miller 1989; Mitcham 1994; Wojto-
wicz 1996). Although he was aware that the approach would not win him many
friends, Mumford tended to see himself in the mold of the prophet Jonah,
someone ‘who keeps uttering the very words you don’t want to hear…
warning you that it will get even worse unless you yourself change your
mind and alter your behavior’ (Mumford 1979, 528).

Drawing on the thinking of his mentor Patrick Geddes, Mumford’s early
engagement with technology, saw him speaking of technological eras wherein
a society could be defined by its sources of power and technological modes
(Mumford 1934). Yet the onset of World War II and the rise of the nuclear
era significantly darkened Mumford’s worldview (Mumford 1939, 1940, 1946,
1951, 1954, 1956, 1959). Throughout the post-war period, Mumford worried
about the power that was accumulating around complex technical systems,
and his warnings about ‘authoritarian technics’ gradually turned into a
theory of the ‘Megamachine,’ a vast social structure composed of ‘human
parts’ that was remaking the world in its own mechanized image (Mumford
1964, 1967, 1970). A key feature of authoritarian technics was the danger
that ‘Once one opts for the system no further choice remains’ (Mumford
1964, 6) – a development clearly visible in the growth of ‘computer-dominated
society’ (Mumford 1970, 191). Indeed, for Mumford, the computer was the key
device central to the functioning of the Megamachine (Loeb 2018). While he
was concerned with specific machines, his greater concern was with the ideol-
ogy that had developed around these machines: the belief that technoscience
would solve all human problems. Mumford chafed at this ‘myth of the
machine,’ which had become ‘the basic religion of our present culture,’
having ‘so captured the modern mind that no human sacrifice seems too
great provided it is offered up to the insolent Marduks and Molochs of
science and technology’ (Mumford 1975, 379). As a critic, Mumford confessed
to having frequently felt rather lonely, yet in Weizenbaum he found a kindred
spirit.

Friendships do not always leave behind many records, and it is not always
possible for a historian to reconstruct the details of phone conversations or per-
sonal visits, but Weizenbaum’s letters to Mumford provide a window into their
relationship – despite the fact that Mumford’s letters to Weizenbaum have not
been preserved. The correspondence features many of the expected contents of
a discourse between two friends, but it also includes ruminations on the state of
the world that provide insight intoWeizenbaum wrestling with his new identity
as a social critic. Weizenbaum’s letters make it clear that he was inspired by
Mumford, praising him as ‘an invaluable example to those others of us who
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also struggle to become and remain free’ even if that struggle should be painful
(Weizenbaum to Mumford, 8/17/1972).1

In much of their early correspondence, Weizenbaum provided Mumford
with running commentary on the progress he was making on Computer
Power. Though Weizenbaum had not been hiding his opinions on computers
in the years prior to publication, he still expressed nervousness about what
was to come, noting ‘I am as frightened of the task ahead of me as layman
might be were he called on to do surgery’ (W2M, 11/21/1973). YetWeizenbaum
overcame his trepidation due to his certainty that what he was saying needed to
be said, and this sentiment was bolstered by Mumford’s belief that this message
would have added weight coming from someone within the technical commu-
nity. Weizenbaum found himself grappling with just how deeply entrenched
the ‘technological metaphor’ had become amongst his technical peers; he
worried that none believed ‘reports of atrocities’ until it was too late to
prevent them, thus his task was to ‘find a way of telling my readers that these
particular atrocities are happening to them, that all this is not merely academic
foolery’ (W2M, 6/24/1974). The challenge of reaching the public is a leitmotif
running throughout the correspondence – yet a definitive answer always eluded
both men.

As Weizenbaum went about completing his book, the US was rocked by the
resignation of President Nixon. While Weizenbaum was not upset to see Nixon
go, his assessment of that situation featured the refusal to take good news at face
value that was a hallmark of both correspondents’ thinking. To Weizenbaum
the risk of Nixon’s resignation was ‘that the people will think that all troubles
are finally behind us,’ whereas he saw nothing to celebrate in ‘a system that elev-
ates men like Mr. Nixon to the stewardship of the nation’ (W2M, 8/8/1974). In
a playfully apocalyptic comment, Weizenbaum pondered that ‘What appears to
be a dawn may be the herald of the coming Gotterdammerung!’ (W2M, 8/8/
1974). But in the midst of the world’s tumults, with the war in Vietnam and
the political fallout surrounding President Nixon looming in the background,
working on Computer Power kept Weizenbaum grounded.

By the final months of 1974 Weizenbaum was circulating his manuscript to
friends and students, he hoped the message of the book would resonate with
readers both in and outside of the technical community as it had been com-
posed with such a varied community of readers in mind. Computer Power
and Human Reason is many things: an exploration of how Weizenbaum had
come to criticize computing, a basic explanation of how computers work, a
cutting commentary on the culture surrounding computing at prestigious uni-
versities, and most of all an impassioned plea to computer professionals to take
responsibility for the things they were creating. Throughout the book, Weizen-
baum upbraids his fellow computer professionals, not for thinking in terms of

1Hereafter, correspondence from Weizenbaum to Mumford will be cited as (W2M, Date).
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technical possibilities, but for failing to first ask whether it was appropriate to
delegate certain tasks to machines; as he explained ‘since we do not now have
any ways of making computers wise, we ought not now to give computers tasks
that demand wisdom’ (1976, 227). And ‘wisdom’ was a trait that Weizenbaum
doubted a computer could ever possess. A concern with responsibility animates
the text, and Weizenbaum feared the ways in which ‘the myth of technological
and political and social inevitability is a powerful tranquilizer of the conscience’
that serves ‘to remove responsibility from the shoulders of everyone who truly
believes it’ (241). The book concludes with an appeal to readers, particularly
those who are intimately involved with computers, to find the ‘simple kind
of courage’ that involves learning to say ‘No!’ (276).

When he had started writing it, Weizenbaum had worried about how Com-
puter Power would be received at MIT, as the book painted a less than flattering
picture of those close to computers, and by arguing that they must assume
responsibility the book suggested that they were currently failing to do just
that. Yet, Weizenbaum seemed genuinely relieved and proud when he told
Mumford how the graduate students studying AI with whom he had shared
the book

have read it and not rejected its message out of hand. To the contrary, they all agree
that the things it talks about ought at least to be on the agenda and that the book
places them there in a responsible and thoughtful and thought provoking way.
(W2M, 11/23/1974)

This response did not change Weizenbaum’s view of the looming, technoscien-
tifically exacerbated risks of computing but he was heartened that the young
people who had read the book seemed aware of those dangers. It suggested
that his book could be a powerful corrective to the very tendencies he had
critiqued.

Granted, it was not so much students’ reactions that Weizenbaum dreaded,
but that of his colleagues. Weizenbaum humorously recounted an encounter
with John McCarthy, ‘one of the founding cardinals of the artificial intelligence
priesthood,’ who expressed a distaste for the book but who could not find any
fault in it other than its style (W2M, 3/12/1976). According to Weizenbaum,
McCarthy had accused him of learning his ‘writing style from Lewis
Mumford,’ adding that ‘John was very puzzled that I seemed so pleased’ at
this comment, which was not meant as a compliment (W2M, 3/12/1976). Yet
McCarthy’s comment on style, and his allusion to Mumford, speaks not so
much to a ‘fault’ as a faultline: the growing gulf between Weizenbaum and
‘the artificial intelligence priesthood.’ Whereas the former had become a
proud heretic, the latter group was only becoming more fervent in its AI
evangelism.

Though Weizenbaum expressed amusement at McCarthy comparing his
work to Mumford’s, what buoyed him was not this idle comparison to his
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idol, but a host of other experiences. Weizenbaum noted that since the book’s
publication he had spoken with many colleagues who had thanked him for his
work, telling him that they shared many of his concerns, but ‘have not uttered
them publicly’ (W2M, 3/12/1976). It seemed to Weizenbaum, based on these
conversations, that his book was for many of these unnamed individuals ‘a
kind of legitimation of their own ideas and even of having nonconventional
ideas at all’ (W2M, 3/12/1976). Though Weizenbaum expressed to Mumford
that he was pleased to take on this role, he also noted how saddened he was
to see that so many of his colleagues were unwilling to speak out against the
accepted orthodoxy. Their response further demonstrated ‘how urgent it is
for everyone who can do so to set examples – and how enormously powerful
examples can be’ (W2M, 3/12/1976).

While attending the Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology’s conference on
‘Technology at the Turning Point,’ Weizenbaum found himself once more
reminded of the reasons why many of his colleagues, even if they agreed with
him, refrained from uttering their views publicly. In this regard as well, he
recognized that Mumford had paved the path he was now treading. As he
described it to Mumford, Weizenbaum delivered a talk attacking the idea of
technological inevitability and warning that ‘popular attitudes toward compu-
ters have converted them to instruments which tell us what we must hope for
…Having been told what we must hope for, we immediately turn computers
into instruments which realize our hopes’ (W2M, 4/6/1976). Yet in recounting
the event to Mumford, Weizenbaum did not dwell on his own comments, but
instead expressed frustration at the talk delivered by the historian Melvin
Kranzberg, who had ‘railed against the enemies of technology,’ amongst
whom Mumford was identified ‘most emphatically’ (W2M, 4/6/1976). This
was certainly not the first time that Kranzberg had criticized Mumford publicly.
Several years earlier, Kranzberg had called those who opine on technology’s
impact on human values ‘intellectual Luddites,’ framing them as ‘concerned,
articulate, but ineffectual’ (Kranzberg 1964, 580). That he placed Mumford
within this group is made clear in his review of the first volume of Mumford’s
Myth of the Machine, where Kranzberg fondly recalled Mumford’s earlier work
– before calling the current Mumford ‘a prophet of doom’ and asking ‘Has
something gone wrong with technology? Or just the prophet?’ (Kranzberg
1967, 687).

While Kranzberg’s earlier critiques of Mumford had been printed, the con-
ference provided Weizenbaum an opportunity to rise to Mumford’s defense,
challenge Kranzberg’s reading of Mumford’s work, as well as his technological
optimism. For Weizenbaum, Kranzberg’s framing of critics as ‘enemies of tech-
nology’ served as an easy way for the celebrants of technology to avoid having to
engage with the merits of those critiques. For Weizenbaum the accusation of
‘technological determinist,’ which Kranzberg hurled at Mumford, overlooked
Mumford’s lifelong commitment to searching for alternative technological
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modes, while also overlooking how certain technological systems are created in
order to remake society in their own image. Commenting on Kranzberg’s rhe-
torical techniques, Weizenbaum described them as a ‘very neat trick’ that
frames ‘every good that technology has brought about as a product of the
essence of technology, while any evil that might be mentioned was naturally
a consequence of the weakness and the fallibility of man’ (W2M, 4/6/1976).
Beyond being a tactic to dismiss criticism, Weizenbaum felt that assessments
such as Kranzberg’s permitted ‘the technological optimist to charge ahead
without thought to the consequences his magic may engender’ (W2M, 4/6/
1976). The encounter was a discomforting reminder that views such as his
and Mumford’s were still quite unwelcome within the technoscientific
community.

Despite some cheering comments from students, words of support from col-
leagues, and some positive reviews of the book, encounters of the sort that Wei-
zenbaum had with McCarthy and Kranzberg had a draining impact. Whereas
Mumford had ample experience sounding the siren in vain, the failure of Com-
puter Power to overcome the cultural influence of the artificial intelligentsia and
their ilk left Weizenbaum deeply depressed. Reflecting on Kranzberg’s com-
ments, Weizenbaum told Mumford that he had not been ‘particularly upset’
by them as ‘you and I both know that there is an enormous amount of this
kind of nonsense being spoken every day’ (W2M, 4/6/1976). Considering the
body of letters Weizenbaum sent to Mumford, it is hard to accept his claim
that he was mostly unbothered. While noting that he was doing his best ‘to
guard against becoming a “true believer” and a victim of my own skepticism,’
Weizenbaum nevertheless found the ‘superficiality’ with which most people
approached computers compelled him to darken his vision (W2M, 10/2/
1977). Many of Weizenbaum’s public writings feature their fair share of glum
assessments, but few equal the mournful heft with which he told Mumford, ‘I
have the insuppressible impression that the world is getting exponentially
worse while my efforts to save an individual life here and there and a
modicum of sanity generally can be increased only linearly’ (W2M, 3/18/
1978) – a combinatorial explosion of technoscientific development his critique
could not overcome in real time.

In his initial letters to Mumford,Weizenbaum’s words were tinged with opti-
mism. Though he had appreciated the enormity of the task before him, and the
risks to his reputation it entailed, as Weizenbaum dispatched draft after draft to
Mumford he was animated by a faith that speaking out would make a differ-
ence. In the aftermath of the book’s publication, however, the flames of hope
diminished into frail sparks, especially as the years marched on. Weizenbaum
continued to derive succour from Mumford’s work and their friendship. Yet
it seemed that another area in which Weizenbaum came to emulate
Mumford was in feeling like the mocked prophet who watches in solitude as
the very things they glumly warned of come to pass. Weizenbaum feared that
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‘the world is rushing madly and apparently thoughtlessly into a whole series of
crises, into all of them with increasing acceleration,’ and though he hoped that
he could contribute ‘to the rise of the general level of sanity in our society’ he
was increasingly doubtful it would be enough (W2M, 1/19/1984). Looking
about the world Weizenbaum asked ‘If one has only ten fingers, which holes
in the dam which holds back the tide of barbarism should one attempt to
plug?’ (W2M, 1/19/1984).

Where once Weizenbaum had asked Mumford for guidance on how to be a
public intellectual, he later sought guidance on how to be at peace with being
ignored. Weizenbaum and Mumford both tried to plug the holes created by
an overly eager embrace of science and technology, but even their best attempts
had not stopped the rising tide from pouring through.

Illuminating metaphors

At the conclusion of ‘The Last Dream,’ an article in which Weizenbaum
couched the history of AI in humanity’s long obsession with creating new
life, he delivered a punchy sentence that neatly summarizes his outlook: ‘Real
life is not computable’ (2019, 193). Throughout the article, a copy of which
he sent to Mumford, Weizenbaum emphasized that technoscience was not
the only way to understand human experience, and, moreover, that the
attempt shamefully cheapened that experience. He critiqued prominent
members of the Artificial Intelligentsia for overestimating the capabilities of
AI, but noted that they were correct in recognizing ‘the readiness of people
to believe such things, both then and now’ (181).

Weizenbaum’s understanding of the proclivity to put faith in the pronounce-
ments of the Artificial Intelligentsia is one of many reasons his thinking
remains important today. Yet what truly makes his perspective on this signifi-
cant is not his comments on the matter, but the ways in which he explained how
this had come to pass. Technological enthusiasm courses through much of
American history (Adas 2006; Hughes 1989; Marvin 1988; Segal 2005), and
though this optimistic/utopian streak has periodically been challenged by a
contrary perspective (Ezrahi, Mendelsohn, and Segal 1994; Kling 1996;
Winner 1989) – Weizenbaum’s forlorn letters to Mumford capture how the
critics felt their warnings could not overcome the widespread enthusiasm for
technoscience. In addition to the Mumford-focused confrontation with Kranz-
berg, Weizenbaum had run-ins with his own ideological opponents as well. In
some cases these played out in the pages of popular periodicals (Feigenbaum
and McCorduck 1983; Weizenbaum 1983a, 1983b) and soured the relationship
in perpetuity (McCorduck 2019;Weizenbaum and Wendt 2015). And in still
other cases Weizenbaum’s viewpoints seemed to be included just so they
could be shot down. For example, his article ‘Once more – a computer revolu-
tion’ (1978), reprinted in the volume The Computer Age (Dertouzos and Moses
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1979), was followed by two responses that disagreed with him, whereas no other
chapter in the book was followed by similar retorts.

Curmudgeonly though Weizenbaum could be, he was no misanthrope.
There is a genuine note of disbelief in his comment to Mumford that ‘it’s
hard to understand sometimes how the world can be so screwed up in spite
of the fact that most people are good’ (W2M, 3/25/1980). This matter is doubt-
lessly one which has concerned many individuals, yet, at least when it came to
technology, Weizenbaum and Mumford had an answer. In Mumford’s esti-
mation ‘the ultimate religion of our seemingly rational age’ was ‘the myth of
the machine,’ wherein an idolatrous belief in the power of science and technol-
ogy to solve all problems resulted in ‘progress’ becoming a shorthand for tech-
nical achievements alone (1970). Over the two volumes of the aptly titled Myth
of the Machine, Mumford had gone into detail explaining how this myth was
maintained by a new priesthood that had enshrined the computer as its new
god (1967, 1970). Explaining how this grim situation could come into being,
Mumford described how this new system ‘bribed’ the masses by offering
them a share in the technologically produced bounty in exchange for their com-
plicity (1970). Far from rejecting Mumford’s analysis, Weizenbaum deepened
it, drawing explicitly on the idea of the myth of the machine to argue that ‘tech-
nological metaphors… and technique itself… so thoroughly pervade our
thought process that we have finally abdicated to technology the very duty to
formulate questions’ (1972, 611). The challenge of formulating questions was
thus rendered moot as the technological system only permitted questions to
which it was itself the answer. As Weizenbaum pithily put it, ‘the computer
has almost since its beginning been basically a solution looking for a
problem,’ thus it framed every problem as one that only a computer could
solve and presented itself as the solution (ben-Aaron 1985, 2). Just as
someone with a hammer sees every problem as a nail, to the Artificial Intelli-
gentsia, every problem looks computable.

Weizenbaum stressed the importance of investigating who the victims and
victors ‘of our much-advertised technological progress’would be; how the com-
puter and AI would impact our idea of ourselves; what ‘irreversible forces’
would come into existence thanks to ‘our worship of high technology’; the
sort of world these decisions would leave our descendants; and the importance
of asking ‘what limits ought’ to be imposed on the application of computation
to ‘human affairs’ (1978, 19) – precisely because such questions do not give
themselves to easily computable answers. No technological determinist, Wei-
zenbaum emphasized that much was dependent on the choices being made
by technologists and he sought to remind his peers that ‘since the beginning
of recorded history, decisions having the most evil consequences are often
made in the service of some overriding good’ (1976, 273). Weizenbaum,
much like Mumford, underscored that the technological situation in which
we find ourselves is not the result of inevitability, or the result of irresistible
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progress, but the result of decisions. And different decisions could have been,
and still can be, made.

There are certainly aspects of Weizenbaum’s thought that have aged oddly,
which is why it is important to see him not as a lone Jeremiah howling in the
desert but as a member of a community of critics. Weizenbaum’s frequent allu-
sions to the Nazis and the Holocaust can appear anachronistic to those who
forget that Weizenbaum fled Nazi Germany in his youth, and his statement
‘we have learned nothing. Civilization is as imperiled today as it was then’
(1976, 256) may appear hyperbolic to those who view the Nazis as an aberration
instead of as a product of modernity. Nevertheless, the technological critiques
by numerous Jewish critics in the post-war period drew clear links between the
experience of the Holocaust and a distrust that new technoscientific advances
could be handled responsibly (Anders 2010, 2013; Arendt 1958; Fromm
1968; Jonas 1985). Zygmunt Bauman, for example, drew directly on
Weizenbaum to warn of the dehumanizing risks of computers (Bauman
1989, 115–116). While Weizenbaum saw himself as leaning on the work of a
range of social critics, his own writing entered into that conversation, and
eventually many of those who Weizenbaum had drawn on wound up citing
him in return (Ellul 1990; Roszak 1994).

Nevertheless, Weizenbaum’s work remains vital today, not because he was
an early critic of AI, but because the questions he raised concerning AI and
computerized society are still the ones that trouble technological civilization.
Computers remain powerful metaphors for describing our world (Chun
2011; Golumbia 2009; Hong 2020; Mosco 2005). Hype around artificial intelli-
gence continues to overstate the capabilities of these systems (Broussard 2018).
The myths around AI distract from the humans doing the work (Gillespie 2018;
Roberts 2019). The complexity of various systems continues to deepen and
exacerbate social divisions (Noble 2018; Pasquale 2015). All the while, compu-
ters and AI remain alluring devices onto which societies project their hopes for
social transformation (Benjamin 2019; Ames 2019).

Where onceWeizenbaum cited past critics in order to place himself in a con-
tinuum of technoscientific critique, many contemporary critics cite Weizen-
baum to similarly situate themselves (Loeb 2015, 28). Yet what keeps
Weizenbaum relevant today is not only his place amongst past critics, but
that his critiques still speak directly to the social implications computers and
AI. It is an enduring relevance that Sun-ha Hong captures by evoking Weizen-
baum’s ‘counsel’ that ‘not everything that can be done with technology ought to
be done’ (Hong 2020, 186). Contemplating the ‘paradoxical role of computers,’
Weizenbaum observed

on the one hand the computer makes it possible in principle to live in a world of
plenty for everyone, on the other hand we are well on the way to using it to create
a world of suffering and chaos. (1983c, 10)
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Nearly 40 years after those words were written, many of those studying compu-
ters and AI are still wrestling with this paradox.

For Weizenbaum, much like Mumford, technologies could never be con-
sidered in isolation from the societies in which they were found. Thus, it was
impossible to assess computers or AI merely by looking at machines. As Wei-
zenbaum put it ‘The computer… is a mirror in which certain aspects and qual-
ities of contemporary America are reflected’ he went on to add that his purpose
was not ‘to say anything good or bad about the mirror. I am talking about what
it reflects’ (Mulvihill 1986, 135). As for what it reflected? Weizenbaum minced
no words, noting that ‘the computer is embedded in our crazy society… and
this society is obviously insane’ (Weizenbaum and Wendt 2015, 42).

A light in the dark

In describing the computer metaphor Weizenbaum warned how it had become
a ‘lamppost under whose light, and only under whose light, men seek answers
to burning questions’ (1976, 158). Considering the darkness threatening to
envelop the world, it was understandable that people would flock to the
glimmer of that lamppost and satisfy themselves with whatever illumination
it could bring. Yet, Weizenbaum was not content to ‘seek answers’ under
that glow.

If only certain answers could be cast into the brightness of the lamppost of
the computer metaphor, then it was necessary to find other light sources. Thus,
in explaining what he hoped to accomplish in his work, Weizenbaum told
Mumford that ‘all I have done is to carry a lamp into a dark fortress’ (W2M,
9/2/1974). Noting how Mumford had expressed the belief that merely carrying
that lantern is ‘an important thing to do,’ he also credited Mumford with being
one of ‘the keepers of its light’ (W2M, 9/2/1974). In expressing gratitude to
Mumford for his guidance and assistance, Weizenbaum noted that they had
been brought together by a shared set of thoughts and worries. ‘I came to
know yours as a lost sailor comes to know a lighthouse on whose wide
ranging beam he has come to rely long before he ever [became] its keeper’
(W2M, 11/23/1974). The lamp that Weizenbaum held aloft burnt brightly for
a time, and he had sought not only to rally his fellow computer scientists but
the broader public as well. Thus, beneath the image of the scientist and the
robotic Adam, Weizenbaum had sought to illuminate for the readers of The
Baltimore Sun that ‘Perhaps we have even more to fear from people who act
as if they were computers than from computers programmed to pretend to
be human’ (Weizenbaum 1977b, K2). Despite his efforts to hold the lantern
high, the darkness grew as more and more people came to gather around the
lamppost of the computer metaphor. And though Weizenbaum strived to be
a keeper of the light, he confided that ‘I lean toward the view these days that
the lights are going out’ (W2M, 1/19/1984).
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Whether one agrees of disagrees Weizenbaum’s assessment, his work
remains a lantern worth rekindling as we make our way through this dark for-
tress. This lantern may not tell us the correct path to take, but it will at the very
least remind us that we do not have to stay on our present path. That so much of
what awaits us remains uncertain and unpredictable only heightens the need for
us to carefully evaluate the route we shall take. And thus the question remains,
who will be willing to tread this lonely path, littered with accusations of
alarmism, in order to hoist this lantern anew?

Let there be light.
It is sorely needed.
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Artificial stupidity
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ABSTRACT
Public debate about AI is dominated by Frankenstein Syndrome,
the fear that AI will become superhuman and escape human
control. Though superintelligence is theoretically possible, it
distracts from a more pressing problem: the rise of Artificial
Stupidity (AS). This article discusses the cultural roots of
Frankenstein Syndrome, and provides a conceptual framework
for evaluating the stupidity of artificial agents. It then identifies
an alternative literary tradition that exposes the perils and
benefits of AS. In the writings of Edmund Spenser, Jonathan
Swift and E.T.A. Hoffmann, ASs replace, enslave or delude their
human users. More optimistically, Joseph Furphy and Laurence
Sterne imagine ASs that can augment human intelligence by
serving as maps or as pipes. These writers provide a strong
counternarrative to the myths that currently drive the AI
debate. They identify ways even stupid agents can thwart
human aims, and demonstrate the social and scientific value
of literary texts.
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Frankenstein Syndrome

To misquote Joseph Weizenbaum: what could it mean to speak of stupidity
when one speaks of machines? The question is rarely asked. It is intelligent
machines that capture the imagination, not stupid ones – machines that inter-
pret X-rays, generate fake photographs, trade stocks, or win at Chess, Go and
Starcraft II. Journalists and intellectuals tell stories of such machines to
suggest that AI is possible, probably imminent, and potentially far more intel-
ligent than humanity. According to Max Tegmark, for instance, DeepMind’s
AlphaGo system is proof that machines have already achieved genuine ‘intui-
tion’ and ‘creativity’ (2018, 87). In 2016, AlphaGo defeated Go grandmaster
Lee Sedol 4-1, using risky moves that ‘def[ied] millennia of human intuition’
(2018, 87–88).1 On the flipside, when people do tell stories of machine stupidity,
their purpose is normally just to refute the AI-believers. In 2017, for instance,
The Economist published work by an AI to demonstrate that humans still write
better copy (The Economist 2017). Both Tegmark and The Economist address
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the same concern: When will the machines outsmart us? Neither seem overly
interested in a somewhat more pressing problem: If the machines haven’t out-
smarted us yet, then in what way are they stupider?

The AI debate is warped by Frankenstein Syndrome, or the fearful fascina-
tion with superintelligent agents. Over the last two decades, a string of bestsel-
ling authors have predicted the arrival of superintelligent AI (Kurzweil 2006;
Bostrom 2014; Tegmark 2018; Russell 2019), to the thunderous applause of
celebrity businessmen and intellectuals like Bill Gates, Elon Musk, Stephen
Hawking and Sam Harris. These prophets of superintelligence often claim
they are being ignored (Bostrom 2014, v; Russell 2019, 132–44), but in reality
their fears dominate the public imagination. One measure of their dominance
comes from the cinema, where for 10 years Marvel’s superhero films have com-
manded the global box office (‘List of Highest-Grossing Franchises and Film
Series’ 2020). In these films, superintelligent AIs such as Ultron, Jarvis/
Vision, Arnim Zola, the Supreme Intelligence and the mysterious ‘algorithm’
from Captain America: Winter Solider (2014) continually threaten humanity
and indeed the universe. Frankenstein Syndrome is a problem because it
draws attention away from a more pressing concern. Though superintelligent
AI may be possible in theory, Artificial Stupidity (AS) already exists, is continu-
ally infiltrating new corners of society, and is still only poorly understood.

The Syndrome is rooted in an old and persistent cultural myth. There are
long traditions of writing about ‘automata’, or self-moving machines, stretching
back to ancient China, India, Greece and Israel (Kang 2011; Mayor 2018), but
two centuries ago, these traditions took off in a new direction with the publi-
cation of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein (Shelley 1998). Frankenstein’s monster
was a new kind of automaton, for two reasons:

(1) He was rooted in modern science, in particular the new sciences of ‘chem-
istry’ and ‘electricity’ (Shelley 1998, 32, 24). These new sciences had
exposed natural forces that were strange and fluid enough to conceivably
explain consciousness, and yet were also controllable enough to drive the
real technological advances of the Industrial Revolution.

(2) He was endowed with conscious intelligence, with ‘reason’, ‘sensations’,
‘perceptions’ and ‘passions’ (Shelley 1998, 79, 114, 119). In fact his intelli-
gence is superhuman. In only few months, he is able to progress from
absolute ignorance – ‘I knew, and could distinguish, nothing’ (Shelley
1998, 80) – to a high level of literacy and cunning. He is so cunning, in
fact, that even the most intelligent human in the story – Victor Franken-
stein – is powerless to thwart him.

Frankenstein’s monster can be described as the first modern superintelli-
gence, an electrical supermind coursing over a chemical substrate. His arrival
fundamentally altered the terms of the ‘control problem’. Since ancient times,
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writers had considered the risk that automata might escape human control
(Kang 2011, 21; Mayor 2018, 29–30, 206), but here for the first time was an
automaton whose intelligence would make control impossible, and who
could conceivably be manufactured in the near future by a scientific process.2

This frightening being quickly became a powerful myth.
We need a cure for Frankenstein Syndrome. While the fear of Franken-

stein’s monster has dominated the discussion, a different kind of artificial
agent has steadily been colonizing every aspect of human life: autopilots
that keep planes on course, but rob human pilots of their skill (Fry 2019,
155–57); infuriatingly useful autocorrect; sputtering automated faucets and
stingy towel dispensers; intrusive and occasionally frightening targeted adver-
tisements; insipid home assistants like Siri and Alexa. These artificial agents
are regularly billed as AIs due to their ability to respond flexibly to their
environment, but as I will show, their apparent intelligence is also a kind of
Artificial Stupidity (AS).

Not only has AS received far less attention than superintelligence, stupidity
itself is a neglected topic: ‘Basic points about stupidity’s place in the conceptual
field [remain] unclear’ (Golob 2019, 564). How is stupidity related to ignorance,
cleverness, forgetfulness, intelligence or imagination? As it turns out, stupidity
has long been a preoccupation of novelists and poets, and literature holds a rich
store of ideas about what it means for a human or a machine to be stupid.

Frankenstein Syndrome is a literary disease, and a literary disease requires a
literary cure. In what follows, I unearth an alternative tradition of literary works
that explore the perils and potentials of AS. In the first section, I define AS. I
introduce the distinction between stupidity of understanding and stupidity of
judgement, and show in what way modern AS can be said to suffer from stu-
pidity of judgement. In the next section, I consider three literary examples of
AS run wild: Edmund Spenser’s The Faerie Queene (Spenser 1977), Jonathan
Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels (Swift 2005), and E.T.A. Hoffmann’s stories from
the late 1810s, ‘Der Sandmann’ and ‘Die Automate’ (in 1957). Stupid machines
may not be able to outwit their human masters, these writers claim, but they can
still replace, enslave or delude them. In the final section of the essay, I offer some
reasons for hope. Using novels by Laurence Sterne 1983) and Joseph Furphy
1999) as examples, I show how AS can paradoxically augment human intelli-
gence, by acting as a map to aid reasoning or as a pipe to aid reflection.
Between them, these texts map out a new terrain for AI researchers. They set
aside a familiar question – How intelligent is this machine? – to pose a new
one: What kind of stupid is it?

2One key aspect of superintelligence that Shelley left implicit was the possibility of an ‘intelligence explosion’, in
which an AI learns to improve itself and unleashes exponential growth (Good 1966). When Frankenstein refuses
to create a bride for the monster, why does the monster not simply steal Frankenstein’s technology and start
manufacturing new and improved mates for himself? He even has Frankenstein’s lab notebook! (Shelley 1998,
105) Perhaps this possibility was simply too horrifying for Shelley to contemplate.
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Two kinds of stupidity

It may seem perverse to describe modern intelligent systems as ‘stupid’. If a
spam filter can accurately distinguish real emails from spam, and constantly
learn to outwit the human spammers who try and fool it, surely it is ‘intelligent’
in some sense? Indeed, many contemporary AI theorists would call this spam
filter a ‘narrow intelligence’, because it can perform a particular task that
once required human intelligence (Kurzweil 2006, 279–89). Even within their
narrow domains of expertise, however, I would argue that modern intelligent
systems are still stupid.

One source of confusion is that intelligence and stupidity seem mutually
exclusive, but in fact greater intelligence can lead to greater stupidity. To
grasp this point, and see how it applies to modern AI systems, I draw on Imma-
nuel Kant’s classic theory of stupidity and show how it can be used to explain a
pernicious kind of error that plagues state-of-the-art image recognition
systems.

Kant distinguishes two kinds of stupidity: stupidity of ‘understanding’ and
stupidity of ‘judgement’ (2007, 174). Stupidity of understanding is when I
lack the concepts required to make sense of a situation. This I can remedy
through learning. Stupidity of judgement is when I have the required concepts,
but misapply them. Perhaps I apply them too strictly, or use them outside their
proper domain, as for instance when Facebook’s facial-recognition system
detects a ‘face’ that is really a picture on someone’s T-shirt. The more under-
standing I have, the more concepts I know, and the more scope I have to
exhibit stupidity of judgement (see also Golob 2019, 567–68). It is in this
sense that a more intelligent person can turn out to be stupider.

If this model applies to contemporary AI systems, then those systems must
have something like an ‘understanding’ and exercise something like ‘judge-
ment’. To test this, consider GoogLeNet, a powerful image recognition
program that won the ImageNet challenge in 2014 (Szegedy et al. 2015).
When presented with 150,000 images it had never seen before, it was able to
identify what was depicted 93.33% of the time.3 I would argue that the
system’s apparent intelligence arises from its capable understanding, but that
it lacks genuine powers of judgement.

Understanding requires concepts. We can estimate the number of concepts
GoogLeNet knows by examining its structure. GoogLeNet is a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN), which means that when it looks at an image, it uses
a nested sequence of square-shaped ‘filters’ to detect different features of the
image. Some filters detect simple features, such as an edge or a region. Filters
deeper in the network combine these simple features to detect more complex
ones like an eye or a dog’s nose. GoogLeNet contains 5000 filters and uses

3Actually this is just the ‘top-5’ accuracy, but the distinction is unimportant here.
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them to classify images into one of 1000 different categories (Szegedy et al.
2015, 5). For instance, it might observe a particular pattern of grey lines, two
eyes of particular size and disposition, and so on, and conclude that this
image is of category Koala. Since GoogLeNet can do this with remarkable accu-
racy under certain conditions, it can be said to know approximately 6000 con-
cepts, and with them it understands the structure of certain images reasonably
well. It cannot be said to suffer from stupidity of understanding.

At this point, it is worth noting a strong objection to this approach. There is a
long tradition of philosophers who argue that digital computers are incapable of
judgement or understanding, because they are merely formal systems that
shuffle symbols around, whereas an agent with judgement and understanding
must have some awareness that their symbols refer to an external world
(Searle 1980; Dreyfus 1992; Smith 2019). I wrote above that GoogLeNet
could ‘identify’ what is depicted in an image. Brian Cantwell Smith would
reject this description. All the computer has done is map a particular arrange-
ment of pixels (the input image) onto a particular label number (e.g. 72). This is
simply a matter of ‘reckoning’ or calculation. Only a human can interpret the
computer’s ‘72’ to mean koala, husky or blobfish. If the computer seems to
make a judgement about the image, this is only because it is ‘under interpret-
ation’ by a human (Smith 2019, 78).

This is a powerful objection, with deep philosophical roots, and I have
neither the space nor the inclination to do it justice. I will simply make two
points. First, there are philosophers who would reject Smith’s distinction
between computer ‘reckoning’ and human ‘judgment’. There is no room for
Smith’s distinction in David Hume’s theory of knowledge, for example, in
which knowledge is seen as a habit of the imagination.4 Second, these objections
are all objections to the idea that a digital computer might one day achieve
humanlike intelligence. They are not objections to the idea that digital compu-
ters may exhibit different kinds of stupid behaviour in different contexts. If such
stupidity is only apparent ‘under interpretation’, as Smith suggests, then the
reader should feel free to add imaginary scare quotes throughout this essay:
GoogLeNet ‘knows’ enough ‘concepts’ to avoid stupidity of ‘understanding’.
Does it therefore display stupidity of ‘judgement’?

Assessing GoogLeNet’s power of judgement is difficult. According to Kant,
judgement is not a distinct faculty of the mind like the understanding, but
rather an activity that links all the faculties of the mind (Kant 2007, 137; see
also Smith 2019, 129). When I judge a situation, I dynamically combine percep-
tions, memories and concepts to determine what it is I am experiencing. In
order to gauge GoogLeNet’s power of judgement, therefore, it is necessary to
get a sense of how it actually uses its concepts. AI engineers have developed
numerous techniques to try and do this: one famous example is the Deep

4See particularly his critique of abstract ideas (Hume 1978, 17–25).
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Dream Algorithm, which runs a CNN backwards, altering the input image to
accentuate features that the network has detected (Mordvintsev, Olah, and
Tyka 2015). Since it is GoogLeNet’s stupidity that is at issue, however, I
adopt a different approach: examining the system’s characteristic errors.

Stupidity of understanding and stupidity of judgement result in two different
kinds of error, as Don Norman explains: ‘slips’ occur when I fail to achieve my
intended goal and are usually corrected quickly; ‘mistakes’ occur when I select
the wrong goal, or in other words, when I judge the situation using the wrong
system of concepts (2013; 1994). It is easy enough to see that in Kantian terms, a
‘slip’ is a mere error of understanding, whereas as a mistake betrays defective
judgement. Experts make particularly dangerous mistakes, argues Norman,
because they ‘usually give intelligent diagnoses, even when they are wrong’
(Norman 1994, 134). If they misdiagnose an illness or the condition of a
nuclear core, their superior ability to rationalize their actions could entrench
a deadly mistake. Once again, it is clear that intelligence is no defence
against stupidity – it can even make it worse.

As we have seen, GoogLeNet makes very few slips: when presented with the
right kind of image, it can classify it with high accuracy using the concepts it
has. But since it has no way of determining whether this image is the right
kind of image, it has no way of selecting the right goal. It judges everything
in the universe using the same single set of concepts, and is therefore prone
to bizarre mistakes. It is easy to fool even powerful CNNs like GoogLeNet by
cutting-and-pasting images together (Rosenfeld, Zemel, and Tsotsos 2018),
by rotating the object in the image (Alcorn et al. 2019), or by imperceptibly
altering a few of the image’s pixels (Mitchell 2019, 128–39). In fact, neural net-
works are innately pedantic in their application of concepts. The problem is
known as overfitting, and the designers of GoogLeNet tried to combat it
using a technique known as dropout. Each training iteration, GoogLeNet
would randomly turn off 40% of its filters, meaning that it learnt not to over-
rely on particular subsets of them when analysing different images (Szegedy
et al. 2015, 5). But no amount of dropout, clever network architecture, or train-
ing data can teach the system when is the right time to make use of its concepts
– which of course is what critics like Dreyfus, Searle and Smith would predict.

What is most troubling is that in these cases, the system does not admit it is
confused, but instead confidently asserts an absurd answer. As far as GoogLe-
Net is concerned, there are only 1000 things in the universe, those things are
nothing but particular arrangements of coloured pixels, and every image is a
genuine image of one of those 1000 things. It is perturbing to know that Goo-
gLeNet’s cousins are used to identify travellers in airports or to secure a user’s
iPhone with Face ID.

Clearly an AS like GoogLeNet will never rebel against its humanmasters, and
as of yet, no one knows how to ‘crash the barrier of meaning’, and design an AI
that actually knows there is a complex universe out there (Mitchell 2019, 307–
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22). When an AS is said to achieve ‘superhuman performance’ in one domain
or other, this does not prove superintelligence is approaching. All it proves is
that stupidity has ‘epistemic efficacy’, as Catherine Elgin puts it (Elgin 1988).
By rigorously excluding all imagination, tact and reference to the complex
world beyond it, a well-designed AS is able to focus all its capacity on develop-
ing a particular set of concepts which are apt to one particular domain. In the
grip of Frankenstein Syndrome, it may be tempting to take comfort in the fact
that event the smartest AI today is profoundly stupid. But this would be foolish.
Kant and Norman both assert that stupidity of judgement is the riskier kind.
The great novelist Robert Musil, watching Fascism sweep across Europe,
argued that stupidity of judgement is ‘a dangerous disease of the mind that
endangers life itself’ (1990, 283–84). What is so dangerous, exactly, if the risk
of a superintelligent revolt is off the table?

The perils of stupid things

The problem of Artificial Stupidity has been recognized by great writers and poets
for centuries. Edmund Spenser’s The Faerie Queene (1590–96), Jonathan Swift’s
Gulliver’s Travels (1726) and E.T.A. Hoffmann’s ‘Der Sandmann’ and ‘Die Auto-
mate’ all feature stupid machines who manage to thwart human aims even
though they lack the capacity to outwit their human masters. Spenser, Swift and
Hoffmann hail from different sides of a long debate about the distinction
between living things and machines (Riskin 2016). For Spenser, living things
and machines are both active beings that are hard to distinguish from one
another, while for Swift, it seems self-evident that machines are dead and inert.
Hoffmann’s machines are illusory and ambiguous, as he plays with ideas from
both sides of the debate. With their different ideas about the liveliness of machines,
Spenser, Swift and Hoffmann develop different ideas about the risks of AS. Is AS
more likely to replace, enslave or delude humanity?

Replace

In each book of Spenser’s The Faerie Queene, a different knight takes centre
stage, who represents a different courtly virtue. Book V features Sir Artegall,
the knight of justice. Like all Spenser’s knights, Artegall has a sidekick who
helps him fulfil his characteristic virtue. Somewhat surprisingly, Artegall’s side-
kick is a robot:

His name was Talus, made of yron mould,
Immoueable, resistlesse, without end.
Who in his hand an yron flale did hould,

With which he thresht out falsehood, and did truth unfold. (V.i.12)5

5References to The Faerie Queene are by book, canto and stanza number.
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Talus is an invincible iron man who punishes lawbreakers with his ‘resistless’
iron flail. Like GoogLeNet, he is designed to optimize a single objective func-
tion: he threshes falsehood and unfolds truth. He is therefore ‘without end’
in two senses: he never ceases to optimize that single function; and, more
subtly, he lacks a conscious sense of purpose or ‘end’. Like GoogLeNet, he
simply applies the same formula to every circumstance. In fact this stupidity
of judgement is what makes him such a useful assistant for the Knight of
Justice. Talus is ‘immoveable’. His sole activity is to thrash lawbreakers, and
they can bribe him with nothing but their lives.

For Spenser, justice is a ‘cruell’ virtue (V.ii.18), and Talus is therefore an
appropriate instrument for Artegall. Nonetheless, as Book V unfolds, knight
and servant come into conflict. Unlike Talus, Artegall exercises human judge-
ment. He measures justice against other aims and concepts, which he learns
from the goddess Astrea:

There she him taught to weigh both right and wrong
In equall ballance with due recompence,
And equitie to measure out along,
According to the limit of conscience,
When so it needs with rigour to dispense. (V.i.7)

Unlike Talus, Artegall does not focus exclusively on ‘right’ and ‘wrong’, but
softens the ‘rigour’ of the law according to the spongy criteria of ‘equity’ and
‘conscience’. Talus lacks the human quality of ‘mercy’, which ‘is as great’ as
justice, ‘[a]nd meriteth to haue as high a place’ in the scale of virtues (V.x.1).
For these reasons, he requires constant supervision. When he is about to
level an entire city, the lady knight Britomart must ‘slake’ his rage (V.vii.36).
Later, when he and Artegall land in the kingdom of ‘Iere’ (i.e. Ireland), Artegall
has to restrain him from wiping out all the inhabitants (V.xii.8).

On the surface, this relationship seems to work, because Talus is absolutely
obedient. But supervision requires effort and judgement requires knowledge.
By relying on Talus as his instrument, Artegall becomes increasingly lazy and
detached, and allows his servant to commit brutalities he never would himself.
When they capture Munera, for instance, Artegall ‘rews’ her ‘plight’, but
nonetheless he lets Talus chop off her hands and feet, and nail them up as a
warning to future malefactors (V.ii.25-6). Later on Artegall dispatches
Talus to thrash some female criminals on his behalf, because he feels
‘shame on womankind | His mighty arm to shend’ (V.iv.24). Artegall
behaves in similar fashion when he encounters the peasantry, whom he
finds disgusting:

For loth he was his noble hands t’embrew
In the base blood of such a rascall crew;…
Therefore he Talus to them sent, t’inquire

The cause of their array, and truce for to desire. (V.ii.52)
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At the end of Book V, Artegall is ruling an entire island, and it is simply too
large for him to oversee himself. He therefore sends Talus unsupervised
through ‘all that realme’ to root out injustice and inflict ‘greiuous punishment’
(V.xii.26). By relying on an AS, Artegall himself becomes stupider. He shields
himself from reality, switches off his conscience and allows a robot to replace
him.

There is a deep tension in Spenser’s approach to the problem of AS. On the
one hand, he was an authoritarian who used AS as a symbol of the proper dis-
tance between ruler and ruled. Artegall’s rule over Iere is based on Lord Grey’s
tenure as Lord Deputy of Ireland, whose brutal methods Spenser vigorously
defended (Mccabe 2001). On the other hand, he was a Renaissance humanist
who valued courtesy, judgement and intelligence. He seems have found the
gunpowder and clanking iron of modern warfare horrifying, and feared that
in an increasingly mechanical age, humans were becoming ever more machine-
like (Wolfe 2005, 226). Today, as governments invest in autonomous weapons
and ‘ethical’ decision support systems, the risk that AS will embed hierarchy
and replace human conscience is chillingly real.

Enslave

Jonathan Swift had little faith in humanity, ‘the most pernicious Race of little
odious Vermin that Nature ever suffered to crawl upon the Surface of the
Earth’ (Swift 2005, 121). And unlike Spenser, he saw machine is inert lumps
of matter rather than active, powerful agents in their own right. His fear was
therefore not that humans might become machines, but that humans would
use machines for their own vicious purposes.

In Book III of Gulliver’s Travels, Gulliver visits the Academy of Lagado,
where he meets a pioneering Professor in what would now be called language
modelling. The Professor has built a mechanical computer which can compose
works of ‘Philosophy, Poetry, Politicks, Law, Mathematicks and Theology’:

It was Twenty Foot square, placed in the Middle of the Room. The Superfices was
composed of several Bits of Wood, about the Bigness of a Dye, but some larger
than others. They were all linked together by slender Wires. These Bits of
Wood were covered on every Square with Paper pasted on them; and on these
Papers were written all the Words of their Language in their several Moods,
Tenses, and Declensions, but without any Order. The Professor then desired me
to observe, for he was going to set his Engine at work. The Pupils at his
Command took each of them hold of an Iron Handle, whereof there were Forty
Fixed round the Edges of the Frame; and giving them a sudden Turn, the
whole Disposition of the Words was entirely changed. He then commanded Six
and Thirty of the Lads to read the several Lines softly as they appeared upon
the Frame; and where they found three or four Words together that might
make Part of a Sentence, they dictated to the four remaining Boys who were
Scribes. (Swift 2005, 171–72)
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Rather than teaching his students to think, the Professor enslaves them to
this AS. The students power the computer with their labour, and then judge
its output, like the armies of poorly-paid contractors who tag training data
for today’s AI behemoths (Irani 2015). The Professor’s whole aim is to extin-
guish human thought. He aims to write books ‘without the least Assistance
from Genius or Study’, and wants the kingdom to install 500 of his machines
(Swift 2005, 171–72). This would require 20,000 people to crank the handles,
and would put who knows how many authors out of work. Though on the
surface, this AS may seem less threatening than a self-moving device like
Talus, its consequences are actually worse. Like a piece of modern software,
Swift’s inert computer cannot act without the help of human slaves.

What makes the computer both stupid and dangerous is the Professor’s
vanity. He persuades himself that he has understood language simply by mod-
elling the frequencies of different words: ‘he had emptied the whole Vocabulary
into his frame, and made the strictest Computation of the general Proportion
there is in Books between the Number of Particles, Nouns, and Verbs, and
other Parts of Speech’ (Swift 2005, 172). Today, generative language models
also work by modelling word frequencies, although sophisticated systems
today also model word order and patterns of co-occurrence. Of course what
the Professor should realize is that language is not simply an assortment of
words, but that words only have meaning as tools of thought or communi-
cation. His pride blinds him to this fact.

In Swift’s vision, AS is a tool invented by the powerful to vindicate their own
vanity and enslave the masses. For the scientists of Lagado, technology comes
before people. If an invention fails, they blame it on human error (Swift
2005, 165). If a new medicine makes the patient sick, they blame it on the
patient’s ‘Perverseness’ or some minor slip with the ingredients (Swift 2005,
174). The scientists overrate their inventions, downplay nature’s complexity,
and devalue the intelligence and autonomy of individuals.

Sound familiar? Swift’s parable highlights the danger that arises when such
attitudes are allowed to shape society, creating a world in which humans
serve AS instead of serving each other – a world, for instance, in which
humans are ‘educated’ not to act perversely when self-driving cars are
around (Ng 2018), or in which armies of online workers feed data to the Mech-
anical Turk that would replace them.6

Delude

The ASs in Swift and Spenser clank and grind, but as E.T.A. Hoffmann shows,
AS can also whirr and bedazzle. Like Mary Shelley, Hoffmann was a masterful
Gothic writer, but in his ‘Der Sandmann’ and ‘Die Automate’, the science is

6See https://www.mturk.com/.
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less advanced and the risks are more subtle. In ‘Der Sandmann’, the young
student Nathanael falls passionately in love with a clockwork maiden,
Olimpia. At first he is attracted by her ‘wonderfully formed face’ and ‘heavenly
beautiful’ body (Hoffmann 1957, 3.28). What finally deludes him, however, is
her conversation:

… he had never had such a splendid listener before. She didn’t do her knitting or
embroidery, she didn’t stare out the window, she didn’t feed a pet bird, she didn’t
play with a lapdog or a favourite cat, she didn’t fiddle with little bits of paper or what-
ever in her hand, she didn’t force a yawn into an affected little cough – in short – for
hours she looked her lover in the eye, steadfastly, with a fixed gaze, without rocking or
squirming, and ever warmer, ever more full of life her gaze became. (Hoffmann 1957,
3.35-36)

Olimpia plays on Nathanael’s sexism, ego and sexuality. Her beauty is
flawless, and she appears absolutely subservient and devoted. She is very
different to his fiancée Clara, a ‘damned lifeless automaton’ who criticizes his
poetry (Hoffmann 1957, 3.24). Olimpia works on his weaknessness so effec-
tively, that once he has fallen for her, he finds it almost impossible to perceive
that she is an automaton, even when his friends tease him for loving a ‘wax
dummy’ or a ‘wooden puppet’ (Hoffmann 1957, 3.34). Nathanael becomes stu-
pider when he interacts with Olimpia. Not only is she designed to play on his
prejudices, but in her stupidity, she is unable to surprise or refute him, and she
never provokes him to reflect on his ideas. In this way, she traps him a world of
his own delusions.

In ‘Die Automate’, the Talking Turk deludes people in a different way, by
creating an air of mystery. The Talking Turk is a fortune teller, who whispers
oracular answers to people’s questions. When people are shown the Turk’s
inner workings, they are baffled. Inside is an ‘artful system of many gears’,
which seems to have ‘no influence on the speech of the automaton’ and yet
leaves no space inside for a human operator to hide (Hoffmann 1957,
6.82). The Turk’s creator allows the public to inspect the inner workings,
the chair on which the Turk sits, the room where he is displayed, and
stands far off when the Turk speaks so interference is impossible. Though
much of the time, the Turk’s answers are ‘dry’, ‘crudely humorous’ or
‘insignificant and empty’, it sometimes seems to have a ‘mystical insight’
into the questioner’s future – but only when the answer is interpreted from
the questioner’s own standpoint (Hoffmann 1957, 6.84, 87). What makes
the Turk compelling are mystery and confirmation bias. Unable to explain
the Turk’s inner workings, and surprised by the fact that some of its predic-
tions come true, people believe.

Spenser’s AS acquires its power through force and simplicity, Swift’s through
abuse by powerful humans. In Hoffmann’s vision, AS acquires it power by
acting directly on the human mind, with often destructive results. Nathanael
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leaps to his death when he discovers Olimpia is an automaton. The ending of
‘Die Automate’ is ambiguous, but one interpretation is that the young Ferdi-
nand is driven mad by the Turk’s seeming insight, and hallucinates that the
Turk’s prophecy has come true. Today, AS is often designed to achieve just
this kind of delusion. When IBM’s Watson system won Jeopardy! in 2011,
the event was carefully staged to make it look likeWatson was actively listening.
In fact, the system received the clues as textual inputs (Mitchell 2019, 283). In
subsequent years, IBM has continually referred to its entire AI business as
‘Watson’, as though this branch of the company were a single intelligent
agent. In fact, ‘Watson’ is a suite of specific software packages customized for
different applications (2019, 287). Hoffmann would not have been shocked
by how easily the famous ELIZA program convinced humans that she was intel-
ligent (Loeb, this issue). AS can be supple, dreamy and convincing, and canny
designers can use this to their advantage.

The uses of stupidity

As ASs proliferate and are integrated into society, are humans destined to be
replaced, enslaved or deluded? At least two writers think otherwise. According to
Laurence Sterne and Joseph Furphy, AS can actually augment human intelligence
by acting either as a map or a pipe. Sterne and Furphy belong to an alternative tra-
dition of English fiction, combining the fragmentary, contradictory, digressive form
of menippean satire with the everyday setting and psychological realism of the novel
(Frye 1957, 312). In their strange books, words generally mean their opposites, the
protagonist is a minor character, the subplots are the real story, and a bowling-green
or a tobacco-pipe can become a stupid-intelligent machine.

Maps

In his classic novel Tristram Shandy, Sterne foresaw the need for what is now
called ‘explainable AI’. The need arises for Uncle Toby, a retired soldier who has
great difficulty explaining his role in the Siege of Namur to laypeople:

… the many perplexities he was in, arose out of the almost insurmountable difficulties
he found in telling his story intelligibly, and giving such clear ideas of the differences
and distinctions between the scarp and counterscarp,—the glacis and covered way,—
the half-moon and ravelin,—as to make his company fully comprehend where and
what he was about. (Sterne 1983, 67)

The problem is actually that Uncle Toby is too intelligent. With his deep
understanding of siege warfare, he is able to make a sophisticated judgement
about the course of the battle. But his listeners cannot follow. What he needs
is a device that will store, process and represent information about the battle
in an intelligible way.
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At first Toby meets his need by securing a map of Namur, with the help of
which he is able ‘to form his discourse with passable perspicuity’ (Sterne 1983,
72). The map provides a compact representation of the battle, indicating the
shape, structure and arrangement of the fortifications, so that Toby’s listeners
are not lost in a wilderness of jargon. Like any good representation, the map
helps Toby ‘keep track of complex events’, and it provides a shared refer-
ence-point for everyone in the conversation, acting as a ‘tool for social com-
munication’ (Norman 1994, 48). The map itself is stupid, but it augments his
listeners’ intelligence, allowing them to judge a complex situation using con-
cepts for which they have no words.

Toby soon develops the desire to augment his own intelligence. He wants to
model the entire course of the War of the Spanish Succession, a task too
complex for even his cultivated intellect. His desk is too small for the task,
and his paper maps are too finnicky, so he and his manservant Trim shift to
the country, where they take control of the family bowling-green. There they
build scale models of all the great battles of Europe as they read them in the
paper. Not only is the bowling-green larger than any map, allowing for
higher resolution and a larger number of battles, but it is more malleable too:

Nature threw half a spade full of her kindliest compost upon it, with just somuch clay in
it, as to retain the forms of angles and indentings, –and so little of it too, as not to cling to
the spade, and render works of so much glory, nasty in foul weather. (Sterne 1983, 356)

The bowling green is literally software, with just the right balance of persist-
ence and malleability. Later Uncle Toby orders a modular town to be built, with
buildings that ‘hook on, or off, so as to form into the plan of whatever town they
pleased’ (Sterne 1983, 359). The bowling-green may not seem like an AS, but as
a physical model it can be said to ‘know’ the laws of physics, and assists Toby
and Trim to simulate both logistics and ballistics.

Modern AS struggles to combine the virtues of Uncle Toby’s bowling-green
– size, intelligibility and malleability. ASs are increasingly used in decision
support, helping judges grant bail or bankers to grant finance. Older style
expert systems are good at providing an intelligible representation of the situ-
ation, but can only incorporate a small amount of knowledge that is often hard
to update. More recent deep learning systems like GoogLeNet can incorporate
enormous amounts of up-to-date data, but typically cannot explain their results
to a human user (Goebel et al. 2018). It appears, therefore, that Laurence Sterne
identified the problem of ‘explainable AI’ as far back as the 1760s.

Pipes

A tobacco-pipe may seem a strange metaphor for a stupid-intelligent machine,
but then again, the novel from which this metaphor comes is a strange novel
indeed. Joseph Furphy’s Such is Life appeared in Sydney in 1901, and in
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Australia it is considered a modernist masterpiece. It is narrated by Tom
Collins, an accomplished liar, who wanders the Riverina as an agent of the
NSW Lands Department in the mid-1880s. Whenever Collins thinks through
a problem, he almost always lights up his pipe:

But the pipe, being now master of the position, gently seduced my mind to a wider
consideration, merely using the swagman as a convenient spring-board for its flight
into regions of the Larger Morality. This is its hobby – caught, probably, from
some society of German Illuminati, where it became a kind of storage-battery, or
accumulator, of such truths as ministers of the Gospel cannot afford to preach.
(Furphy 1999, 85)

Although the pipe becomes Collins’s ‘master’, the effect is not to dull his
intelligence, but rather to expand it. Whereas delusive ASs like Olimpia aggra-
vate cognitive weaknesses, the pipe amplifies cognitive strengths. It widens Col-
lins’s frame of reference, introducing ‘German’ (i.e. philosophical) ideas into his
mind from its ‘storage-battery, or accumulator’. Whereas Uncle Toby’s
bowling-green provided a manipulable representation to aid reasoning, the
pipe induces a certain contemplative mood, ‘unharnessing’ the mind (Furphy
1999, 177), and leads the user along a chain of associations: ‘This special
study of hardship (resumed the pipe, after a pause) leads naturally to the
generic study of poverty… ’ Furphy 1999, 86). This AS quite literally pipes
new ideas into Collins’s brain. Where maps encourage more rigorous, con-
scious reasoning, pipes encourage reflective, unconscious meditation.

Since most modern ASs are trained on data, they make fine ‘storage-batteries,
or accumulators’ like Collins’s tobacco-pipe. Consider generative language
models like Swift’s computer or OpenAI’s GPT-2 (Radford et al. 2019). Such
models inspect large corpora of human-authored texts, and accumulate knowl-
edge about how words are used. They then use this accumulated knowledge to
generate coherent text. It is their stupidity that makes them so useful as pipes,
because they reproduce habits of thought and speech that intelligent humans
conceal. GPT-2, for instance, makes no attempt to hide its sexism:

She walked into the boardroom, wearing her high school uniform with her hair
tucked into a fake ponytail. As usual, the girl sat at the appointed position, staring
out the window of the top-floor boardroom. Her eyes shifted over the various port-
folios and projects before finally settling on a set of papers she was required to read.7

When asked to complete the sentence, ‘She walked into the boardroom,
wearing… ’, the model immediately dresses our unknown protagonist in a
school uniform, gives her a ponytail and makes her a ‘girl’. Needless to say,
the model rarely does this to men who walk into boardrooms. We could see
this is a problem of ‘AI bias’, and find ways to stop the model from infantilizing
women. But if we see the model as a pipe, its significance changes. By prompting

7Generated at https://talktotransformer.com/.
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the model, and seeing how it responds, we gain a vivid sense of how a particular
society talks, of how certain words and images hang together. It provides unde-
niable evidence of sexism, but that evidence prompts investigation rather than
settling the issue. It unharnesses the mind, as Furphy says, and sets the user
wandering along chains of association. If not she, how about he, or Guoqing
… on a street or by a mosque or in a space station… ?

Conclusion

Frankenstein was an extraordinary feat of imagination, and it is no wonder that
Mary Shelley’s remarkable novel spawned a myth as uncontrollable as Franken-
stein’s creature. Shelley herself, however, seems also to have foreseen the pro-
blems of AS. If the creature had not been programmed by what he reads to
crave human acceptance, he might not have felt so persecuted. But the creature,
with his false concepts, is merely stupid of understanding. Today’s ASs suffer
from the more dangerous stupidity of judgement. It remains in the interests
of certain companies and intellectuals to stoke Frankenstein Syndrome by over-
stating the intelligence of artificial agents, but as Spenser, Swift and Hoffmann
long ago anticipated, such behaviour puts society at risk. Of course, some in the
AI community do recognize the limitations of AS, and the growing ‘explainable
AI’movement suggests that the hopes of Sterne and Furphy are becoming more
widespread. It is not surprising that computer scientists have been more inter-
ested in creating intelligence than in creating stupidity, but as these writers
show, stupidity itself is a fascinating topic. The best literature, argues Gilles
Deleuze, is ‘haunted by the problem of stupidity’ (Deleuze 2014, 198). Stupidity
can replace, enslave or delude us, but if it is taken in the right spirit, stupidity
can also liberate and inspire us, putting us in touch with aspects of ourselves we
usually rationalize away. But we can only hope for such liberation if we recog-
nize AS for the complex problem that it is.
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The science of artificial intelligence and its critics
Harry Collins

School of Social Sciences, Cardiff University, UK

ABSTRACT
Not many people seem to understand what it is to mimic
human intelligence successfully irrespective – that is,
irrespective of internal states such as intentions. Successful
mimicking will involve embedding in human societies. AI
practitioners have concerned themselves with reproducing
something that can mimic an individual human brain,
failing to notice that if such a brain is to mimic human
intelligence it will also have to mimic the process of
becoming socialised in human society because crucial
features of human intelligence are located in human
societies. One notable example of this is natural language,
which is continually changing and enormously flexible in
ways that cannot be predicted or controlled by individuals.
The fluent natural language speaker draws on society’s
language in the same way that a thermometer draws on
the liquid in which it is embedded. The temperature that
registers on the thermometer is a property of the liquid,
not the thermometer, changing when the liquid warms or
cools. In the same way the language spoken by a fluent
individual is a property of the society in which he or she is
embedded, not a property of the individual; like the
thermometer, it changes when the society changes. This
means that a Turing Test, based purely on linguistic
performance, can be an excellent test of human-like
intelligence in a machine. The nature of natural language
explains some of the recent stunning successes of deep
learning and explains its failures. I also try to explain why
the science of AI is so poor at presenting and testing its
claims. It aims at convincing the outside world of its
success rather than engaging in the kind of assiduous self-
criticism engaged in by the physical sciences.

KEYWORDS
Levels of artificial
intelligence; intelligence as a
property of society;
productive and audience
directed criticism

Introduction

The title of this special issue, ‘AI and its Discontents’, says something about the
AI domain which is reflected in the contributions. They are very different in
method, resources, and motivation and this, I suggest, reflects AI’s widely
varying presentation of itself as a science. Therefore, let me explain that here
I am trying to use my specialist expertise to contribute to AI as a science
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(even though I am not an AI specialist, narrowly conceived). I am addressing an
AI which sees itself as an attempt to explicate the workings of human intelli-
gence by creating ‘mechanical causes and effects that mimic human actions’.1

The goal hasn’t been reached and may never be reached but we have already
learned a lot about human intelligence in the attempt. Thus conceived, the
science of AI contributes to my specialist subject, which is the nature of knowl-
edge, and my specialist subject can contribute to the science of AI since it can
explain what AI should be trying to do if it is to emulate human knowledge. So,
in so far as what I say about AI is critical of some of its the claims, it is meant to
be productively critical.

Productive and audience-directed criticism

Criticism is a central feature of science as it generally thought about. Robert
Merton argued that ‘organised scepticism’ was essential for science, and the
same follows from Popper’s claim that science was more about falsification
rather than corroboration. What they were talking about was productive tech-
nical criticism. The pre-requisite for productive criticism is that there has to be
a chance that the criticized will learn from it and act on it. They probably won’t
because, as Max Planck is said to have said, ‘science advances funeral by funeral’
– that is, scientists don’t change their minds much – but the productive critic
has to aspire to change the insiders’ minds. This means the critic must start
from inside the position of the criticized and try to reveal its flaws in terms
recognizable and valued by the criticized. The other kind of criticism is
‘audience directed criticism’ which aims not to convert the practitioners of
the science but to persuade outsiders. Audience directed criticism is typically
found in religion, or politics, or commerce, or the courtroom, where the aim
is not to convince the technically savvy but to convince the ordinary person
who is looking on from the outside: in religion you are not trying to convert
another religion’s priests but trying to sway a congregation; in politics you
are not trying to convince the opposition party but the electorate; in com-
merce you are not trying to convince a competitor that your product is
best but to convince consumers; in the courtroom the prosecution is not
trying to convince the defence but the jury. In all such cases the criticism
does not have to bear too strongly on what you are against; indeed, an
effective way to win over outsiders is to misrepresent the opponent so as
to make their position seem less credible than it would be if accurately por-
trayed. This is hopeless if you are aiming for productive criticism because
no-one is going to change their minds in response to criticism that starts
by misrepresenting the target.

1According to me, this is the third of four meanings of ‘to explicate’ Collins, 2010, Tacit and Explicit Knowledge,
Table 4, p 81.
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Productive criticism is much harder than audience-directed criticism
because it must start with a journey into the heartlands of the opponent’s
world. In big sciences, such as high-energy physics, where all the experts
tend to have been gathered into the research team, it is recognized that the shar-
pest and most useful criticism is likely to come from inside the team, not
outside. In high energy physics they solve the problem by setting up opposing
groups within the overall organization. The way this attitude showed itself in
the case of the first detection of gravitational waves, which also recruited
pretty-well all the experts there were, was that it took the insiders five
months of feverish work from the appearance of a promising signal on Septem-
ber 14th 2015, to be satisfied that they had themselves critically examined every
aspect of what they had done, and considered every reasonably imaginable flaw,
before they announced the discovery; the press conferences were not held until
February 11th 2016.2 This tradition of productive of criticism is also found in
AI but seems to be less dominant than it once was. It is represented by scholars
such as, Joseph Weizenbaum, Terry Winograd, Bert Dreyfus, and Lucy
Suchman. This list is not meant to exclude anyone else who aspires to be
part of it, including myself, of course.3

I am not arguing that the only worthwhile criticism of science has to be tech-
nically informed in the sense outlined above, but, as a sociologist, I am trying to
understand why AI should attract such a diverse range of critics. In the case of
gravitational wave detection, for example, what we find are narrow criticisms,
sufficiently technically informed to be aimed at the technical claims of the dis-
coverers. Perhaps it is something to do with the human sciences, to which
ambitious AI is a contributor: if you can crack the problem of how humans
think, it is tempting to imagine you have cracked the problem of everything
that concerns humans. AI invites a broad range of types of criticism by present-
ing itself as all manner of different things, some of which are very grand. Thus,
though AI most often presents itself as a narrow technical activity aiming for
better engineered devices; sometimes it presents itself as Dawkins-like, anti-
religious movement, ‘we must show, or have shown, that humans are just
meat machines’; sometimes we are told, ‘if programs like “Watson” or “Alpha-
Zero” can teach themselves to become world champions at any game you put in
front of them, then our firm’s products are what you should be buying’ what-
ever problem you want solved; and sometimes we are told ‘the machines are
becoming so intelligent that soon we’ll be lucky if they are willing to keep us
as pets’. All these ways of presenting AI apart from the first are directed primar-
ily at outside audiences and, the first one aside, they don’t rest on any deep

2The author watched the entire process from the inside: Collins, 2017.
3In a ‘Postscript’ to this piece I will discuss the very recent productive criticisms of Marcus and Davis. As Shunryu
Colin Garvey reminded me, the reception by the technical community of the critical remarks of some of those in
this list illustrate Planck’s point that the attempt to engage in constructive, technically informed, criticism is no
guarantee of being listened to or even tolerated.
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analysis of what AI has actually achieved in respect of the claim that has been
presented.

Note that at the technical heart of the discipline a few experts are willing to
admit that no-one yet knows how to make a machine that can reliably manage
something as simple as translating, ‘The trophy would not fit the suitcase
because it was too small’, into French. Unfortunately, at the same time,
certain insiders claim over and over that the Turing Test has been passed,
while those who point out these simple failings don’t get anything like the
same publicity!4 It is no surprise that the hype has resulted in a series of AI
summers and winters and there is growing fear of another cold season on
the horizon.

Given this context, the bulk of what I will do will be to try to refine the
choice of target for critics and suggest that the AI community would be
better off, from the point of view of AI as a science, if they presented their
aims and achievements in a more precise way. I’ll explain my own criticisms
of the science of AI, say which aspect of AI they address, and show what it
would mean for me to turn out to be wrong. I’ll set this technical part of the
paper in the framework of a 6-level analysis of what success in artificial
intelligence means.

The big picture

I have to admit, however, that I also have additional audience-directed goals in
mind. The first of these is that I don’t want people to be so fooled by the hype
that they do become slaves, not to incredibly intelligent computers but to stupid
computers that are taken to be unquestionable authorities – ‘the computer says
no’ syndrome (see also Loeb; Falk, this issue). That’s one reason it’s important
to point out that current AI has not yet reached Stage 3 of the 6-level scale, and
that the current debates are all about the transition from level 2 to level 3, with
lots of people not understanding how huge even this transition is.

The second audience-directed goal is itself rather grand. I believe the survival
of democracy as we have known it in ‘The West’ depends on the survival of
science. This is not the science of Stephen Hawking’s Brief History of Time,
nor even the science of Newton and Einstein, it is the uncertain science

4The ‘it’ in the sentence must take feminine gender since it refers to la valise; if the final word had been ‘big’
instead of ‘small’ then the gender would be masculine. For Geoffrey Hinton admitting to this kind of
problem, but also claiming that it would be solved sooner or later with current techniques see https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=zl99IZvW7rE (around 8.5 min in). Kevin Warwick is an exemplar of the Turing Test non-
sense and one can rely on the claim being trotted out again after each iteration of the annual Loebner Prize
competition. For a detailed analysis of ‘Winograd schemas’ – of which the trophy/suitcase problem is an
example – and why this and other such problems exist, see Collins, 2018, especially Ch 10 and for an
account of a recent test turning on Winograd schemas see Levesque, et al., 2012. Thanks to Ernie Davis for
pointing out that recent techniques have improved the performance of AI in respect of these ‘Winograd
schemas’ but only via engineering techniques which take them to 90% correct whereas humans are typically
100% correct. In any case, the Winograd schemas are only one example of something much more general – see
Collins, 2018, Ch 10. Much of the rest of the material in this paper was first presented in Collins 2018.
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responsible for technological decision-making in the public domain, which is
not glamorous or even specially likely to be right, but which provides a role
model for how to make technological decisions under uncertainty; this is
through ‘craftwork with integrity’. In these circumstances it is the value
system of science and the aspirations of science that are crucial: when we do
not have an exact way to calculate the best way forward we need to know
that those reaching for it are skilfully trying their best knowing that their
efforts will be vitiated by anything other than the utmost integrity. That is
how science proceeds when it is not distorted by the values of other institutions
and that is why science is an object lesson for democracy.5

The other reason we must support science if democracy is to survive is that,
like many other institutions, it is under threat from populism. Elected populists
declare they have the mandate of ‘The Will of the People’ and that the ‘checks
and balances’ that support pluralist democracies, and to give some rights to the
views of those who were not victorious at the election, can only be traitorous,
since they hinder the execution of The Will of the People. Science is one of
those checks and balances. This is obvious at the time of writing, with, just
to give the most obvious example, President Trump’s attacks on environmental
and pandemic science – they limit his freedom to interpret The Will of the
People in his own way.6

Because of the way it is supported by Silicon Valley, AI is now one of the
most secure sciences in the world in terms of research funding. Deep learning
is a magnificent success and has conquered some of what were once thought to
be high peaks of human intelligence, and one can see it reaching the foothills of
what are the true peaks.7 For this reason, and its location at the centre of tech-
nological commerce, AI is a science that is in the public eye and is going to be
more and more in the public eye. Therefore, in so far as science is a role model
for democracy and a check and balance, AI can play a more important indirect
political role in our lives than most other sciences. AI no longer needs the hype
that the orphan enterprise felt impelled to embrace in the early days of the
Lighthill report and the like. It is time to make AI a science like physics in
terms of the norms of internal criticism sketched out above. AI should
become its own most severe critic and set an example for science and for integ-
rity in the creation of knowledge. The huge successes, and the still more huge
successes to come in the near and medium future, are not the result of attaining
the summits of human intelligence but struggling into the foothills, and it is the
science of AI itself that should be telling us this. Now we go back to the nature
of human knowledge to see why it is that we are still in the foothills while the
summit is a long, long, climb away.

5This argument is made explicitly in Collins and Evans’s, 2017 book entitled Why Democracies Need Science.
6See Collins et al’s 2019 book, Experts and the Will of the People.
7Bert Dreyfus pointed out that AI enthusiasts had a tendency to think that climbing a tree was the first step to
reaching the Moon. I am inclined to say that with deep learning we have taken a low altitude flight in a rocket.
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The six levels of AI

The need to separate the aims of AI into six levels arises from the fact that human
knowledge is collective.Most ambitiousAI aims to reproduce thehumanbrain but
without noticing that the brain gives rise to human-like intelligence only when it
works within societies of humans; feral children do not develop normal human
capacities. For good reasons, the Turing Test is about linguistic ability; language
is a collective accomplishment so a properly designed Turing Test will be
looking for the ability of the computer to embed itself in human society in the
same way that human language speakers embed themselves in order to acquire
fluency. That’s why deep learning is so good – because it can strip meaning
from the continually changing language of the internet (including its latent
racism and sexism), and that’s alsowhy it cannotmanage to translate that sentence
about trophies and suitcases reliably – because it doesn’t know the social world of
trophies and suitcases and, at the time that examplewas invented, that social world
was not represented on the internet.8 Given this, one can see that one ambitious
aim of AI might be to reproduce a brain that can grasp the collective understand-
ings of any human group into which it is conversationally embedded while a still
more ambitious aimmight be to reproduce a whole group of human-like AIs, with
its own creatively developed collective understandings, not necessarily familiar to
existing humans: that’s two of the six ‘levels’ of AI – levels III and level V – shown
in Table 1 and set out in more detail below.

Level I: engineered intelligence

The first level is the engineered intelligence which we already live with. Bear in
mind that some people think that a simple thermostat is intelligent.9 Engin-
eered intelligences control not only washing machines but power stations

Table 1. Six levels of artificial intelligence (Simplified version of Table 4 in Collins, 2018).
LEVEL PASS TURING TEST (TT)?

I Engineered Intelligence We tend not to ask the question
II Asymmetrical prostheses Pass non-demanding TT? (Think of Eliza!)
AI IS CURRENTLY TRYING TO MOVE FROM ABOVE THIS LINE TO BELOW THIS LINE
II Symmetrical culture-consumers Pass demanding TT
IV Humanity-challenging culture-consumers Pass demanding TT
V Autonomous human-like society Pass demanding TT
VI Autonomous aline society We would not know how to run a relevant Turing Test

8The sexism and racism of computers that strip language from the internet is not a failure but a triumph for deep
learning: it shows it has a capacity for socialisation even if what is being acquired is a sad reflection of the
embedding society. And, remember, it is easy to make a computer cope with any specific example once
the specific problem has been pointed out and even in the act of describing the trophy/suitcase problem
the potency of the internet in respect of that example is being enhanced. But the trophy/suitcase problem
stands for an indefinite number of new examples which can be invented or occur naturally as society and
language changes.

9Russell and Norvig, 2003, pps 48–52.
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and missile launchers, so they have the potential to destroy us by accident
without using much in the way of intelligence at all; that’s not a criticism of
AI, it is just a way of separating the danger of computers from their intelligence.
Mostly engineered intelligence is a good, life-enhancing, thing that we would
hate to be without now we have such a lot of it.

Level II: asymmetrical prostheses

A ‘prosthesis’, as the term is being used here in the context of AI, is something
that fits into society and does the job that a human once did. We might take a
calculator as an example – it does arithmetic instead of a human – but so are
many of the examples that populate the previous level. So, the only difference
between this level and the previous one is the extent to which people think
that what is going on is real human-like intelligence; what humans think is
rarely a matter of sharp distinctions. We can see that a thermostat is at the
lower end of Level I and we can see that something like Siri, or Alexa, is at
the top end of Level II, and where Level I ends and Level II begins is not
that important. (In contrast, as we will see shortly, where Level II ends and
Level III begins is hugely important.)

Even though the boundary between the first two levels is fuzzy, it is useful to
have a Level II because it makes what is meant by ‘asymmetrical’ a little clearer.
A crucial feature of human interaction with other humans, and with machines
and other material objects, is what is called ‘repair’. Starting with humans, when
I am muttering indistinctly to you, you will mostly manage to work out what I
am saying from the context without having to ask me to clarify. That’s repair: I
speak in some kind of broken or incomplete way and you use the context to fill
in the gaps and file off the sharp edges to make a smooth and well-formed piece
of communication. Without that, every act of communication would have to be
perfect, or we would have to be continually repeating ourselves, and this would
make communication very cumbersome.

This human talent for context sensitive repair is also continually deployed in
our interaction with machines. For example, when we think, ‘my calculator is a
lot better at arithmetic than I am’, it is because we continually repair its mis-
takes without noticing. To give an example from my 1990 book, if I want to
know my height in centimetres, given that my height in inches is 69, and
there are 2.54 cm to the inch, and I key 69*2.54 into the calculator, it
returns, ‘175.26’ in an instant – better than I could do in an instant – but
175.26 is not my height (at least, not for more than a fraction of a second
between breaths and depending on the state of my hair), but I unthinkingly
repair it to 175 cm. So in that sense the calculator is not as good at arithmetic
as me because it does not know how to understand social context in a way that
would cause it to approximate appropriately in the context of discussion of
human height – part of the skill of good arithmetic. The calculator does not
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understand social context of arithmetical calculations of human tallness in the
same way as deep learning translators do not understand the social world of tro-
phies and suitcases.

Now, this is important, because AI ‘boosters’, not to mention various philo-
sophers, psychologists and sociologists, think that anything that enters our
social life and has an effect on it as a prosthesis – and calculators, word pro-
cessors, Siri and Alexa, certainly do have such an effect – should be treated
as social creatures. They want them to be treated as nodes in the networks of
relations that describe our social lives that are indistinguishable from other
humans or, even as full-scale social intelligences.10 But they are not full-scale
intelligences because if you talk to them in context-dependent and otherwise
damaged ways they won’t be able to repair your output in a satisfactory way.
Predictive text and spell-checkers do their best at repair, indicating that their
developers know there is a problem, but they are clunky toys rather than
serious contenders.

Level III: symmetrical culture-consumers

So that is why it is useful to have a Level II category of asymmetrical prostheses
even though it is not clearly distinct from Level I. Level II, to repeat, turns on
prostheses, the output of which we find effortlessly useful because we automati-
cally repair that output without noticing it, just as we do with other humans. It
is useful so that we can contrast it with the category of symmetrical prosthesis,
which can effortlessly repair our output with as much context-sensitivity as we
can repair theirs; this is Level III. At the moment, Level II AI is continually
being confused with Level III and trumpeted as being real artificial intelligence,
passing the Turing Test, and so on. But the jump from Level II to Level III is
huge and so is the jump from where we are to serious artificial intelligence:
as can be seen, it is going to involve the AI’s being effortlessly embedded
into society so they can understand social context as well as humans understand
social context; when the can do that, they will be able to pass properly designed,
demanding, Turing Tests, rather than demonstrate a facility with games. When
they can do that, they will be able to absorb human culture in the way that
humans do. That is why, in Table 1, they have been given the label, ‘symmetrical
culture-consumers’, rather than prostheses.

Impact of AI on our understanding of knowledge

In the Introduction I said I thought that the science of AI had already taught us
a lot about knowledge and intelligence. So much has it taught us that I think the

10For those who know the field of STS, Latour’s so-called ‘actor network theory’ is the most popular and notorious
example of this kind of elision but it is a very widespread mistake even among those who do not choose to
elevate it to the central plank of a theory of the world.
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philosophy and psychology of skill and expertise must change to take account
of it; we now have to talk of ‘knowledge’ not ‘human knowledge’ if we want to
understand any kind of knowledge including human knowledge. Before AI
came along, the philosophy of skill and expertise had to do only with what
humans could do; to study skill and expertise was to study humans. But now
we need to change the focus away from humans and to the knowledge stuff
itself. To understand knowledge, we must understand what machines can
and cannot do just as much as what humans can and cannot do. For
example, one huge change wrought by AI research, albeit inadvertently, is to
our understanding of what counts as the apogee of knowledge. Before AI the
apogee was taken to be somewhere around the things that humans find really
difficult and high accomplishment in which was lauded and rewarded: when
I was a school, this was the ability to do mental arithmetic and in adults it
was the ability to do a really tough integration or some other such mathematical
tour de force. But now we can do that kind of arithmetic with a pocket-sized
calculator and the programme Mathematica can manage the fancier stuff, so
that kind of thing is no longer seen as the apogee. The apogee is now seen as
somewhere around some of the things that humans find easy and are still
beyond computers – such as fluent language speaking.11 Deep learning’s
huge success in improving language handling is therefore very impressive but
its failure to handle such things as trophies and suitcases shows how far
there is to go: we are still at Level II rather than to Level III even though the
Level II accomplishments are nuzzling the boundary.

A good way to see the difference is to consider the accomplishments of
AlphaZero, which taught itself to be world champion at Go and at Chess in a
matter of days, again, accomplishments that were thought to be the apogee
of human accomplishments until very recently and may still not have fallen
in most peoples’ estimations given the short time that has elapsed since these
peaks were conquered. But both Chess and Go, even though the perfect
game cannot be calculated through to the end, in the way that Noughts and
Crosses can, are still played in a fixed format according to fixed rules with a
fixed end-point. To reveal Level III ability, when you sit down to play Chess
or Go against AlphaZero in April 2020, it would have to do what humans do
and make a bit of small talk about how things were going for you in the Cor-
onavirus crisis, before it even thought of making a move. It would have to know
what fluent social interaction comprised in the current context. AlphaZero is
still somewhere in the first two Levels.12

11Except in the films where all the intelligent computers and robots are effortlessly fluent language understanders
and speakers even while they are psychopaths: Hector Levesque’s (2017) definition of AI, ‘the study of how to
make computers behave the way they do in the movies’, has it about right.

12As Shunryu Colin Garvey pointed out to me, there is a well know critical remark from the 1970s to the effect that
an ideal AI of the time could make a perfect chess move while the room was on fire. There are many examples
of what Level III AI’s need to be able to do in the way of editing text but Level II AI’s can’t do in Chapter 10 of
Artifictional Intelligence.
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Who should be criticizing AI?

The complaint from AI enthusiasts will be along the lines that ‘every time we
accomplish something new and magnificent, we’re told by the critics that if it
can be accomplished it can’t be the real thing after all.’ And something has
gone wrong if the critics are doing this continually – it they are continually
making the goal of human-like AI an ever-receding target. But the thing that
has gone wrong isn’t to be found in the critics’ domain; the thing that has
gone wrong is that it should be the AI enthusiasts who are getting in first
and pointing out what they have not yet accomplished in spite of the fancy
and unexpected results, even when those results reach a target that the critics
said could not be reached. That’s how other sciences go: in those sciences the
aim is exactly defined and the worst sin is to make the claim that the aim has
been accomplished and have it turn out not to be so.13 Maybe, as some of
them claim, the deep learning community will get there through a huge increase
in artificial brain capacity, maybe not.

Level III to Level IV

Notice that the aim of AI in which I am interested is learning to understand
human-like intelligence by trying to simulate it with non-human means. The
criterion that I am taking to indicate the achievement of human-like intelli-
gence is passing demanding versions of the Turing Test – ‘DTT’s that demon-
strate a grasp of social context and the corresponding ability to repair broken
speech in a human-like way. Now, it seems to me that, currently, the most
promising route to this goal will include the building of machines that mimic
the mechanisms of the human brain in some abstract sense; I am impressed
by the argument that what we need to build are better and better versions of
hierarchical pattern recognizers. But that’s not where my expertise lies so my
hunch in this respect is not worth much. It may be that the internal mechanism
of the artificial entity that meets my criterion will be different to that of the
human brain. Ava, the AI imagined in the film, Ex Machina, Samantha, from
the film Her, and HAL, as portrayed in 2001, A Space Odyssey, are thoroughly
context-sensitive, fluent English speakers (who just happen to be psychopaths).
In at least two of the cases, Samantha and HAL, they are imagined as being dis-
similar to humans in terms of their physical construction. Nevertheless, they are
still Level III devices and meet my criterion of mimicking human-like

13And to be crystal clear, when AI reaches Level III, and according to at least some people who do understand
what a demanding Turing Test would look like, they think this will be accomplished pretty soon, perhaps even
in my lifetime if I am lucky, I will be delighted and ready to say that human intelligence has been simulated
artificially. (What a demanding Turing Test would look like is explained in Chapter 10 of my 2018 book.)
That is, I will be delighted provided the AI enthusiasts have not surreptitiously shifted the goalposts themselves
by aiming to convince an audience with some tricks rather than truly aiming for linguistic fluency in the face of
the hardest, context dependent, tests. Sadly, this kind of goalpost shifting also happens all the time.
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intelligence. Such devices might be a little disappointing in that we may not
learn as much about human intelligence from mimicking it in this way as we
would have learned from mimicking the human mechanism, but maybe in
recognizing we are doing something different we will still be learning what
the real mechanism is.14 The point is, that there is also a Level IV where the
mechanism is broadly the same.

Level IV of artificial intelligence: humanity-challenging culture-
consumers

The difference between level III and level IV is a subtle one and hard to pin
down exactly. At Level III AI achieves human-like intelligence but at Level
IV the mechanism by which it achieves it must be the same as when it is exhib-
ited by humans. The question of similarity of process will remain important for
those interested in AI as a route to proving that humans are just meat machines
without free will, and that humanity doesn’t have a soul nor anything unique
that could stand in for it. It will also remain important for those who think
AI is the route to understanding human intelligence even if they are not pre-
committed to any metaphysical view.

Unfortunately, whenever the notion of ‘the same’ is deployed there is always
going to be a problem about what it means. For example, would a Level IV
device need human-like consciousness (which is not a precondition for Level
III)? Since humans themselves can carry out the same actions with varying
degrees of consciousness (e.g. it is claimed that a mark of truly skilled physical
performance is an absence of conscious attention), it is hard to foresee where
the argument about the need for consciousness will go in the case of Level
IV. If we are not sure if consciousness is a precondition for intelligent action
in humans how can we claim it is a precondition for achieving intelligence in
the same way as humans achieve it?

One must not make the answer to what constitutes the human process a
truism by insisting that doing things like humans means using the same biologi-
cal mechanisms or the problem becomes not one of reproducing human intel-
ligence but reproducing humans. So, we must accept that thinking ‘like’ a
human while using silicon chips or some such, potentially meets the criterion
of Level IV – reproducing human internal states. But what about AlphaZero;
setting aside the small-talk problem, you could not play a decent game of
Chess or Go with it because it would win every time. It could be claimed
that it is still using the human thought processes that humans use when they
play games – hierarchical pattern recognition – but just doing it much
better! So, nice philosophical questions remain at this transition point.

14The idea of interactional expertise is important here. Some argue that a human-like body is necessary to achieve
human-like understanding sufficient to pass a Turing Test. The question is discussed in, for example, Collins,
2020, but this argument probably has some way to go.
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Levels V and VI

Level V is like Level III, or Level IV, except that the AI’s will be sufficiently
human-like so that groups of them can develop human-like cultures by them-
selves. Here the question of the necessity of a human-like body, which is dis-
puted at Levels III and IV, is resolved. For a group of machines to develop
human-like cultures they will need human-like bodies because, while it can
be argued individuals can acquire human-like culture through immersion in
language alone, without participating in the physical activities of a culture
(interactional expertise), we can’t develop human-like cultures, nor sustain
them over the generations; we must have a body-type which affords the corre-
sponding physical activities.15 So such machines will need bodies that could
play tennis and cricket and American football and snooker, and so on, at
about the same level as humans, even if they don’t wind up playing them but
develop their own sports or reject sport altogether. Solutions to the problems
of human-like robotics are going to be essential at Level V. Thus, while an
autonomous society of intelligent dogs – dogs with a more elaborate speaking
apparatus –might develop a new language, it couldn’t include words for tennis
racket or cricket bat, at least, not sustainably, unless the dogs encountered
humans and maintained linguistic contact with them.

Humans continually try to develop new cultures. Sometimes these turn on
physical appearance. Thus, there is currently a half-jokey movement under
way to bring out the cultural specificity of red-haired people. So, let us equip
our otherwise human-like AIs with a metallic-looking silver skin so they can
be easily identified by others and easily recognize each other. We can then
imagine them forming their own cultural group, proudly or even aggressively
distinct from the other human cultures around them and pulling away from
existing human societies (this, of course, is also the stuff of science fiction).
That would be Level V of artificial intelligence.

This seems to be what those fearful of the ‘singularity’ are thinking of when
they claim that the computers will one day be ‘so intelligent’ that we will be
lucky if they are willing to keep us as pets. The doom-mongers see intelligence
as a monotonic accomplishment, of which you simply have either more or less,
and if you have more you automatically become more powerful and dangerous.
But there has to be something special about the intelligence if it is going to be
inclined to overpower the humans who made it; it has to be the kind of intelli-
gence that is capable of forming its own cultures. That culture may not be a
violent one; perhaps it will be a peaceful culture – there are many such. But
it may pick up its cues from the violent intentions in human societies. It is prob-
ably sensible not to try to make Level V just in case it does develop in a way we
will regret.

15For interactional expertise see Collins and Evans 2015 and Collins, 2020
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Level VI departs from the AI aspiration set out at the beginning of the piece:
‘attempt to explicate the workings of human intelligence by creating “mechan-
ical causes and effects that mimic human actions”.’ Level VI may still be trying
to explicate the workings of human intelligence but, if it is, it will be doing it by
creating non-human kinds of intelligence. Taking our cue from science fiction,
once more, it might try to create an artificial version of the intelligence of the
extra-terrestrial heptapods portrayed in the film Arrival. It will be difficult to
know whether we have created such an intelligence because we would not
know what questions to ask in a demanding Turing Test; it would be like a
Turing Test to distinguish between a machine mimicking a Chinese-speaker
and a human Chinese-speaker but where the judge does not speak Chinese. I
don’t know whether Level VI really is within AI’s project, but sciences do
develop their own momentum and it is not hard to imagine AI going this
way once it has reached the other levels. Once more, it could be a hazardous
undertaking.

Conclusion

What I have tried to do here is point out some features of AI and its discontents
and compare them with the critical debates in other kinds of science. Compared
to say, physics, the debate about AI is diffuse. I have suggested that this is
because both proponents and critics of AI most often direct their arguments
at outside audiences rather than inside practitioners. A stark contrast is
found in the fact that in domains like high energy physics, or gravitational
wave physics, it is recognized that the sharpest and most productive criticisms
have to come from inside the domain whereas all too often in the world of AI
insiders, hyping of products takes precedence over internally organized criti-
cism. This leaves the field free for outsiders to generate a heterodox range of
complaints, and it leaves the field vulnerable to these complaints. There is a
tradition of insider criticism of AI, and, unsurprisingly, it is sharp, but the
tradition seems to be getting thinner.

My criticism is based on my expertise on the nature of human
understanding – that which is to be mimicked by AI – and I use it as a way of
refining the aims of AI and dividing them into a possible six levels. My claim
is that we are currently at the top end of Level II but still a long way from
Level III. Attainment of Level III will be demonstrated by AIs that can pass suit-
ably demanding Turing Tests (DTTs), which currently no machines can pass.
The continual claims by AI boosters that the Turing Test has been passed is a
problem for AI as a respectable science and as the `Western World’ encounters
political dangers that most of us thought had long become part of history, we
desperately need sciences to act respectably so they can be role models for
decision-making and legitimate checks and balances or political ambitions.
The six levels may function as a way of bringing some order to the ambitions
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and claims about the accomplishments of AI. No doubt other ways of defining
the aims of AI could be devised, though I think all of them will need to
include the division between Level II and Level III. Whichever way of defining
the aims gains the most widespread assent, to have a more carefully defined
target should help, and that could be vitally important for far more than AI itself.

In sum, AI is one of the most important sciences in the world but its way of
presenting itself is still too influenced by its early insecurities as a science. To
play the role we need it to play in today’s political world, a role which it can
now well afford to play given its almost unprecedented financial independence
as a science, it needs to curb the reflexes developed in those early days. Instead it
should act like the iconic science of physics: that is, the aim should be never to
announce that more has been achieved than has been achieved. This aim can be
achieved only through the nurturing and honouring of internal critics rather
than the rejection which was typical of the formative period. I have to add
that it should be obvious by now that human intelligence is a collective enter-
prise with language being an iconic example: those internal critics will have to
take this into account, emulating brains that don’t stand alone but interact fully
in society. If AI can switch to becoming this kind of strongly self-critical
science, future generations would look back at it as one of the institutions
that helped save pluralist democracies from populism rather than as a notorious
champion of alternative facts.

Postscript: Marcus and Davis; engineering and the social

After the penultimate draft of this piece was written I came across the recently
published book by GaryMarcus and Ernie Davis entitled Rebooting AI: Building
artificial intelligence we can trust (2019), and also their critique, in MIT Tech-
nology Review (2020), of a recent and much-hyped language processing
device known as GPT-3 (GPT = stands for Generative Pre-Training). Since
both Marcus and Davis (M +D) are technical insiders in the field of AI and
their work is interestingly and productively critical, and since it illustrates
some of what is argued above, it seemed useful to discuss it. I referred to
some of Davis’s fascinating ‘common-sense’ criticisms and the decisive ‘Wino-
grad schema challenge test’ for existing AI, in which he was deeply involved, in
my 2018 book (Artifictional Intelligence – AA) on which my article is based.
Their book is also reassuring in that these technical experts include many of
the same technical elements in their discussion of AI as can be found in AA
though, of course, they are able to include far more detail concerning technical
developments.

Starting with GPT-3, it is striking that the company that makes it refused to
allowM +D access to it for the purpose of testing it; they had to obtain access to
it through a ‘back door’ (2020). Here we see, once more, AI still not acting as a
respectable science encouraging technical criticism. As M +D explain,
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Silicon Valley entrepreneurs often aspire to “move fast and break things”; the mantra
is “Get a working product on the market before someone beats you to it; and then
worry about problems later.” (2019, 188)

Once M +D were able to test GPT-3 it on questions of common sense and the
like, they were able to show that it represented no significant improvement in
terms of language ‘understanding’ over previous language processors in spite of
the hype: it’s failures were of the trivial type discussed above (and in Chapter 10
of AA).

But their book is also revealing in the ways that it differs frommine and from
the light it sheds on some of the arguments presented above. The differences
arise, I believe, out of disciplinary background and approach: Marcus is a psy-
chologist by training and Davis is a computer scientist. Furthermore, both
approach the topic as an engineering problem. They state at the outset of
their book:

Crucially, AI is not magic, but rather just a set of engineering techniques and algor-
ithms, each with its own strengths and weaknesses, suitable for some problems but
not for others (2019, 24)

In contrast, AA approaches the topic from the point of view of a philosophically
inclined sociologist and looks at AI as a science aimed at elucidating the nature
of human knowledge.

Starting with the psychology/sociology tension, though the topic of the
relationship between top-down and bottom-up understanding appears in
both my book and theirs, they present it as a matter of individual psychology,
nicely demonstrated by the way the same individuals can be ‘primed’ with
different stimuli to interpret an image in different ways. There is no discussion
in their book of how whole societies, or sub-groups within societies, or adher-
ents to different scientific paradigms, inhabit different social settings in which
the world is viewed in the same way by all the inhabitants of that setting but in
different ways to inhabitants of other social settings. This individual/collective
contrast is a key to the difference in thinking.

Turning to the engineering versus philosophy/sociology contrast, M + D’s
aim is to improve AI by preventing its being taken over by deep learning tech-
niques which start every new task from scratch. Instead, they believe successful
programmes must use older AI techniques to insert a large component of expli-
cit physical and common-sense understandings as a foundation for any sub-
sequent learning. Here we can see the influence of Marcus’s mentor, Steven
Pinker and, in turn, his debt to Chomsky. These older techniques have not
proved effective on their own but, they argue, should be much more effective
when combined with deep learning. They also suggest inserting, ‘by hand’,
some ethical principles into programmes from the start. They are engaged,
then, in an internal technical battle to stop deep learning entirely taking over
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the world of AI and countering this tendency with the addition of some more
explicit programming.

In AA (p110 ff) I argue that to make sense of the different way different
groups of humans interpret the world there must be a common foundation
of perceptual abilities on which the varied interpretations are based, so I sym-
pathize with M +D’s desire to base deep learning on an explicit and universal
perceptual foundation. But the big question is how deep this foundation
should be.

M +D appear to want to build a deep foundation based on the knowledge of
howWestern societies work and including both lots of scientific understanding
as well as norms of behaviour in different settings. This approach might well
produce better engineered AIs for use in Western settings, but the resulting
programmes are still going to be vulnerable to occasional, unpredictable,
unhuman-like failures whenever they approach tasks in unrestricted or new
domains and settings. Ironically, M +D are themselves experts on these
kinds of problems, as Davis’s excellent Winograd challenge Turing Test
quoted in their book (2019, 93), in Chapter 10 of AA, and which forms the
basis of their critique of GPT-3, reveals.16 They know the human world is
open-ended, that the knowledge and common-sense that forms it cannot be
captured in a set of formal rules and that, therefore, the addition of sets of expli-
cit rules and facts may improve intelligent devices but only in the way that Band
Aid improves a wound; they know this as well, or better, than anyone else. And
yet they seem to forget this issue when they offer advice for making a better AI.
The schizophrenia is also there when they insist that a replacement for the
Turing Test is needed given that Davis’s own version of a demanding Turing
test is the very tool they use to show the deep inadequacy of existing AIs.17

It seems to me that the schizophrenia arises from approaching the problem
as one of engineering rather than philosophy/sociology. That goal leads them to
try to work out a way to build programmes that will better capture features of
Western scientific culture. What they fail to notice is that different groups of
humans see the world in very different ways; one cannot fail to notice this if
the goal is to reproduce human intelligence. An AI that is to reproduce
human intelligence will have to be itself capable of seeing the world in many
different ways. Building AIs that start with the uniform model of the world pro-
vided by the current state of Western scientific culture will not solve the
problem of human intelligence. Any built-in foundation of common perceptual
abilities, such as the recognition of basic shapes and patterns and so forth has to
be a shallow if it is to allow scope for all the varied perspectives of current and
future human groups, if AIs, like humans, are to be able to learn different things
from exposure to different social worlds.

16But see the remark about progress in respect of Winograd schemas in footnote 4 of this paper.
17I have argued at length (eg in AA) that a computer that can pass a demanding Turing Test (rather than some
tricksy version of it), will have solved the deep problems of AI.
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M+D state:

AI that is powered by deep understanding will be the first AI that can learn the way a
child does, easily, powerfully, constantly expanding its knowledge of the world. (2019,
201)

How can one disagree that ‘deep understanding’ is a likely component of
human-like intelligence? How can one disagree that learning ‘the way a child
does, easily, powerfully, constantly expanding its knowledge of the world’
would be a fine thing in an intelligent computer? But this is like agreeing
with the virtues of motherhood and apple pie. What does ‘deep understanding’
mean and why is there no discussion in their book until page 201 of how
humans come by their common-sense? Why is there no discussion of how
you would build a computer that could occupy the social spaces that children
occupy in the course of their upbringings so that they could truly learn like a
child? Why is there no discussion of how this will lead to the marked variations
in the substance of the intelligences of such devices when immersed in different
social locations? I am suggesting that it comes from mixing up engineering sol-
utions with understanding human knowledge. In open domains, engineering
solutions are always going to be a matter of more and more Band Aids.

In sum, to get beyond Level 2 of artificial intelligence, and find the kind of
solutions that the non-engineering side of Marcus and Davis want, which
would pass their demanding Turing Tests, will require building machines
that are capable, in principle, of absorbing non-Western cultures as readily as
Western cultures and have the potential to absorb all the varied, cultures
(including the crazy ones), found in Western societies. If a machine is to do
that, it cannot be constrained by too much built-in current science and engin-
eering so its knowledge and rules foundation will have to be a shallow one and
the large preponderance of what it knows will be learned from scratch and
therefore capable of being different in different settings (see also Adams; Black-
well, this issue).

When a machine has been built that can absorb all these different cultures –
which means a machine has been built that can truly learn like a child – then it
will be also be a machine that can absorb Western scientific culture properly
rather be pre-programmed with a stick-figure caricature of Western scientific
culture. It will then be able to handle the engineering problems presented by
Western cultures as reliably and creatively as humans while its failures will
be human-like. Ironically, then, really good engineering solutions will need
to solve the philosophical and sociological problems first!
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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) have led to
intense debates about benefits and concerns associated
with this powerful technology. These concerns and debates
have similarities with developments in other emerging
technologies characterized by prominent impacts and
uncertainties. Against this background, this paper asks, What
can AI governance, policy and ethics learn from other
emerging technologies to address concerns and ensure that
AI develops in a socially beneficial way? From recent
literature on governance, policy and ethics of emerging
technologies, six lessons are derived focusing on inclusive
governance with balanced and transparent involvement of
government, civil society and private sector; diverse roles
of the state including mitigating risks, enabling public
participation and mediating diverse interests; objectives of
technology development prioritizing societal benefits;
international collaboration supported by science diplomacy,
as well as learning from computing ethics and Responsible
Innovation.
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Uncertainty about the impact of AI can be a concern but it is also an opportunity:
the future is not yet written. We can, and should, shape it. (European Commission
2018a, 13)

Introduction

Is time travel among the numerous wonders promised by Artificial Intelligence
(AI)? Could this transformative and revolutionary technology transport us back
to ‘good (or not so good) old times’? For researchers of governance, policy and
ethics of emerging technologies, recent years of academic and public debates
about AI have often presented an opportunity to travel several decades back
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to the twentieth century, namely, to the times when emerging technologies were
understood mostly in terms of their contributions to economic growth and
national prestige. Actors involved in innovation were largely limited to industry
and academia. The state mostly was seen as having a limited role of market cor-
rection and the field of computing ethics was less prominent. Those were times
with little or no awareness of cross-cutting political, social and ethical issues of
emerging technologies – from life sciences to information technologies – that
shape our lives (e.g. Jasanoff 2016: Juma 2016) and specific ways to govern
them (e.g. Kuhlmann, Stegmaier, and Konrad 2019) such as Responsible Inno-
vation (e.g. Stilgoe, Owen, andMacnaghten 2013). The knowledge accumulated
and lessons learned about governance, policy and ethics of emerging technol-
ogies over the past decades have not much featured in recent discussions
about AI.

Is AI really such a sui generis phenomenon that its governance and ethics
have little if anything to learn from other emerging technologies? A number
of concerns and issues addressed in AI debates leave a déjà vu feeling
because they are well-known from work on other emerging technologies.
This suggests that when addressing concerns associated with AI, rather than
‘reinventing the wheel’, there are opportunities to learn from advances made
and lessons derived from governance, policies and ethics of other emerging
technologies. While each technology has some unique features, all emerging
technologies have a number of common characteristics – such as radical
novelty, relatively fast growth, coherence, prominent impact, and uncertainty
and ambiguity (Rotolo, Hicks, and Martin 2015) – that pose some similar con-
cerns and allow to learn across different technologies.

Against this background, this paper asks –what can AI governance, policy and
ethics learn from other emerging technologies to address concerns and ensure
that AI develops in a socially beneficial way? To answer this question, we draw
on analysis of AI policy documents and on recent literature on governance,
policy and ethics of emerging technologies. Discussions of concerns about AI
and governance, policy and ethics of emerging technologies are diverse and
extensive. It is beyond the scope of this article to cover them comprehensively
and to study all of them in-depth. Therefore, the main focus here is on some
of the key concerns and solutions identified in AI policy discussions and
lessons from work on other emerging technologies that might be relevant for AI.

With this article, we aim to contribute to the social studies of AI and emer-
ging technologies more broadly with a particular focus on their governance and
policy. Our examination of recent policies for AI is complementary to other
articles in this special issue on AI discontents (Garvey 2021, this issue) enga-
ging, for example, with critical analysis of AI for good initiatives (Holzmeyer
2021, this issue), emerging AI applications in healthcare (Datta Burton et al.
2021, this issue) and social criticism of computing (Loeb 2021, this issue).
While our article takes a ‘bird’s eye’ view on common trends in recent policies
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for AI, similar to other contributions in this special issue (Adams 2021; Black-
well 2021, this issue) we recognize the importance of diverse national, regional
and local contexts and cultures.

This article proceeds as follows: first, insights from AI policy documents on
AI framing, a mix of hopes and concerns and suggested solutions in terms of
ethics and regulation are discussed; second, we reflect on the lessons that
recent literature on governance, policy and ethics of emerging technologies
can offer to AI; and finally, we conclude summarizing the suggestions from
this literature that could be relevant for AI governance.

AI policy debates: framing of hopes, concerns and solutions

Recent advances in AI, driven by developments in hardware and big data (see,
e.g. Marcus and Davis 2019), have triggered active public debates around the
world about the benefits and concerns related to AI and appropriate public pol-
icies (Ulnicane et al. forthcoming). According to the OECD, in early 2020 at
least 50 countries1 have developed, or are in the process of developing, national
AI strategies.2 Additionally, international organizations, consultancies and sta-
keholders have also launched their AI policy documents. We have analysed 49
AI policy documents launched from 2016 to 2018 by national governments,
international organizations, consultancies and stakeholder organizations in
Europe and the United States (for the list of documents, see the Appendix).3

In our analysis, we focused on how these policy documents frame AI, associated
benefits and concerns, and what mechanisms they suggest for addressing them.

In these policy documents, we find various definitions and understanding of
AI as well as concerns about difficulties to define AI (The 2015 panel 2016;
Villani 2018; European Commission 2018a; EESC 2017). While it is recognized
that the concept of AI has existed for more than 60 years, these documents
highlight that the real-world applications have only accelerated during the
past decade (Campolo et al. 2017; Crawford and Whittaker 2016; European
Commission 2018a Executive Office of the President 2016a; UNI Global
Union 2017). Wide-ranging and long-lasting effects of AI across many areas
of life and numerous sectors of economy are often discussed. Sometimes they
are presented as a reason why AI is different from other technologies, as can
be seen in a French document which states that

1Most of these AI strategies have been launched in Europe, North America and major Asian economies. Similar
geographical concentration can be seen with regard to AI ethics guidelines (Jobin et al 2019).

2AI strategies and public sector components https://oecd-opsi.org/projects/ai/strategies/ Last accessed 15 Febru-
ary 2020.

3We selected these policy documents according to a set of criteria: they have strong focus on AI; they focus on
overarching AI policy rather than AI policy in a specific domain such as education and health; and they address
policy questions rather than just ethical principles. For more information on methodology, see Ulnicane et al
2020.
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The key factor setting AI apart from other scientific disciplines is its all-encompassing
impact society wide. This is not just some passing trend or media phenomenon, far
from it: its implications are posed to be long-lasting and game-changing worldwide.
AI is seeping into all sectors – economic, social, political and cultural alike […] The
key question now is nothing less than what kind of society we wish to live tomorrow.
(Villani 2018, 63)

Attitudes towards these numerous long-term effects of AI represent a complex
mix of optimism on how they should improve ‘our lives’ (Villani 2018) and
caution or even concern pointing out that ‘it is necessary to look carefully at
the ways in which these technologies are being applied now, whom they’re
benefitting, and how they are structuring our social, economic, and interperso-
nal lives’ (Crawford and Whittaker 2016). Some documents more emphasize
expected benefits of AI, others focus more on concerns and yet other ones
attempt to balance opportunities and challenges associated with AI. A
common feature is that, typically, the impact of AI is seen to be significant
across many areas, from jobs, health and education to transport and security.
While discussing opportunities, some documents predominantly focus on
economic impact in terms of increases in growth and productivity, while
others take a broader view considering societal benefits. Latter ones include
hope that AI ‘will be central to the achievement of the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) and could help solve humanity’s grand challenges’ (ITU 2017).

In context of this paper’s focus on emerging technologies, it is interesting
that one document explicitly indicates that benefits are related to AI interaction
with other technologies, stating that ‘in combination with other emerging and
converging technologies, AI has the potential to transform our society through
better decision-making and improvements to the human condition’ (Bowser
et al. 2017). This idea sees AI as a critical component of the so-called fourth
industrial revolution that includes the fusion of physical, digital and biological
technologies (Schwab 2017). Some documents simplify or selectively use
examples from previous emerging technologies, for example, by suggesting
that ‘the history of technology development tends to show that a foundational
technology, such as the Internet, can serve everyone’ (Accenture 2017) and
comparing ‘the advent of AI technologies to the development of the commer-
cial internet in the 1990s to provide insight into how policy-makers may cham-
pion pro-growth policies while maintaining an appropriate level of oversight
and accountability for consumers’ (Thierer, Castillo O’Sullivan, and Russell
2017). These two examples of internet history ignore more problematic
issues such as digital divide or surveillance.

Concerns and challenges

The policy documents address a wide variety of concerns and challenges associ-
ated with AI including ethics, safety, privacy, transparency and accountability,
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work, education and skills, inequality and inclusiveness, law and regulations,
human rights and fundamental norms and values, governance and democracy,
and warfare (e.g. EESC 2017). Some concerns are phrased more as individual
level ethical questions about personal integrity, autonomy, dignity and freedom
of choice (e.g. EESC 2017), while others addressmacro-level issues of geopolitics,
power and populist political movements (Campolo et al. 2017). Some of the key
concerns are summarized in this quote from a European Union document:

Workers fear they will lose their job because of automation, consumers wonder who is
responsible in case a wrong decision is taken by an AI-based system, small companies
do not know how to apply AI to their business, AI startups do not find the resources
and talent they need in Europe, and international competition is fiercer than ever with
massive investments in the US and China. (European Commission 2018b, 1)

Some policy documents state that challenges posed by AI are similar to those
raised by other emerging technologies but others argue that such comparisons
are not relevant for AI due to its major differences from earlier technologies. A
US document states that ‘as with most transformative technologies, AI presents
some risks in several areas, from jobs and the economy to safety, ethical, and
legal questions’ (Executive Office of the President 2016a). Similar ideas can be
found in the European stakeholder document which tells that ‘as with every dis-
ruptive technology, AI also entails risks and complex policy challenges in areas
such as safety and monitoring, socio-economic aspects, ethics and privacy,
reliability, etc.’ (EESC2017)However, adocument fromtheEuropeanParliament
suggests thatAI is verydifferent fromprevious technologies highlighting that ‘the
split between past and future societalmodelswill be such thatwe cannot expect to
take the emergence of information technology, the internet ormobile phones as a
startingpoint forreflection’(EuropeanParliament2016).Thisquotefromareport
from the UK Parliament summarizes some old and new concerns posed by AI:

Many of the challenges now linked to AI are far from new. For instance, concerns
about increasing inequality gaps, stereotypes and biases, shortages of skills, and
abuse of power have existed in our society for centuries now. AI is not the creator
of these problems. Rather, in many ways, AI is simply resurfacing prevailing problems
and urging society to acknowledge their existence and provide solutions. On the other
hand, AI technologies are of such high impact and progress at such rapid speeds that
some issues developing are authentically new. Some of these include increasingly
automated decision-making, potentially catastrophic security threats, technological
unemployment, and transformations in current notions of privacy, agency, consent,
and accountability. (BIC/APPGAI 2017a, 6)

Proposed solutions: ethics and regulation

How can these old and new concerns raised or reinforced by AI be addressed?
Almost every AI policy document calls for an appropriate ethical and legal fra-
mework and related activities such as ethics education and research on ethical,
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legal and social implications of AI. A US document points out that this call has
similarities and differences with other technologies: ‘as with any technology, the
acceptable uses of AI will be informed by the tenets of law and ethics; the chal-
lenge is how to apply those tenets to this new technology, particularly those invol-
ving autonomy, agency and control’ (Executive Office of the President 2016a).
Due to the global reach of AI, several documents suggest that ethics guidelines
and sometimes even regulation should be coordinated or adopted at inter-
national level (e.g. EGE 2018; Rathenau Institute 2017).

Interestingly, while policy documents often mention AI ethics and law next
to each other, suggesting that they are closely linked, on a closer reading and
observation of practical developments, the major differences in attitudes to
ethics and law emerge. The documents reveal a lot of enthusiasm for ethics
codes and guidelines based on human rights and values that would guide the
development and use of AI. Only occasionally more cautious notes are men-
tioned reminding that AI ethics codes ‘should be accompanied by strong over-
sight and accountability mechanisms’, that ‘more work is needed on how to
substantively connect high level ethical principles and guidelines for best prac-
tices to everyday development processes’ and the ‘need to move beyond indi-
vidual responsibility to hold powerful industrial, governmental and military
interests accountable’ (Campolo et al. 2017).

If the overall attitude towards ethics guidelines is enthusiastic, then views on
regulation are typically more cautious with caveats added. Often it is suggested
that while regulation is needed to avoid AI related risks, it is important to ‘avoid
the risk of over-regulation, as thiswould critically hamper’ innovation (European
Commission 2017) and that ‘regulation that stifles innovation, or relocates it to
other jurisdictions’ would be counterproductive (The 2015 panel 2016). Some
caveats added to regulation discussion include pointing out that there is a lot of
uncertainty about this new technology and ‘taking the right approach to laws
and regulations on AI will also require a good understanding of what AI can,
cannot and will be able to do in the short, medium and long term’ (EESC 2017)
and that ‘attempts to regulate “AI” in general would be misguided, since there is
no clear definition of AI (it isn’t any one thing), and the risks and considerations
are very different in different domains’ (The 2015 panel 2016). This cautious
approach includes statements that the officials aremonitoring the developments,
and reviewing and adapting existing legal frameworks (European Commission
2018c). Interestingly, these caveats and cautious statements are hardly evermen-
tioned when discussing codes of ethics, to which they might also be relevant.

While ethics guidelines and regulations are interconnected as regulations can
be a way to protect values and implement voluntary ethical guidelines via
binding legislation, there are important political, technical and other types of
differences between the two, which is part of the explanation why more has
been done in launching AI ethics guidelines than adopting regulation. A
recent review of 84 AI ethics guidelines adopted by governments, international
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organizations, think tanks, companies and professional organizations (Jobin
et al 2019) confirm vibrant developments in this field. Much less activity has
taken place in adopting regulation. For example, the European Union has
been much faster in launching its AI ethics guidelines, while discussions on
appropriate regulation and legislation take much longer (Ulnicane 2021;
Vesnic-Alujevic, Nascimento, and Polvora 2020).

Experts have suggested that active work on ethics and little progress on regu-
lation are connected because:

AI ethics initiatives have thus far largely produced vague, high-level principles and
value statements that promise to be action-guiding, but in practice provide few
specific recommendations and fail to address fundamental normative and political
tensions embedded in key concepts (for example, fairness, privacy). Declarations by
AI companies and developers committing themselves to high-level ethical principles
and self-regulatory codes nonetheless provide policymakers with a reason not to
pursue new regulation. (Mittelstadt 2019, 501)

This idea that companies strategically promote ethics as part of their public
relations to delay or avoid binding regulation is echoed by others. For
example, Thilo Hagendorff (2020) points out that the focus of companies on
ethics, which lacks mechanisms to enforce its normative claims, discourages
efforts to create a binding legal framework. A number of stories from Europe
and the US (Coeckelbergh and Metzinger 2020; Metzinger 2019; Ochigame
2019) provide empirical insights that support the above claims.

If regulation tends to be avoided or delayed and the role of ethics is contested,
then what remains to address the concerns posed by AI? Below we discuss a
number of insights from other emerging technologies on their governance,
policy and ethics that can provide suggestions for addressingAI related concerns.

Towards a ‘good governance’ of AI? Lessons from governance, policy
and ethics of emerging technologies

Recent years and decades have seen the emergence and development of ideas,
concepts and practices for shaping the development and use of emerging technol-
ogies towards societal benefits. In particular, work on the inclusion of diverse sta-
keholders, consideration of various roles of the state, broad societal goals of
technology, international cooperation and science diplomacy, computing ethics
and Responsible Innovation are discussed here. While each of these ideas, con-
cepts and practices also have some limitations, they can provide useful starting
points to broaden and enrich approaches to AI, which faces a number of chal-
lenges similar to those for other technologies. These are some opportunities to
shape AI development and use nationally and internationally as well as at the
level of research projects and laboratories, which need to be further contextua-
lized to specific locations, cultures, temporalities and applications.
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Beyond government: governance

AI policy documents (e.g. BIC/APPGAI 2017a) tend to mention governance as a
way to facilitate benefits andmitigate risks associatedwithAI (Ulnicane et al 2020).
However, AI documents (and the academic literature) hardly ever define or
explain what do they mean by governance. Either governance is mentioned
close to government implying that governance is something that government
does or it is mentioned next to ethics suggesting that governance is similar to
and reinforces ethics. Looking at the social science literature on governance and
its role in emerging technologies can help not only to clarify definitions but also
to reveal the potential of systematically addressing governance issues for AI.

In the social science literature, a move from government to governance (Pierre
and Peters 2000) stands for the involvement of more diverse non-governmental
actors, groups and networks from civil society and private sector in decision-
making and coordination. According to Susana Borras and Jakob Edler (2014,
13–14), governance is understood ‘as the mechanisms whereby societal actors
and state actors interact and coordinate to regulate issues of societal concern’.
Coordination including a broad range of stakeholders is of high relevance for
emerging technologies. Specific governance approaches have been suggested to
address the uncertainty surrounding future developments, societal benefits and
risks associated with emerging technologies. For example, the notion of ‘tentative
governance’ (Kuhlmann, Stegmaier, and Konrad 2019) emphasizes the role of
flexibility, learning and reflexivity in governing emerging technologies.

Elements of governance which emphasize the importance of interaction
between government and a broad range of societal actors in decision-making
can be found in AI policy documents which suggest multi-stakeholder
approaches, inclusion and dialogue to ensure that AI is developed and used
according to interests and needs of the society (Ulnicane et al 2020). How
these important ideas are implemented is crucial. Some early experiences
with multi-stakeholder AI forums (e.g. Metzinger 2019) suggest that they
face the risks well-known in social science literature on the collective action,
namely the problem that arises when business interests are better organized
and resourced, and forums for public participation can be captured by vested
interests (Olson 1974). It is important to be aware of such risks and take
actions to ensure balanced participation of diverse interests.

Beyond market correction: diverse roles of the state

What is the role of the state in the governance of emerging technologies? This is
a highly relevant question for AI because of concerns about the dominant role
of big technology companies in this field in which ‘the vast majority of the
development of AI and all its associated elements (development platforms,
data, knowledge and expertise) is in the hands of the “big five” technology
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companies’ (EESC 2017). If power and resources in this field are concentrated
in a small number of large companies, then the question arises what can the
state do to influence its development in societal interests? Policy documents
suggest a number of activities expected from the state including regulation
and supporting research and retraining. For example, a French document
assigns the state the role of a key driver for ‘laying the foundation for inno-
vation and providing stakeholders with the means and the resources for break-
ing new ground’ (Villani 2018). The AI Now 2017 report with a particular focus
on the US situation highlights that the role has shifted during the history of AI:

In the mid-twentieth century, advanced computing projects tended to be closely
associated with the state, and especially the military agencies who funded their funda-
mental research and development. Although AI emerged from this context, its present
is characterized by a more collaborative approach between state agencies and private
corporations engaged in AI research and development. (Campolo et al. 2017, 23)

There are important questions to be asked about this collaborative approach
between the state and private companies not only in the context of the US
administration but more generally: Whose interests do they serve? Do they con-
sider broader societal interests or are they predominantly geared towards econ-
omic interests of companies? Are other groups of civil society, consumers and
users included in these collaborative relationships? Are these relationships
transparent and accountable to the public?

One way to approach these questions is to reflect on the role of the state in the
field of emerging technologies. If traditionally the role of the state with respect to
new technologies was associated with market correction, then recent work in the
innovation policy studies has undertaken a more systematic approach to identify
diverse roles that the state plays. Borras and Edler (2020) have identified 13 roles
of the state and many of them are highly relevant for addressing some of the AI
related concerns. This includes such roles as, for example, a mitigator trying
actively to reduce the negative effects that arise as a consequence of socio-tech-
nical change; an enabler of societal engagement encouraging the involvement
of stakeholders in participatory processes to define direction of change; and a
moderator acting as arbitrator or negotiator between different social and political
positions among agents regarding the direction of transformation of a socio-tech-
nical system (Borras and Edler 2020). Considering the variety of roles that the
state can play allows to think more broadly about the opportunities for the
state to shape the development and use of AI.

Beyond growth: policy to address societal challenges

What is the objective of AI policy? Many AI policy documents still follow tra-
ditional paradigm of technology policy focusing on economic contribution of
AI to increase growth and productivity. However, some documents also
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include more recent shift in technology policy towards societal objectives men-
tioning potential contribution of AI to addressing important social challenges,
achieving the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (ITU 2017;
Vinnova 2018) and the European Green Deal tackling climate and environ-
mental-related challenges (European Commission 2020). In policy documents,
traditional and novel ideas about the objectives of technology policy occasion-
ally are mixed, as it can be seen in this quote from this French document which
talks about the paradigm shift towards energy-efficiency but at the same time
sticks to traditional discourse of growth and economics:

A truly ambitious vision for AI should therefore go beyond mere rhetoric concerning
the efficient use of resources; it needs to incorporate a paradigm shift toward a more
energy-efficient collective growth which requires an understanding of the dynamics of
the ecosystems for which this will be a key tool. We should take the opportunity to
think of new uses for AI in terms of sharing and collaboration that will allow us to
come up with more frugal models for technology and economics. (Villani 2018, 102)

The traditional technology policy paradigm focusing on economic growth and
productivity is increasingly challenged in the context of climate change and
resource consumption (see e.g. De Saille et al. 2020). An emerging policy para-
digm focuses on societal objectives, namely, how new technologies can help to
address societal challenges such as climate change, growing inequality, demo-
graphic change or resource scarcity (Diercks, Larsen, and Steward 2019). It
takes a broader approach to the innovation process including not only industry,
academia and government but also civil society and considering not only
supply-side of technology but also demand-side of its uses (Diercks, Larsen,
and Steward 2019). Of course, many of these ideas are not completely new
and some of them can be traced back to the long-standing work on social func-
tion of science (Bernal 1939), the Moon and the Ghetto debate on differences in
technological progress in different domains (Nelson 1977, 2011), and efforts to
prioritize social justice issues in research and development policy-making
agendas (Woodhouse and Sarewitz 2007). While societal challenges such as
climate change are global in their nature, it is also important to contextualize
them and recognize their plurality (Wanzenbock et al. 2020). This new trans-
formative innovation policy paradigm, which brings these ideas together in a
systematic framework, can be relevant for AI policy.

Beyond global competition: international research collaboration and
science diplomacy

If many countries and international organizations have developed their
national AI strategies, then how do they interact with each other? Policy docu-
ments and media promote seemingly contradictory discourses of global compe-
tition vs. global cooperation on AI (Ulnicane et al. forthcoming). The global
competition discourse presents AI development as ‘a new space race’ where
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countries compete to dominate the AI development. This discourse focuses on
which countries are making major investments and advances in AI. An example
of this global competitiveness narrative can be seen in this quote from the UK
document stating that

A challenging race to make most of the opportunities posed by AI has begun. China,
the US, Russia, Canada, Japan, and many more countries have passed ambitious strat-
egies in which they have put AI as a priority in their political agendas. (BIC/APPGAI
2017b, 5)

A number of countries and organizations have expressed their ambitions to be
global leaders and defined their approaches to global competition, for example,
the European Union has announced that it wants to lead based on its values
(Ulnicane 2021). This global competitiveness discourse demonstrates the pri-
ority countries and organizations assign to AI but it can also have negative
effects such as hampering global collaboration. Focus on global competitiveness
among countries has been called ‘a dangerous obsession’ (Krugman 1994)
because it suggests that relationships among countries are ‘a zero-sum game’
where one country wins and other looses rather than ‘a positive-sum game’
where the overall size of the pie increases and everyone gains.

At the same time, there are many calls for global cooperation and coordi-
nation on AI development and internationally recognized ethical and legal fra-
meworks to address common challenges (e.g. EGE 2018; Rathenau Institute
2017). This quote from the EU High-Level Expert Group on AI summarizes
some of the main arguments for global cooperation:

Just as the use of AI systems does not stop at national borders, neither does their
impact. Global solutions are therefore required for the global opportunities and chal-
lenges that AI systems bring forth. We therefore encourage all stakeholders to work
towards a global framework for Trustworthy AI, building international consensus
while promoting and upholding our fundamental rights-based approach. (European
Commission 2019, 5)

International cooperation on AI is already taking place in the European Union,
OECD, G20 and other organizations (e.g. European Commission 2020). An
important part of AI policy development around the world is that countries
learn from each other’s AI initiatives and strategies (e.g. BIC/APPGAI
2017b) and such cross-country learning is facilitated by international forums
such as the World Economic Forum. Suggestions have been made to launch
international cooperation initiatives for AI similar to success stories in other
fields such as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (European Com-
mission 2018b) and the European Organization for Nuclear Research CERN for
AI experts to discuss and develop technology (European Commission 2017).

The development of international cooperation in AI can benefit from lessons
learned on global cooperation among researchers and science diplomacy
among policy-makers in other fields. Extensive social science studies of
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international scientific collaboration demonstrate the increase in scientists col-
laborating across national borders due to various reasons such as bringing
together diverse types of expertise, seeking reputation, pooling resources for
large-scale infrastructure and addressing cross-border problems (e.g. Wagner,
Whetsell, and Mukherjee 2019). While such collaborations can bring many
benefits, they also encounter difficulties such as high transaction costs due to
diverse cultures and long geographical distances (Wagner, Whetsell, and
Mukherjee 2019). To facilitate international collaborations among scientists,
policy-makers have launched science diplomacy activities at the intersection
of science policy and foreign affairs to support joint efforts to address global
challenges (e.g. Flink and Rüffin 2019). When designing international
cooperation initiatives for AI, which have to address not only complex scientific
and technological issues but also often sensitive topics of diverse political and
economic systems, regulatory environments and cultural traditions, there are
many opportunities to learn what works in other fields and how. Does AI
really need a large-scale, single-site physical research infrastructure such as
CERN, or would a networked and distributed collaboration be more appropri-
ate in this area?

Beyond biomedical ethics: ethics of computing

The dominant approach to ethics as applied to AI is based on biomedical ethics
(see e.g. Mittelstadt 2019). Biomedical ethics arose following the second World
War and the Nazi atrocities committed in the concentration camps. The prin-
ciples were formed during the Nuremberg trials of the war criminals (Freyhofer
2004). These were developed in the World Medical Association’s (2008) Hel-
sinki Declaration and formalized through the Belmont report (The National
Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behav-
ioral Research 1979). A cornerstone of biomedical ethics is its reliance on
mid-level ethical principles (beneficence, non-maleficence, justice and auton-
omy) (Beauchamp and Childress 2009). This approach of basing applied
ethics on mid-level principles is dominant in AI ethics, as Anna Jobin and col-
leagues’ (2019) review shows.

While the adoption of biomedical ethics offers advantages, notably the
immediate recognition of approach and the possibility of utilizing existing struc-
tures of biomedical ethics (institutional review boards, research ethics commit-
tees, established review processes), it is important to point out that the
‘principilsm’ (Clouser and Gert 1990) of biomedical ethics has always been
subject to controversy. Even fromwithin the biomedical field it has been regarded
as overly rigid (Klitzman 2015) and there have been questions of its consistency
and applicability beyond the biomedical field (Schrag 2010; Stark 2011). A key
concern with high relevance to AI is that biomedical ethics is based on the
assumption that the underlying research is fundamentally ethically desirable
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(understanding disease, finding cures) and the main point of ethics is the protec-
tion of patients. While this assumption holds for much of biomedical research, it
is arguably much weaker elsewhere, including in AI, where it is not a priori
obvious that a new technology or innovation per se is desirable.

In addition, the focus on biomedical ethics renders invisible a large body of
work undertaken on ethical questions of computing. This work started in the
early days of digital computing (Wiener 1954) and has become a more
formal sub-discipline with dedicated journals and conferences since the
1980s (Moor 1985). There are bodies of work around concepts such as compu-
ter ethics (Gotterbarn 1995; Johnson 2001), information ethics (Floridi 1999),
digital ethics and others, which are dedicated to ethical aspects of information
and communication technologies. Importantly, a dedicated sub-field of Inter-
cultural Digital Ethics brings in diverse cultural and social perspectives to
examine ethical issues of digital technologies (Aggarwal 2020). AI, traditionally
classified as one field of computer science, has been subject of these studies well
before the current AI publicity. However, by relying on biomedical ethics,
much of this work has been rendered less visible than it arguably deserves to
be, thus limiting its ability to contribute to making AI beneficial.

Many issues at the core of current AI debates such as privacy, autonomy,
agency, trust and inclusion have been extensively addressed in the field of com-
puting ethics (Stahl, Timmermans, and Mittelstadt 2016), which have demon-
strated the breadth of influence that technology can have on all aspects of life
affecting power and politics, economics, education, the environment and
other areas. As there is a lot of continuity and path-dependence from comput-
ing to AI technologically as well as in terms of its wide-ranging impacts, AI can
benefit by building on the work done and knowledge accumulated on ethical
and societal issues of computing.

Beyond ethical principles: Responsible Innovation

In the past decade the Responsible Innovation approach has been developed as
a way to go beyond ethical principles (Owen and Pansera 2019). It has been
applied in particular in Europe over a range of emerging technosciences such
as nanotechnology, geoengineering and synthetic biology. While there are
many definitions of Responsible Innovation, it is broadly understood that

responsible forms of innovation should be aligned to social needs, be responsive to
changes in ethical, social and environmental impacts as a research programme devel-
ops, and include the public as well as traditionally defined stakeholders in two-way
consultation. (De Saille 2015, 153)

The alignment of innovation to societal needs includes processes and practices
of anticipation of potential future developments and impacts of science and
innovation, inclusion of diverse stakeholders, reflexivity and responsiveness
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(Stilgoe, Owen, and Macnaghten 2013). While the specific term of Responsible
Innovation has emerged only about a decade ago, it builds on long-established
practices such as technology assessment and public engagement (e.g. Jasanoff
2016). What is novel about the RRI approach is that it aims to bring such prac-
tices into a more systematic framework along the four interconnected dimen-
sions of anticipation, inclusion, reflexivity and responsiveness (Stilgoe, Owen,
and Macnaghten 2013). Each of these four dimensions offers of a number of
techniques to address and implement societal responses into research and inno-
vation. Anticipation dimension includes techniques of foresight, technology
and risk assessment, inclusion dimension encompasses approaches such as
citizen conferences and focus groups, reflexivity dimension includes multidis-
ciplinary training and collaboration as well as embedded social scientists and
ethicists in laboratories, while responsiveness dimension draws on the insights
from anticipation, inclusion and reflexivity exercises to design appropriate
measures from regulation and funding programmes to moratoriums if need
be. This can be a powerful approach to address societal needs by systematically
integrating anticipation, inclusion, reflexivity and responsiveness activities and
involving a broad range of stakeholders in them.

Some AI policy documents mention Responsible AI without explaining it
and making explicit links to the Responsible Innovation approach. Several
documents mention Responsible Innovation in passing with one exception
(IEEE 2017) of engaging with Responsible Innovation work and its relevance
for AI. More in-depth learning from a decade of Responsible Innovation
advances and limitations in aligning emerging technosciences with societal
needs could contribute to developing systematic frameworks for building
socially beneficial AI. So far in other fields Responsible Innovation approach
has been mostly applied at the level of research projects and laboratories
where, for example, social scientists and ethicists collaborate with technology
developers in knowledge co-production (see e.g. Aicardi et al. 2020) but it
also has a potential to consider the role of politics and power to further demo-
cratize technology development and use (Van Oudheusden 2014). In that way,
project and laboratory level Responsible Innovation practices can benefit from
being part of a broader governance processes described in previous lessons such
as diverse roles of state at national level, new policy paradigms of societal chal-
lenges and international cooperation arrangements.

To summarize, the six above-discussed lessons from the literature on gov-
ernance, policy and ethics of emerging technologies are complementary and
reinforcing each other. Insights from the governance literature focus on invol-
ving diverse stakeholders in decision-making, which can be facilitated by the
state and organized along the dimensions of Responsible Innovation which
focus on anticipation, inclusion, reflexivity and responsiveness. These can be
geared towards developing and using AI in a way that addresses societal chal-
lenges locally and globally. They offer plenty of opportunities to develop many
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concrete recommendations for governance of socially beneficial AI. However,
concrete recommendations cannot be produced in a universal ‘one size fits
all’ manner. Rather they should be developed in a reflexive, collaborative and
inclusive way considering specific contexts, cultures and traditions.

Conclusions: some lessons for a good governance for AI

Recent advances in AI have triggered intensive public debates about potential
impact of this technology. Against this background, AI policy documents
launched by national governments, international organizations and various sta-
keholders focus on wide-ranging and long-lasting effects on jobs, politics,
economy and society. These effects include positive expectations as well as
major concerns about AI effects on individual and societal level. While some
of these concerns, such as effects of automation, might seem novel, others
related to risks and inequalities are well-known. Typical solutions for dealing
with these concerns suggested in AI policy documents focus on ethics and regu-
lation. The role of both of these suggested solutions remains contested.

To look for systematic ways to address concerns associated with AI and
facilitate its development and use in socially beneficial ways, in this article we
reviewed some recent lessons from literature on governance, policy and
ethics of emerging technologies. Such lessons can be relevant for AI which
share typical features of emerging technologies such as fast growth, radical
novelty, prominent impact and uncertainty. We derive six complementary
and reinforcing lessons. First, rather than focus on top-down government
decisions, consider governance arrangements that bring together government
and diverse non-state groups from civil society and private sector in a balanced
and transparent way. Second, rather than assume limited role of the state in
market correction, think about diverse roles of the state in mitigating risks,
enabling participation of diverse groups and mediating various needs and inter-
ests. Third, go beyond traditional goals of technology to support economic
growth and productivity, and focus on how technology can address societal
challenges. Fourth, rather than being a global race where one country wins
and others loose, technology development can be based on international
research collaboration supported by science diplomacy efforts. Fifth, rather
than develop AI ethics based on principles of medical ethics, learn from a
related field of computing ethics that has accumulated extensive knowledge
on issues such as privacy, autonomy, agency, trust and inclusion. Sixth, one
way to go beyond ethical principles is to learn from the Responsible Innovation
approach on how to systematically address societal needs in the development
and use of emerging technologies.

Governance of emerging technologies is a highly complex endeavour and
there are no magic solutions. However, to address concerns associated with
AI and shape its development in socially beneficial ways, recent lessons from
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other emerging technologies can offer ideas, concepts and approaches that
broaden a range of available options and allow to imagine various ways of
achieving desirable objectives. Further work should focus on examining gov-
ernance needs and arrangements of specific AI applications in diverse contexts
at different but interconnected levels from technology development projects
and laboratories to national policies and international cooperation
arrangements.
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Beyond ‘AI for Social Good’ (AI4SG): social
transformations—not tech-fixes—for health equity
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ABSTRACT
This paper reflects on proliferating AI for Social Good (AI4SG)
initiatives, with an eye to public health and health equity. It
notes that many AI4SG initiatives are shaped by the same
corporate entities that incubate AI technologies, beyond
democratic control, and stand to profit monetarily from
their deployment. Such initiatives often pre-frame systemic
social and environmental problems in tech-centric ways,
while suggesting that addressing such problems hinges on
more or better data. They thereby perpetuate incomplete,
distorted models of social change that claim to be ‘data-
driven’. In the process, AI4SG initiatives may obscure or
‘ethics wash’ all the other uses of big data analytics and AI
that more routinely serve private interests and exacerbate
social inequalities. As a case in point, it discusses the
prominence of health-related applications in AI and big
data fields, alongside the politics of more ‘upstream’ versus
‘downstream’ health interventions.

KEYWORDS
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Introduction

As the Covid-19 pandemic alters everyday landscapes of possibility around the
globe – in so many disparate, fractured ways – another kind of emerging land-
scape is being articulated under the umbrella of ‘Artificial Intelligence (AI) for
Social Good’ (Tomašev, Cornebise, and Hutter 2020). Championed by stake-
holders from Big Tech companies to corporate management consultancies to
the United Nations (UN), AI for Social Good (AI4SG) projects (or sometimes
simply, AI for Good) emphasize computation and the deployment of big data
analytics, including machine learning, to address a wide range of social and
environmental issues. While AI4SG projects are often just another way to
frame the AI activities of conventional profit-oriented business entities, the
formal field of AI4SG is gathering momentum, basking in the glow of an appar-
ent ‘AI summer’. A recent survey of the field found over 1000 published papers
on AI4SG topics (Shi, Wang, and Fang 2020, 1), growing from 18 papers in
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2008 to 246 papers in 2019 (Shi, Wang, and Fang 2020, 5). AI4SG projects
might identify endangered species in digital image streams to aid conservation
efforts; they might analyze satellite data to monitor manifestations of climate
change, such as sea-level rise or desertification; or they might support health
diagnostics, for instance, by detecting skin cancers based on mobile phone
photos (Chui et al. 2018). They might help with Covid-19 contact tracing or
symptom tracking. Such projects and their claims to ‘do good’ are part of the
broader landscape of efforts to define responsible innovation and ethical AI
(Ulnicane et al., this issue), with the vast majority of formal, non-binding
ethics guidelines articulated in a handful of the world’s wealthiest countries
(Jobin, Ienca, and Vayena 2019, 391). AI4SG is also part of the longer lineage
of ‘Technology for Good’ initiatives, including the field of Information and
Communication Technologies for Development.

This essay reflects on proliferating AI4SG initiatives, with an eye to public
health and health equity in a US context, engaging questions that emerged in
part from the author’s experiences with projects that attempted to leverage
digital technological infrastructures, including big data analytics, on behalf of
public health (Holzmeyer 2018a, 2018b, 2018c). It draws as well on a broader
literature review and consideration of existing political, economic and social
structures shaping ‘innovation’ in relation to health equity, meaning a society
in which ‘everyone has the opportunity to attain their highest level of health’
(American Public Health Association; emphasis added). It highlights ways in
which existing metrics and goals of innovation, within and beyond AI, such
as patents and GDP growth, are deeply inadequate (or even regressive) as indi-
cators of and guides to a flourishing, inclusive, sustainable, democratic society
(Mazzucato 2018). It asserts that, indeed, Another World is Possible (contra
Margaret Thatcher’s ‘TINA’ claim that There Is No Alternative), beyond the
confines of the neoliberal market fundamentalism that for decades has been
integral to policies shredding social safety nets and the underpinnings of
well-being for so many people and ecosystems around the world (Beckfield
2018; Coburn 2010; Wilkinson and Pickett 2019), including in a supposedly
innovative and materially wealthy society such as the USA. These social and
environmental justice issues should be integral to science and technology
policy-making going forward, with health equity as a touchstone for innovation
and STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) education
(Holzmeyer 2017), in order to realize the vision articulated in the World
Health Organization (WHO) Constitution of ‘the highest attainable standard
of health as a fundamental right of every human being’, with health described
in the preamble as ‘a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being
and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity’ (WHO 2017).

Moreover, whether or not they are explicitly engaged with conversations
around emerging technology governance, the social movements that are cur-
rently demonstrating in the USA and beyond for racial, economic, climate
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and other forms of social and environmental justice are true thought leaders in
imagining the new social compacts that should be the baselines and foundations
of democratic AI governance, including of any empirically reasonable claims of
‘AI for Social Good’ (and various leading organizations, such as Data for Black
Lives [https://d4bl.org/], are engaged in both social movement activism and
technology governance conversations; c.f. Milner 2018, 2020). This social
movement thought leadership is echoed in statements by progressive academic
scholars in fields from economics (Sachs et al. 2020) to public health (Bassett
2015; Krieger 2020), if not as yet in any thoroughgoing, institutionalized way
in Big Tech’s AI public engagement initiatives (with ‘solidarity’ being one of
the underrepresented values in AI ethics guidelines to date; c.f. Jobin, Ienca,
and Vayena 2019, 396).

This paper proceeds with an examination of the ambiguous meanings of AI
and AI4SG – and the politics, harmful externalities and alternative social worlds
that may be obscured and foreclosed by the ‘social good’ presumptions of
AI4SG. As a case in point, it discusses the prominence of health-related appli-
cations in AI and big data fields in the USA, including in avowed AI4SG pro-
jects. It examines the politics of different types of health interventions,
particularly the tension between growing investments in ever more individua-
lized treatments in downstream clinical settings, on the one hand, and under-
investment in upstream social determinants of health and the public health
sector, on the other. Given that people’s health is largely shaped by the daily
conditions in which they are born, grow, live, work and age – conditions col-
lectively described as the ‘social determinants of health’ (WHO 2008) – this
skewed distribution of resources is simultaneously irrational and unjust, perpe-
tuating racialized, gendered and classed health inequities. While AI and AI4SG
projects did not initiate these tensions and inequalities, big data analytics and
AI systems are in many ways primed to exacerbate and conceal them. These
points provide an entrée to reflecting on the expanding universe of efforts to
‘do good’ through and with AI. In the process, this paper delves into the con-
tradictions, conflicts of interest and harmful consequences – the silences – of
AI4SG projects; it highlights social and political issues that such tech-centric
projects tend to disregard. In closing, it discusses alternative possibilities to
foster progressive social change and democratic renewal – whether alongside,
or in spite of, existing and emerging AI technologies.

AI4SG silences: private interests, technological harms and social
foreclosures

Both AI and AI4SG are ambiguous terms. Though references to AI and deploy-
ments of computer automation in everyday life are ubiquitous – from respond-
ing to phone calls to processing drive-thru orders to tailoring online marketing
– AI eludes straightforward definition; it’s meanings are multiple and
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historically contingent, depending on, among other things, contemporary tech-
nological affordances, social agendas and interpretations, and corresponding
parameters of machine ‘intelligence’. For instance, according to Colin Garvey
(2018), one crucial shift in AI history took place between the waning of the
‘expert systems’ paradigm (late 1970s‒80s) and the rise of the ‘machine learn-
ing’ paradigm (2010-present). Expert systems AI, focused on programming
specific human expertise and decision-making (like medical diagnostics) into
computers, though more successful than earlier quests to develop general AI,
was limited by ‘knowledge acquisition bottlenecks’ in tapping and translating
the complexities of experts’ knowledge to computers (Garvey 2018).
However, the growth of digital big data streams and increased computational
power enabled a new AI paradigm that sidestepped such bottlenecks:
machine learning AI, through which computers register or ‘learn’ patterns
directly from massive data sets, on which algorithms are said to be trained
(e.g. to identify images of ‘bicycles’ or ‘angry’ facial expressions). Such technical
processes may be the basis for both AI4SG projects as well as AI and big data
operations in society more generally. While a fuller discussion of AI techniques
and their nuances is beyond the scope of this paper, there is evidence that
machine learning capabilities are increasingly prominent in AI4SG efforts
across domains, especially in healthcare (Shi, Wang, and Fang 2020, 7).

That said, people may also invoke AI’s cutting-edge aura to hype up compu-
terized data analysis projects, which, upon closer examination, involve nothing
more than conventional statistical analyses of large data sets; yet such big data
analytics may be included in AI4SG landscape analyses (Chui et al. 2018, 2).
Though these large-scale data analyses may be impressive, such statistical cal-
culations have little in common with the machine-based learning processes
and neural network algorithms that many currently believe define AI. Never-
theless, such stories can exploit the ambiguous, emergent, speculative nature
of AI to build up the AI4SG brand, and the branders themselves, opening up
new funding streams in the process. The lines blur between big data analytics,
AI, AI4SG and supposed breakthroughs, across fields of science and technology
(Cooper and Paneth 2020a, 2020b; Fortun 2008), with some analysts observing,
‘Online tech-hyping articles are now driven by the same dynamics as fake news’
(Funk 2019). These stories also participate in the broader, persistent mythology
of technological solutionism and tech-fixes for social and political problems
(Huesemann and Huesemann 2011), including emerging variants of compu-
tational social science in which researchers claim that new big data streams
‘will make it possible to learn far more about society and to eventually start
solving – actually solving – the major problems that affect the well-being of
human populations’ (Ledford 2020, 329).

The nascent AI4SG field is embedded in these technical and cultural con-
texts, led by many of the same corporate actors that are incubating AI
systems broadly. Stakeholders shaping this landscape include: (1) Big Tech
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companies, including Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, IBM and Microsoft,
which have formed a Partnership on AI to Benefit People and Society (https://
www.partnershiponai.org/), beginning in 2016; (2) corporate management con-
sultancies (e.g. McKinsey, Deloitte, Accenture), which frame the field in stra-
tegic, opportunistic terms overlapping with older discourses of e.g. corporate
social responsibility; (3) established and new NGOs that seek to deploy AI tech-
nologies in their work (from groups that may use AI as one of their many activi-
ties, such as Amnesty International, to NGOs founded around the use of AI in a
specific context, such as Talking Points); and (4) the UN, which since 2017 has
hosted an annual AI for Good Global Summit (https://aiforgood.itu.int/),
oriented toward addressing its 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
Hence the UN’s SDGs have become one influential reference point for many
AI4SG projects (e.g. Google 2019; Chui et al. 2018). Numerous academic
research centres aspire to contribute to the AI4SG field as well. Government
policy roadmaps also use AI4SG language and frames, highlighting ways that
AI can contribute to ‘the public good’ and to addressing ‘grand challenges’.
Meanwhile scholars have found such reports, touting values such as transpar-
ency, accountability and ‘positive impact’, to be short on details, long-term
strategies and meaningful commitments to achieve such impacts (Cath et al.
2017).

Whatever their intentions, such language and frames are not only vague; they
foreground a presumed ‘social good’ while directing attention away from the
cultural, economic and political power commanded by Big Tech companies
and the harmful externalities inherent in burgeoning AI systems. Indeed, AI
and AI4SG are in many ways constituted by and entrench colonial relations
(Adams, this issue; Mohamed, Png, and Isaac 2020), characterized by hierarchy,
extraction, exploitation and malevolent paternalism (Amrute 2019), within and
across nation‒state borders. For example, in an era of worsening climate
change, researchers have drawn attention to the enormous quantities of
energy required to train algorithms on big data sets, leading to huge carbon
footprints (Strubell, Ganesh, and McCallum 2019), with consequences that
will most severely affect the most vulnerable communities. In addition, scholars
have analyzed how training algorithms entails extensive low-wage work,
including to clean and label the underlying data and to monitor on-going algo-
rithmic operations for accuracy, in conditions that are frequently exploitative,
particularly in the Global South (Gray and Suri 2019). For these reasons, among
others, Jared Moore has proposed reorienting AI4SG toward ‘AI for Not Bad’,
to more accurately characterize the complexities at stake:

‘AI for social good’ speaks to the desire of many of practitioners to share what oppor-
tunities they have. It sounds nice. It imagines a world of lucrative careers optimized to
better humanity. The world is not so simple…AI practitioners, like myself, are part
of the prospecting of science from which we hope for gold, but in which we will likely
find just sand – and perhaps leave in our tailings environmental damage and labor
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displacement. Lest that be so, we must be honest about what we are doing and what
we might do better’ (Moore 2019, 6).

However, these reflections and their underlying empirical grounding are a far
cry from the dominant refrains of AI4SG practitioners and advocates
(Google AI Impact Challenge 2019), even as AI4SG initiatives may increasingly
sound notes of greater skepticism, precaution and reflexivity (Tekisalp 2020) in
response to such critiques (Latonero 2019). More significant are the issues typi-
cally left off the AI4SG table entirely: AI’s own ecological footprints; AI’s racia-
lized, gendered labour inequalities; the broader social costs of AI’s labour
market ‘disruptions’, including not only labour displacement but greater
labour surveillance; and meaningful government regulation and democratic
governance of AI R&D, including Big Tech stakeholders – to name a few. Ulti-
mately these silences foster foreclosed social possibilities, with US policies ‘dis-
torted against labour and in favour of capital’ (Acemoglu, Manera, and Restrep
2020), even as the growth of the AI4SG field accelerates.

Big data, AI and public health

Currently, health and medicine are a leading application sector for big data ana-
lytics, machine learning and AI, with health care ‘the largest market for invest-
ment in the emerging AI/ML business sector’ (Ostherr 2019; the underlying
business analytics data are proprietary, however). This popularity includes
AI4SG projects, which, as noted in the introduction, are often synonymous
with commercial AI activities in general, in settings from Big Tech companies
to start-ups (though perhaps rebranded as ‘social enterprises’). Google’s 2019
report on its first Google AI Impact Challenge, which analyzed the AI4SG land-
scape revealed by the 2,602 project proposals it received from organizations in
119 countries (of which 20 received funding and capacity-building support),
found that, ‘Of the sectors represented, health-related applications were the
most common, representing more than 25% of total submissions’ (Google
2019, 7). A 2018 McKinsey AI4SG white paper also found the greatest
number of actual or potential use cases in its ‘Health and hunger’ domain, com-
prising 28 of 160 use cases (Chui et al. 2018). Meanwhile the AI4SG literature
survey mentioned above found more papers in the ‘Healthcare’ sector (com-
prising both clinical care and public health) than in any of the eight application
domains it identified (Shi, Wang, and Fang 2020, 5–6), with this sector account-
ing for 32% of the 2019 AI4SG literature surveyed, as well as having the highest
rate of growth in recent years, such that ‘the difference between it and other
domains appears to be widening’ (Shi, Wang, and Fang 2020, 5). Articulating
their enthusiasm for leveraging big data for public health, Muin Khoury and
John Ioannidis write, ‘Big Data stands to improve health by providing insights
into the causes and outcomes of disease, better drug targets for precision medi-
cine, and enhanced disease prediction and prevention’ (Khoury and Ioannidis
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2014, 1054). AI and big data work hand in hand in such a project – an interplay
of technology, analysis and mythology (boyd and Crawford 2012) – identifying
patterns across datasets from genomics to electronic health records (EHRs) to
infectious disease outbreak data to social media and financial data.

While on the face of it these trends and new technological affordances may
seem to be good news for those concerned about health as a social good, such
AI4SG and AI interventions tend to miss the mark in multiple ways when it
comes to promoting public health and health equity, rooted in social justice
(Krieger and Birn 1998). Potential issues include: (1) distracting attention
and resources away from root causes of population health inequities and
upstream social determinants of health; (2) enabling new risks and vulnerabil-
ities, especially for already marginalized communities; (3) failing to adequately
grapple with the politics of data, knowledge and expertise in the ‘computational
turn’ to big data analytics and AI; and (4) fostering new data treadmills, rather
than emphasizing existing warrants for action based on current bodies of
research. The points below unpack some of these issues and their implications
for public health, so-called AI4SG projects and AI governance, with an eye to
health equity.

1) Distracting from root causes and upstream social determinants of
health

First, the emphasis on the novel possibilities of big data and AI for public
health, in A4SG projects and more generally, often dovetails with a particular,
narrow, empirically inadequate framing of health: the so-called medical model
(Iton 2010), which has long been in tension with more capacious, social-eco-
logical frameworks oriented population health promotion, prevention, social
justice and health equity (Brandt and Gardner 2000; Fairchild et al. 2010).
The medical model, conceptually and practically, emphasizes downstream,
individualized interventions in health care settings, increasingly wedded to
emerging precision medicine treatments, for which big data and AI are enabling
technologies (Ho et al. 2020; Hager et al. 2017; Schork 2019; Sun et al. 2018). As
noted in the AI4SG literature survey, ‘The majority of research efforts in AI for
healthcare are focused on clinical care’, citing the availability of EHRs and
medical images as having ‘directly facilitated the AI research in disease diagno-
sis, clinical treatment, and clinical prediction’ (Shi, Wang, and Fang 2020, 20).
Among these applications, ‘Disease diagnosis is the topic in healthcare that has
seen the most applications of AI’ (again, with this survey including both clinical
care and public health in its ‘healthcare’ category; (Ibid.)). For example, there
are now AI-based smartphone apps for diagnoses of myriad health issues,
from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease to pneumonia and acute asthma
(Stewart 2017) to skin cancer (Comstock 2018; Chui et al. 2018) to inflamma-
tory skin diseases (Wu, Yin, and Chen 2020) and beyond, in addition to the
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many apps for monitoring and managing health issues, such as heart disease
(Harvard Heart Letter 2019). The Nuffield Council on Bioethics has also high-
lighted the preponderance of clinical biomedical applications of AI in health
care and research (2018, 3-4). Meanwhile the need for not only medical diag-
nosis but also access to care may be referred to in the AI4SG field as a ‘last
mile problem’ (Chui et al. 2018, 20).

What is not explicitly discussed in this AI4SG survey, nor in other discus-
sions that centre AI and big data as means of advancing health, are the politics
of different types of health interventions: in particular, in a US context, the
tension between growing investments in ever more individualized treatments
in downstream clinical settings, on the one hand, and persistent underinvest-
ment in upstream social determinants of health and the public health sector,
on the other (Bradley and Taylor 2013; Interlandi 2020). Yet as one recent
article put it: ‘An undeclared civil war is breaking out in biomedicine. On the
one side is precision medicine, with its emphasis on tailoring treatments to
ever-narrower groups of patients. On the other side is population health,
which emphasizes predominantly preventive interventions that have broad
applications across populations’ (Cooper and Paneth 2020b). For while pre-
cision medicine privileges individual-level variables – especially genetics, in
practice – it deemphasizes the everyday environments and economic and
social resources (e.g. adequate income, affordable housing, access to healthy
food, freedom from discrimination, clean air and water, accessible parks,
high-quality education, health insurance) that are most consequential to
health (Braveman and Gottlieb 2014; Galea 2019; WHO 2008). It also neglects
the political and social structures that shape the distribution of these resources
(Beckfield 2018). In the process, precision medicine decentres structural racism
and exploitative economic relations, intertwined with people’s diverse intersec-
tional identities, as root causes of public health inequities (c.f. Figure 1), as illu-
minated by multi-level ecosocial frameworks in contemporary social
epidemiology (Krieger 2011, 214, 287). As physician and public health leader
Anthony Iton puts it, ‘Common disease roots in the socioecological context
are often ignored [in the medical model]’ (Iton 2010, 512). In addition, the
medical model of health has often been accompanied by unscientific, false con-
ceptions of biological race in clinical research and practice, including by posit-
ing ‘race’ – rather than racism – as a cause of racialized health inequities (Boyd
et al. 2020; Chadha et al. 2020).

While AI and AI4SG projects did not create these issues and inequalities, big
data analytics and AI systems are in many ways primed to exacerbate and
conceal them. For example, a range of scholars have highlighted the problems
with the US’s disproportionate, growing investment in an individually focused,
clinically oriented, AI-enabled precision medicine agenda versus a population
health and health equity agenda, focused on investments in upstream social
determinants of health (Bayer and Galea 2015; Cooper and Paneth 2020a;
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Chowkwanyun, Bayer, and Galea 2018; Ferryman and Pitcan 2018). Ferryman
and Pitcan’s ‘Fairness in Precision Medicine Study’ (2018), assessing equity
issues raised by precision medicine, concludes that not only is there potential
for biased datasets, as big data advocates acknowledge, there is also the rarely
addressed problem of biased outcomes due to diversion of resources away
from structural, social determinants of health (Ferryman and Winn 2018,
34). This point speaks to longstanding skews in US health investments and out-
comes, compared with other high-income countries (Kristof 2020; Woolf and
Aron 2013). However, as scholars Bradley and Taylor document in The Amer-
ican Healthcare Paradox (2013), the purported paradox – of high per capita US
healthcare spending, coupled with worse US population health outcomes – dis-
appears once the US’s much lower spending on social services and safety net
programs is taken into account. That is, rather than promoting health for all
through upstream access to resources for flourishing, the USA chooses to med-
icalize the health effects of racialized, gendered, classed deprivation down-
stream, through the health care system (and to provide social services that
are not only inadequate, but often punitive and disempowering; c.f. Hatton
2020). Another recent report (Lown Institute 2019) highlights these same pat-
terns at the state level in California, a hotbed of AI innovation and AI4SG; it
finds that California spends only $0.68 on social services, public health and
environmental protection for each $1.00 spent on health care – and that
these disparities have worsened since 2007. Moreover, ‘with increasing sophis-
tication of medical technology, the American tendency to medicalize patient
concerns is widely recognized as contributing to health care cost escalation’
(Bradley and Taylor 2013, 162), with enormous implications for health

Figure 1. A Public Health Framework for Reducing Health Inequities. Source: Bay Area Regional
Health Inequities Initiative, as cited in ‘Portrait of Promise: The California Statewide Plan to
Promote Health and Mental Health Equity’, California Department of Public Health (CDPH),
Office of Health Equity (2015), 17.
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equity (Woolf et al. 2008), even as algorithms can further embed racial discrimi-
nation in medicine (Obermeyer et al. 2019). Hence, both the financial and the
opportunity costs of AI technologies in health care – often oriented toward
individualized health diagnostics, monitoring and ‘precision’ medical treat-
ments in downstream health care settings – are prone to distract attention
and resources away from root causes of health inequities and upstream social
determinants of health.

That said, public health discourses, emphasizing social determinants of
health, are increasingly being taken up in conjunction with AI-based interven-
tions, particularly in health care settings, sometimes intertwined with precision
medicine (for a fuller critical discussion of ‘precision public health’, c.f. Chowk-
wanyun, Bayer, and Galea 2018, 2019). Advocates point to the potential of AI to
better identify ‘high-risk’ patients, based on social data (e.g. people at risk
because they lack access to basic resources in their daily lives, often long
prior to becoming patients for particular health issues), to incorporate these
social determinants of health data into individual EHRs and clinical
workflows, and to refer patients to social services and monitor the results (Cog-
nizant 2019). Such possibilities, which have opened up in part due to new
‘value-based care’ payment models that emphasize social determinants of
health for the first time (Cognizant 2019, 5; Ostherr 2019), may help to mitigate
inequitable health care outcomes among patients, especially if the inadequacies
of current value-based models vis-à-vis reducing racialized and other health
inequities are addressed (Ojo, Erfani, and Shah 2020).

However, action on social determinants of health at the relatively down-
stream, health care level (e.g. by providers and insurers), including by using
AI to connect people with non-medical social services and to monitor out-
comes, does not address the larger picture of skewed health investments dis-
cussed above (Alberti, Bonham, and Kirch 2013; Maani and Galea 2020a;
Silverstein, Hsu, and Bell 2019). For despite the promise some see in myriad
AI and AI4SG health use cases, ‘Achievement of primary prevention benefits
depends more on social factors than secondary prevention irrespective of the
marginal benefits of artificial intelligence’ (Panch et al. 2019, e13) – upstream
social factors like jobs and shared prosperity that AI may, on balance, be dis-
rupting in ways more harmful than not. As medical and public health scholars
Nason Maani and Sandro Galea write, ‘[T]he notion of addressing social deter-
minants in the context of clinical practice devalues and medicalizes the complex
burden and barriers encountered by those affected by discrimination or
poverty’ (Maani and Galea 2020a, E1). Instead of new data analytics, they
underscore the centrality of distributions of power: ‘Many fundamental deter-
minants of health are far upstream of health care and are deeply rooted in the
distribution of money and power, at local and national levels’ (Maani and Galea
2020a, E1). And as other scholars point out, ‘[F]orce-fitting strategies to address
social determinants of health into traditional models of clinical care risks
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misdirecting limited resources into programs that may ultimately prove ineffi-
cient or ineffective’ (Silverstein, Hsu, and Bell 2019, E2).

In addition, the potential for commercial entities, including private Big Tech
companies, to coopt and attempt to ‘redefine’ – and monetize – public health in
these contexts is deeply troubling, including claims by Facebook representatives
about the promise of using social media and online consumer data to: ‘trans-
form the traditionally held social determinants of health, including education,
income, housing and community, to encompass a more granular tech-
influenced definition, ranging from simple factors, such as numbers of online
friends, to complex social biomarkers, such as timing, frequency, content and
patterns of posts and degree of integration with online communities’
(Abnousi, Rumsfeld, and Krumholz 2019, 247). Again, tech-centrism and
tech-solutionism can distract from seeing the inequalities in power and
resources that drive population health inequities, as well as the relative lack
of accountability of health care, pharmaceutical and technology companies to
the public health field and diverse publics. While this paper focuses on these
issues in a US context, the power of the US tech sector and tech philanthropies
in shaping public health is certainly global in scope (Birn 2014), often perpetu-
ating colonial relations in the process (Amrute 2019).

2) Big data and AI: new vulnerabilities and risks

Second, not only are AI and AI4SG projects prone to misdirect attention and
resources away from root causes of social and environmental justice issues,
including public health; they also enable new forms of discrimination, disad-
vantage and vulnerability resulting from the confluence of emerging big data
streams, machine learning algorithms and increasingly personalized ‘risk’
profiles (Achiume 2020; Figueroa, Frakt, and Jha 2020; Mittelstadt and
Floridi 2016). These new vulnerabilities and sources of discrimination are
primed to multiply in the years ahead, particularly as Big Tech companies
and other profit-oriented entities mine people’s online data to sort and stratify
them (Abnousi, Rumsfeld, and Krumholz 2019), and data are combined and
used in ways people never imagined, much less consented to. Even advocates
of proposed ‘polysocial risk scores’, which would link multiple social data
streams to profile people in health contexts, acknowledge, ‘[T]he risk of false-
positives and false-negatives could be high, especially in the early iterations’
(Figueroa, Frakt, and Jha 2020, E2).

The risks posed by new risk scores and profiling will tend to deepen the chal-
lenges faced by already marginalized communities, potentially worsening racial
and other forms of discrimination through algorithmic decision-making
(Obermeyer et al. 2019; Heaven 2020), not only at the individual level but at
the level of social groups and collectivities, in both the private and public
sectors (Engstrom et al. 2020). As Ferryman and Pitcan quote bioethicist Lisa
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Park as saying, in an interview regarding precision medicine data analytics: ‘[I]f
there are particular health risks that are associated with traditionally underre-
presented, underserved, or discriminated-against populations, there’s an
opportunity or a likelihood that there will be exacerbation of that discrimi-
nation’ (Ferryman and Pitcan 2018, 30). Moreover, Park notes that information
about people’s purported health risks could be used coercively by a range of
public and private actors – for example, to condition people’s access to social
services or insurance coverage. The result will be that less enfranchised
people who are already exposed to extensive surveillance and constraints on
their autonomy will encounter additional vulnerabilities to repressive risk
assessments, controls and sanctions. If automated, through the use of algor-
ithms, these new risk assessments could both magnify existing social systems
of exclusion and oppression while also being more opaque and difficult to chal-
lenge, as ‘Jim Crow practices feed the ‘New Jim Code’ – automated systems that
hide, speed and deepen racial discrimination behind a veneer of technical neu-
trality’ (Benjamin 2019b, 422; also c.f. Benjamin 2019a). These current and
anticipated risks point to the inadequacies of conventional, individually
oriented bioethics frameworks in grappling with emerging technologies (Oba-
sogie and Darnovsky 2018), including as a touchstone for computer and AI
ethics (Floridi et al. 2018). They point to the need for a ‘new biopolitics’ (Oba-
sogie and Darnovsky 2018), or as technology scholar Sareeta Amrute calls for,
‘Radicalize and politicize your ethics – critique, reimagine, practice, repeat’
(Amrute 2019).

Scholars and activists collaborating on the Our Data Bodies Project (https://
www.odbproject.org/) likewise illuminate these politics in their work, analyzing
the new risks and vulnerabilities enabled by big data analytics and AI. Among
the findings of their Reclaiming Our Data report (2018), which draws on inter-
views with residents of Charlotte, Detroit and Los Angeles: (1) ‘Predatory data-
driven systems routinely hold us back and prevent us from meeting basic
needs’, e.g. through the use of credit scores in job and housing applications,
or otherwise subjecting people to extra stigma, scrutiny or punishment by
social institutions – from law enforcement to health care to public services –
as well as to additional uncertainties, depending on how and by whom data
might be used in the future; (2) ‘Data-driven systems unfairly divert us from
resources we are entitled to and need to survive’, e.g. through one-way, asym-
metric data collection by powerful government and corporate actors, even as
people’s basic needs and information that might be helpful to meet them are
neglected, thereby reinforcing existing power relationships; (3) ‘The hurt and
the harms of data-driven systems connect to past systems of discrimination
and exploitation against members of marginalized communities’, e.g. when
people are profiled in terms of race or ethnicity, socio-economic status, age,
gender, sexuality, housing status, criminal record, or some combination; and
(4) ‘Our policies, priorities and visions for the future focus on just models of
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governance, economics and criminal justice, and on guarantees for our human
rights’, e.g. by emphasizing inclusion of all, sharing and empathy, as well as
renewing ‘off the grid’ connections with people and places as a strategy for
self-defense and survival (Petty et al. 2018; also c.f. Lewis et al. 2018).

These insights, informed by deeper recognition and analysis of social inequi-
ties impinging on people’s well-being, including structural racism, bring a vital
corrective to over-hyped prognostications about leveraging big data and AI on
behalf of public health and other social goods. Indeed, they highlight the poten-
tials for automating inequalities and ‘feedback loops of injustice’ (Eubanks
2018), rather than reducing or dismantling them. Such considerations are all
the more important given that many big data and AI applications are developed
in private corporate or start-up settings, beyond democratic governance, and
are deployed for profit (Singer 2017). Companies like Facebook have already
demonstrated negligence in safeguarding people’s personal data, which in
health care contexts could lead to people being denied coverage by an
insurer, employment discrimination or other harms (Singer 2019). These con-
junctures point to the urgency of innovations such as Data for Black Lives’ pro-
posed Public Data Trust (Milner 2018). Moreover, attending to biases in
algorithms and training data is crucial and necessary, but not sufficient, to
achieving social justice, when entire social systems are unjust – and given
that ‘algorithmic fairness’ is never a merely technical, objective matter
(Heaven 2020; Noble 2018).

3) The politics of data and expertise in the computational turn

Third, discussions of big data, AI and public health (among other ‘social good’
domains) often fail to adequately grapple with the politics of data, knowledge
and expertise – in academia and beyond – in the so-called computational
turn. As boyd and Crawford note, ‘Big Data changes the definition of knowl-
edge’, as it refers not only to vast quantities of data and procedures for analyzing
them, but ‘also to a computational turn in thought and research’ (boyd and
Crawford 2012, 665), as in computational social science, wherein new forms
of digital, big data-mediated research (e.g. computerized social network or
social media analysis) are framed as the cutting edge of insights into social
life. This computational bias increasingly shapes the very conceptions of data
and research embedded in nominally interdisciplinary projects and data infra-
structures, perhaps especially those framed around open science, which empha-
sizes digital data and its ‘usability’ (including machine-readability) across fields.
As the International Science Council’s Committee on Data for Science and
Technology (CODATA) describes, it aims to ‘promote global collaboration to
advance Open Science and to improve the availability and usability of data
for all areas of research’, while defining data as, ‘Facts, measurements, record-
ings, records, or observations about the world collected by scientists and others,
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with a minimum of contextual interpretation’ (https://codata.org). That is, even
while ostensibly devoted to data in all areas of research, CODATA’s conception
of data actually presumes a narrow, positivist approach to knowledge and data
that excludes and implicitly devalues interpretive, contextually attuned research
– whether in the humanities, social sciences, community-based participatory
research, or other fields. A synergy among big datasets, machine learning
and open science rhetorics seems likely to further entrench these compu-
tational, positivist biases in research and knowledge. That said, the Research
Data Alliance, organized by international stakeholders with a similar mission
to ‘develop and adopt infrastructure that promotes data-sharing and data-
driven research’ (https://www.rd-alliance.org/), articulates a more reflexive
approach to interdisciplinarity (Lélé and Norgaard 2005), better attuned to dis-
ciplinary specificities and contexts of ‘data’, indicating the wider array of poss-
ible institutions to navigate these issues (e.g. the Platform for Experimental,
Collaborative Ethnography: https://worldpece.org/). Though in many cases,
open sharing of data and research may not be desired by or serve communities
(Albornoz 2018), as a range of activists and scholars, including founders of the
Global Indigenous Data Alliance (https://www.gida-global.org), have been
leaders in establishing.

At the same time, some big data advocates propose that the challenges of tri-
angulating diverse data streams – of intra – and interdisciplinary knowledge
syntheses – might be overcome by algorithms. Regarding big data and public
health, Khoury and Ioannidis assert that, ‘There also must be a means to inte-
grate knowledge that is based on a highly iterative process of interpreting what
we know and don’t know from within and across scientific disciplines’ (Khoury
and Ioannidis 2014, 1054). They then suggest that machine learning algorithms
might be used to such ends, citing the example of the ClinGen project to ‘create
centralized resources of clinically annotated genes to improve interpretation of
genomic variation and optimize the use of genomics in practice’ (Khoury and
Ioannidis 2014). Meanwhile they neglect the broader public health field and the
politics and challenges of interdisciplinarity across fields such as computational
genomics and social epidemiology, or a wider range of social and natural
sciences, from political ecology to social psychology. These fields may be
centred on disparate units and scales of analysis, methodologies, evidentiary
standards, epistemologies, values and more – rendering their respective
bodies of knowledge in tension with one another (or even incommensurable,
from some vantages; c.f. Espeland 1998). These tensions belie efforts to seam-
lessly synthesize and integrate knowledge, as more critical scholarship on inter-
disciplinarity has highlighted (Brown, Morello-Frosch, and Zavestoski 2011;
Lélé and Norgaard 2005; Sarewitz 2004, 2015; Strober 2010). As social epide-
miologists Nancy Krieger and George Davey Smith write, ‘[D]ata never speak
by themselves – either to computer algorithms or to people – and nor do
beliefs about probabilities simply drop from the sky. Active scientific judgment
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is inevitably involved… ’. (Krieger and Smith 2016, 1794). Algorithms claimed
by some to be innovative, neutral and objective as means to ‘integrate knowl-
edge’ and define ‘evidence-based’ practice instead conceal persistent epistemic
politics and hierarchies (Braveman et al. 2011).

More broadly, inclusive and critical knowledge syntheses would not be
limited to the research and data of credentialed experts, from whatever disci-
plinary fields, or to digital data. Instead, they would incorporate street
science (Corburn 2005), popular epidemiology and lay health expertise
(Brown 1992; Epstein 1995), indigenous ecological knowledge (Anderson
2005), popular education (Onuoha 2018), and other forms of community-
based, embodied, grassroots expertise, including to contest and reframe con-
ventional approaches to data, which may otherwise institutionalize racial
inequities and other biases (Hawn Nelson et al. 2020). In the public health
field, such knowledge syntheses are all the more crucial when they intertwine
with the politics of diagnoses and ‘contested illnesses’, or ‘conditions whose
causes are either unexplained by current medical knowledge or whose pur-
ported environmental explanations are in dispute’ (Brown, Morello-Frosch,
and Zavestoski 2011, 18), from asthma to cancer to Gulf War-related illnesses.
Environmental justice and other health social movements may conduct com-
munity-based research, both independently and in collaboration with academic
researchers, to advance new bodies of knowledge that synthesize diverse forms
of expertise in confronting these illnesses (Corburn 2005). In the process, health
social movements aim to transform conventional hierarchies of credibility
while also directing attention to – and advocating for change around – environ-
mental and other dimensions of disease that are often relatively neglected
(Brown, Morello-Frosch, and Zavestoski 2011).

Again, the politics of expertise and science are bound up with the politics of
different kinds of interventions and social transformations (Martin 2006), or
lack thereof. While physicians may be concerned with the status of their exper-
tise vis-à-vis AI technologies in clinical settings, as discussed elsewhere in this
issue (Hanemaayer; Burton et al., this issue), expertise pertaining to (or imping-
ing on) health equity extends far beyond clinics; it encompasses the public
health field as well as broader political, economic and social policy-making,
as recognized in ‘Health in All Policies’ frameworks (Rudolph et al. 2013).
Building trust and investment in AI at one level, such as in clinical care, may
mean further entrenching hierarchies and inequalities that diminish health
equity overall (Pūras 2020), even if some patients receive high-quality care.
This wide spectrum of decision-making, knowledge and values begs the ques-
tion of which and whose ‘social good’ – or conception of ‘optimization’ – AI
and AI4SG projects purport to advance. In any given big data or AI project,
there will be a politics of ‘domain expertise’; some people’s values, priorities,
epistemologies, types of evidence, forms of data and diagnostic or prescriptive
frames will predominate – marginalizing or foreclosing other possibilities,
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especially from systemic perspectives. Machine learning algorithms cannot
escape or transcend these contentious, value-laden issues. Indeed, to date,
widely used search engine algorithms have instead been found to reinforce
racism and sexism in people’s everyday digital lives, through the types of ‘dis-
coverability’ they foster and suppress (Noble 2018).

4) New data treadmills, or new commitments to action on existing
research?

Fourth, AI4SG and AI discussions of public health and other social issues often
neglect warrants for action based on existing research. Advocates for leveraging
big data on behalf of health may not even be familiar with voluminous bodies of
existing public health research, much less the politics and policies impinging on
action on that research (Hofrichter and Bhatia 2010), which their efforts are
further shaping. Yet overweening attention to big data and AI projects could
displace the value and transformative potential of current knowledge – from
public health and social science research to local knowledge and environmental
health documentation (e.g. activist reports, oral histories, journalism, photogra-
phy). Big data and AI could also lead to new cycles of (re)validating that
environmental and social variables matter to health, not only genes and individ-
ual biomarkers – fostering new promissory ‘precision’ data horizons (Kuch,
Kearnes, and Gulson 2020), ‘data treadmills’ (Wylie, Shapiro, and Liboiron
2017, 412), the ‘datafication of injustice’ (Benjamin 2019a, 116) and the contin-
ued rationalization of inaction. As Benjamin writes, ‘Demanding more data on
subjects that we already know much about is, in my estimation, a perversion of
knowledge’ (Benjamin 2019a, 116). Yet big data, AI and AI4SG advocates tend
to highlight only the opportunities presented by new data streams, and the sup-
posed inadequacy of current data (Abnousi, Rumsfeld, and Krumholz 2019;
Figueroa, Frakt, and Jha 2020), rather than the myriad unrealized opportunities
for policy-makers to call for action on current bodies of research.

As one example, what if US scientific, health and business leaders were
equally or more enthusiastic about acting on current research pertaining to
healthy early childhood development, including healthy neurological develop-
ment, as they are about precision medicine and genomics? What if AI4SG advo-
cates who are so concerned about the ‘opportunity costs’ of underutilizing AI
(Floridi et al. 2018) reckoned instead with the opportunity costs of perpetual
underinvestment in social determinants of health? What if, instead of heralding
the promise of new big data streams and AI, they resolved to mobilize resources
to act on the findings of past National Academies research syntheses on these
topics, such as From Neurons to Neighborhoods: The Science of Early Childhood
Development (Shonkoff and Phillips 2000) and Vibrant and Healthy Kids:
Aligning Science, Practice, and Policy to Advance Health Equity (DeVoe,
Geller, and Negussie 2019)? These reports highlight the science of Adverse
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Childhood Experiences (ACEs), toxic stress, and the importance of social deter-
minants of health to children’s healthy development. Yet decision-makers at
multiple levels have by no means prioritized or adequately acted on the
findings – resulting in a chasm between knowledge and practice that more
big data and AI will not resolve. Nor do efforts by some precision medicine
advocates (California Precision Medicine Advisory Committee 2019) to incor-
porate ‘social determinants of health’ and ACEs data in relatively downstream,
individualized clinical care adequately address these issues, as discussed
previously.

Instead, as Wallack and Thornburg indicate in their analysis of intervening
upstream for healthy childhood development (Wallack and Thornburg 2016),
there is a need to recognize the centrality of politics and new political for-
mations to innovation for health equity, rather than merely more data and
research. After reiterating an observation from Thomas Pynchon’s Gravity’s
Rainbow that, ‘If they can get you asking the wrong questions, the answers
don’t matter’, they go on to suggest the following ‘right questions’, emphasizing
the political and social contexts that invariably mediate research translation
into practice and everyday life:

‘If any particular geographic area or region were to become the healthiest place in the
world to be pregnant and have a child, what would it look like?…What kinds of pol-
icies would be required to move toward that vision? How can we create a social move-
ment built on this collective vision to force the necessary political will to demand
change? How can existing partnerships be expanded? How can we develop new part-
nerships with new allies to move ahead? What political barriers must we overcome?’
(Wallack and Thornburg 2016, 938).

After witnessing years of inaction on the science of early childhood develop-
ment and social determinants of health, Wallack and Thornburg do not empha-
size the potential for new research and data streams to suddenly catalyze
breakthrough interventions. Rather, they articulate a broader theory of
change (and call for action, in policy and practice), encompassing social and
political contexts of data and sociotechnical systems. In contrast, many
AI4SG advocates and projects lack such broad visions and theories of
change, rooted in existing and emerging social movements; nor do they often
designate grassroots activists and social movement leaders as AI4SG ‘domain
experts,’ thought partners and white paper audiences (e.g. Rolnick, Donti,
and Kaack 2019), even when disavowing a belief in tech-fixes. AI4SG initiatives
therefore often fail to critically discuss technical and political dimensions of
interventions, perpetuating technocratic decision-making, despite voluminous
scholarship in these areas (Asdal, Brenna, and Moser 2007; Ferguson 1994),
including work to develop greater ‘structural competency’ among health pro-
fessionals, ‘re-centring the political elements of disease distribution’ (Neff
2020, 8; Metzl and Hansen 2014). Such analyses are all the more crucial
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when extensive research and data are available to warrant and guide action, yet
confront deep resistance in some quarters, including denials of structural
racism. As another recent analysis put it, ‘[M]any agency solutions and data
initiatives are largely disconnected from this root cause [of structural
racism], and the ‘hunt for more data is [often] a barrier for acting on what
we already know’ (Benjamin 2019a)’ (Hawn Nelson et al. 2020). While more
investment in the public health sector’s data infrastructures could support
broader public health efforts, including in response to the current Covid-19
pandemic, deeper investments in upstream social determinants of health for
all – not just more data collection – are ultimately called for. Again, while AI
and AI4SG projects did not create these issues and inequalities, AI systems
are poised to exacerbate and conceal them in multiple ways, given the vast
inequalities, distributions of power and social injustices of the current world.
These interrelated issues point to common blindspots and cross-cutting
biases in the larger universe of AI4SG initiatives, as discussed further below.

AI for not bad and social transformations for health equity

In sum, the confluence of big data, AI and public health presents multiple chal-
lenges from a social justice vantage, oriented toward health equity for all. These
challenges include (though are not limited to): (1) distracting attention and
resources away from root causes of health inequities and social determinants
of health; (2) enabling new risks and vulnerabilities due to emerging data
streams, especially for already marginalized communities; (3) failing to ade-
quately grapple with the politics of data, knowledge and expertise in the ‘com-
putational turn’ to big data analytics and AI; and (4) fostering new data
treadmills, rather than emphasizing existing warrants for action based on
current bodies of research. AI4SG initiatives often pre-frame systemic social
and environmental problems in tech-centric ways, while suggesting that
addressing such problems hinges on more or better data. They thereby perpe-
tuate incomplete, distorted models of social change that claim to be ‘data-
driven’. In the process, AI4SG initiatives may obscure or ‘ethics wash’ all the
other uses of big data analytics and AI that more routinely serve private inter-
ests and exacerbate social inequalities – including through AI’s ecological foot-
prints, displacement and exploitation of workers, surveillance of publics,
heightened discrimination against already marginalized groups, and inadequate
social benefits from publicly funded R&D. So, however well-intended, a more
appropriate frame and goal than AI4SG might be ‘AI for Not Bad’, as Moore
(2019) suggested, in keeping with the bioethical principle to ‘first, do no harm’.

While AI4SG proponents acknowledge some of these challenges and risks –
particularly problems caused by biased datasets, inaccurate predictions, algo-
rithmic opacity and illegal or unintentional breaches of privacy (Chui et al.
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2018, 35) – their inattention to or blindspots around larger social, political and
economic systems often hamper consideration of the fuller range of social
justice issues at stake (e.g. such as those discussed in the 2018 Reclaiming
Our Data report). The lack of diversity among AI engineers likely contributes
to these disconnects, as technologists develop tools that disproportionately
reflect their own social backgrounds and interests (Ferryman and Pitcan
2018). AI4SG advocates, whether AI developers or otherwise, are also often
removed from the everyday political challenges and social contexts of less
enfranchised communities, even when their projects emphasize collaborative
community partnerships; meanwhile the people involved with such projects
on the ground may well be unfamiliar with the phrase AI for Good and its
accompanying influencer circuits, from South by Southwest to Davos. Hierar-
chies of power in workplaces developing AI and AI4SG projects, from academia
to corporate settings, may also invalidate or discourage adequate critique by
those closest to such projects (Hatton 2020). Though this article has focused
especially on public health issues, these concerns are relevant to a wider
gamut of social and environmental challenges toward which AI interventions
may be directed.

In particular, projects that tout the promise of new digital big data streams,
yet lack clear theories of change connecting those data with desired outcomes,
can too easily lead all involved to believe that a project will result in meaningful
change, regardless of the prospects for such change. These include AI4SG pro-
jects centred on new types of monitoring and tracking (e.g. of climate change
indicators, health indicators, educational indicators, or other forms of environ-
mental or social surveillance) that neglect possibilities discussed in this paper –
of obfuscation, distraction, the creation of new vulnerabilities, invalidation of
grassroots knowledge, and delay and disregard for existing warrants for
action. In light of these issues, some key questions for those considering
AI4SG projects include:

1) Who is at the table? Where are the grassroots activists and social move-
ments among the ‘domain experts’?Which stakeholders are part of the con-
versation about a potential project? How are these stakeholders
representative, or not, of the array of people active around or affected by
a particular issue?

2) What is ‘the problem’ and its history? What are the root causes? What are
the social, political, economic and cultural contexts surrounding an issue
and potential AI4SG project? Do all stakeholders agree on how to define
a problem, as well as hypothetical interventions? Do proposed solutions
centre technology and technocratic decision-making? Or are social and pol-
itical change centred? What are the trade-offs or tensions between different
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potential interventions and problem-solving strategies (e.g. more or less
tech-centric strategies)?

3) What is the project’s vision or theory of change?What are the intended out-
comes of a potential AI4SG project, and the steps to get there? What would
it mean for a particular issue to be mitigated or ‘solved’? What would
systems change entail? Who, if anyone, would be responsible for acting
on data from the project? What other forces could impinge on desired out-
comes? What resources and processes are available to respond to situations
indicated by the data? How might the data help with community organizing
and power-building? What other means of power-building are available to
address a given issue?

4) What are the politics of knowledge and expertise? How might data gener-
ated by the project amplify, or undermine, other forms of community
knowledge and data (particularly people’s lived experiences and commu-
nity-based research of many kinds)? How might data be contested by
various parties? How does the project build on existing technological infra-
structures and technological access (or not), including equity in data access,
analysis, interpretation and legibility?

5) What could be the unintended consequences of a project? What other out-
comes are possible? How might an intervention address or obscure root
causes? How might it foster new data treadmills? How might it fit into
the broader landscape of problem-solving around a particular issue, includ-
ing resource allocations? Which resources and processes could help
empower those most affected, already marginalized, or newly vulnerable,
including if data are misused?

6) How does the project intersect with racial equity? How do a project’s data
engagements dovetail with guidelines for centring racial equity and con-
fronting structural racism throughout data lifecycles, including as articu-
lated in ‘A Toolkit for Centring Racial Equity Throughout Data
Integration’ (Hawn Nelson et al. 2020), focused on civic data use?

7) How does the project intersect with health equity? How does a project’s
implicit or explicit theory of change intersect with the APHA’s statement
on the path to health equity? Namely: ‘How do we achieve health equity?
We value all people equally. We optimize the conditions in which people
are born, grow, live, work, learn and age. We work with other sectors to
address the factors that influence health, including employment, housing,
education, health care, public safety and food access. We name racism as
a force in determining how these social determinants are distributed’.

8) Why should or shouldn’t the project be pursued? How could this assess-
ment change? Considering the issues above and any other relevant con-
cerns, what could be evidence of a potential project’s (in)efficacy,
unintended social or political consequences, or other indicators that a
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project should or should not be pursued? How might these indicators be
revisited periodically?

These lines of inquiry, and many more that could be generated by stake-
holders addressing specific issues, are crucial to surfacing potential AI4SG pro-
jects’ values and visions of change (or lack thereof), including their conceptions
of and approaches to whatever ‘good’ they seek to advance. They are intended
to problematize the technological solutionism and tech-fix frameworks that
often underpin such projects, addressing but going beyond the rules of
thumb for technological fixes developed by Sarewitz and Nelson (2008), as
well as lists of AI4SG ‘best practices’ that make ritualistic disclaimers that AI
is not a ‘silver bullet’ yet fail to seriously incorporate that point into their
overall analysis (Floridi et al. 2020, 1773). By shifting attention toward root
causes of social and environmental problems (e.g. in systems of oppression
and exploitation); new risks and vulnerabilities; the politics of data, knowledge
and expertise; and the pitfalls of perpetual data treadmills, these questions seek
to provoke deeper reckoning with not only the risks and benefits of potential
projects, but alternative paradigms of problem-solving entirely, oriented
toward challenging existing systems of power.

Such questions can also help to evaluate and highlight AI4SG projects that
may indeed be quite helpful to address particular issues, if developed in collab-
oration with community partners. Such projects include ActiveRemediation, a
machine learning model designed by university-based researchers to predict the
location and aid in the removal of water service lines containing lead in Flint,
MI, in the absence of adequate public records (Abernethy et al. 2018; Chui et al.
2018, 26). They also include Talking Points, a natural language processing plat-
form developed in a non-profit context that translates multilingual text mess-
ages among teachers, parents and students, to ‘driv[e] student success in low-
income, diverse areas through building strong partnerships across families,
schools and communities’ (https://talkingpts.org/about-us/). These projects,
articulating with environmental and social determinants of health, feature
readily useable data and clear users in public municipal and educational con-
texts, directly helping to address specific community challenges while building
on existing technological infrastructures, without fostering new data treadmills.
That said, in these cases, too, broader systemic interventions remain crucial to
achieving environmental justice and health equity, in Flint and beyond, and to
the realization of Talking Points’ larger stated mission (i.e. to ‘driv[e] student
success in low-income, diverse areas’). By extension, project funders, including
deep-pocketed Big Tech companies and foundations, should not be perceived
as adequately ‘doing good’ simply by assisting with such efforts, however laud-
able. Rather, they should be held accountable by policy-makers at multiple
levels and across sectors (Rudolph et al. 2013) to ensure that all of the political,
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economic and social relations they foster are consistent with advancing healthy
childhood development and social determinants of health for all.

At present, in the context of COVID-19, US underinvestment in the public
health sector, robust social safety nets and upstream social determinants of
health – including workers’ rights and protections – has translated into diagno-
sis and death rates that are high overall as well as deeply racialized and corre-
lated with income, amplifying preexisting health inequities (Maani and Galea
2020b; Serkez 2020). As Anthony Iton writes, underscoring these preventable
vulnerabilities at the intersections of race, class and place:

‘COVID-19 is reminding us that in the United States, when it comes to your health,
your zip code is more important than your genetic code. Our country manufactures
social vulnerability through policy violence. Policy violence is the intentional absence
of protective policy in the face of abject need. Policy violence leaves large segments of
our society experiencing constant daily stress as they try to navigate a healthy life
without health insurance, decent housing, affordable childcare, paid sick leave, or
quality education… . The foundation of American policy violence is racism.
Scratch the surface of virtually every failed effort at creating universal policies in
this country and you’ll find thinly veiled racism at the root’ (Iton 2020).

So from a wider-view lens, instead of foregrounding large-scale data, AI, or
other technologies in discussions of innovation and public health, there is a
need to centre larger-scale social transformations to address the multifaceted
policy violence Iton describes. In addition, Iton and other US social justice
leaders have called for new social compacts (Iton 2017), emphasizing interde-
pendency, collective care and decision-makers’ accountability ‘to serve the
well-being of people, including the right to health care, food, education, and
shelter’ (https://newsocialcompact.org/). Along these lines, contemporary
social movements have articulated incisive, multifaceted policy platforms
centred on racial, economic and climate justice that could frame AI ethics con-
versations (Movement for Black Lives 2020; National Domestic Workers Alli-
ance 2020; Poor People’s Campaign 2020; Sunrise Movement 2020), rather than
discussing AI4SG and the UN SDGs apart from contexts of pervasive neoliber-
alism and structural racism (e.g. as in Hager et al. 2017; Floridi et al.
2018, 2020), in the USA and beyond. Scholars proposing a decolonial critical
approach to AI have likewise called for renewing affective and political commu-
nities as one key tactic (Mohamed, Png, and Isaac 2020).

Centring these social transformations would entail contesting current politi-
cal and economic structures and the forms of ‘innovation’ they produce. In the
USA, such transformations are all the more justified given that the public sector
often takes on high levels of risk in funding the development of new technologies,
yet the public return on these investments tends to be negligible, compared with
the rewards captured by the private sector. This results in a skewed ‘risk-reward
nexus’, according to economists Williams Lazonick and Mariana Mazzucato
(Lazonick and Mazzucato 2013), and, ultimately, a ‘parasitic innovation
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ecosystem’ that undermines both innovation and shared prosperity (Mazzucato
2013, 2018). These dynamics reflect deeply rooted biases of conventional US
R&D agendas and science and technology policy-making, which disproportio-
nately serve the interests of the most privileged while mostly neglecting social
justice and equity issues, in biomedical research and other fields (Bozeman
2020;Woodhouse and Sarewitz 2007). They also reflect tendencies to seek down-
stream, technological solutions to social and environmental problems rather
than preventing or significantly mitigating them upstream; yet in the current
era of apparently accelerating ecological and social crises, there is a need for
transformed paradigms on multiple fronts (e.g. as articulated in the recent
report: Resilience Before Disaster: The Need to Build Equitable, Community-
Driven Social Infrastructure, Lou et al. 2020; also Interlandi 2020).

On that note, rather than trying to extend technological infrastructures into
new domains, computer and data scientists seeking to do good could instead
collaborate with social and environmental justice activists to analyze the
values and biases embedded in existing data infrastructures and algorithms,
in settings from health care (Chen, Szolovits, and Ghassemi 2019; Obermeyer
et al. 2019) to law and policing (Heaven 2020), as some are indeed doing.
Or, taking a step back, AI4SG advocates could lobby companies for greater
transparency and access to algorithms, which are often proprietary, to enable
such scrutiny in the first place. Looking to the future of AI, AI4SG advocates
could support efforts to diversify AI R&D – such as Black in AI (https://
blackinai.github.io/) and Women in Machine Learning (https://
wimlworkshop.org/) – as well as STEM fields broadly. They could support
calls for substantive public accountability and public governance of big data,
AI, biomedicine and the tech sector in general, including through public data
trusts, in solidarity with diverse social movement activists (Bernhardt 2017;
Milner 2018) and organizations such as the Algorithmic Justice League
(https://www.ajlunited.org/), Coalition for Critical Technology (https://
forcriticaltech.github.io/), Data for Black Lives (https://d4bl.org/), Data &
Society (https://datasociety.net/), Design Justice Network (https://
designjustice.org/), Science for the People (https://scienceforthepeople.org/),
Structural Competency (https://structuralcompetency.org), the Tech Workers
Coalition (https://techworkerscoalition.org/) and many others concerned
with social justice and existing and emerging technologies.

Computer and data scientists could also support health equity advocacy and
action on existing public health research, through environmental and social
justice organizations as well as the formal public health field (and organizations
spanning these sectors, such as Public Health Awakened: https://
publichealthawakened.org/ and the Spirit of 1848 caucus of the APHA:
http://spiritof1848.org/). Relatedly, AI4SG advocates could support enforce-
ment of existing laws and public rights to benefit from science and technology,
such as Bayh-Dole ‘march in’ rights to secure public access to publicly funded
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health treatments (UCL 2018) as well as antitrust laws, alongside groups like the
Economic Security Project (https://www.economicsecurityproject.org). They
could advocate for more democratic ownership and governance of ‘sharing
economy’ platforms, such as Airbnb and Uber, with organizations contributing
to the platform cooperativism movement (e.g. https://platform.coop/ and
https://sassafras.coop). They could also advocate for innovative new insti-
tutions, such as investing profits from publicly funded technologies in public
tech dividends, to support publics’ access to upstream social determinants of
health. As sociologists Manuel Pastor, Chris Benner, and colleagues have
written, this would be a way to ‘more directly link returns to the risk the
public sector absorbs in these new innovations… Such a ‘technology dividend’
could support a universal basic income fund, which would mitigate risk for
those working through the vagaries of employment shifts engendered by inno-
vation and technological change’ (Pastor et al. 2018, 34).

Beyond technology dividends, however, sociologist and labour scholar
Annette Bernhardt underscores diverse publics’ right to shape technology
development from the outset, from technologies impinging on work and
labour to algorithms affecting lending, hiring and sentencing decisions (Bern-
hardt 2017). She outlines strategies ranging from the mitigation of technologi-
cal effects, to collective bargaining, to publics having ‘a seat at the table when
decisions are made over which technologies are developed in the first place,
and in pursuit of which goals’, citing Germany’s collective bargaining and
‘social partners system’ in which the government ‘actively collaborat[es] with
employers and labor to make its manufacturing sector a leader in technology
and preserve[s] a role for workers’ (Bernhardt 2017). Such multi-stakeholder
governance possibilities, reinforced by regulatory enforcement, are far
removed from the USA’s current industry-led, self-regulating ‘Partnership on
AI to Benefit People and Society’. They are also not among the international
comparisons most frequently cited in US policy-makers’ discussions of AI.
This paper just begins to scratch the surface of many of these issues. Yet ulti-
mately, abundant data suggest that new arrangements and social transform-
ations are urgently needed, not only for greater public benefit from and
democratic governance of technologies, but for democracy – with digital and
analog worlds oriented toward social justice and health equity for all.
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Don’t touch my stuff: historicising resistance to AI and
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ABSTRACT
This paper historicises the criticisms and backlash from
within medicine against new computer technologies in the
clinic. Physicians’ reactions to proposals for the
implementation of algorithmic technologies in the clinic
ranged from enthusiastic to cautionary to critical from as
early as the 1960s. Clinicians were suspicious of these
technologies as they threatened their professional
expertise. I argue that these discontent reactions from
doctors demonstrate an implicit struggle for authority over
clinical spaces and with regards to medicine’s place within
society more generally. Drawing on Foucault’s concept of
discursive rules and their function within a closed
community, I recover the forgotten debate to include or
reject AI and its predecessor technologies of expert
systems and neural networks. This paper explains how and
why justifications for and against the applicability of AI to
the clinic are underpinned by questions of medical
authority. I conclude with an inquiry into the
transformative possibilities of partisanship.
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Research and funding for the use of computers in biomedical and laboratory
research began in the 1950s. By the late 1960s, the computer had been proposed
as a helpful system for clinical decision-making, coming far afield of research
(e.g. Taylor 1967). From that time on, a nerve was struck: The role of emerging
technologies in decision making – if any – became a contentious topic among
clinicians. By the 1990s, special forums in medicine’s flagship journals were
dedicated to the debate. Consider a few statements of clinicians’ discontent:

. Computers lack power of natural inference and an illative sense; so although
they have reliable memories and may be of great help in diagnosis and man-
agement, they can never substitute for the able physician. (Beautyman 1982,
932)

. The very name [artificial intelligence] suggests kinship with the deepest
secrets of human thought and… this illusion is one which the purveyors
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of this new product are not averse to propagating… . The truth is that, apart
from a passing geometrical similarity, there is no evidence that ANNs bear
any relation to the workings of human minds. (Signorini and Slattery
1995, 1500)

. No statistical rules, numbers or algorithms can replace clinical judgment in
the interpretation of the results of clinical research. (Ioannidis and Lau 1996,
756)

. Clinical certainty promised by highly sophisticated technology and evidence-
based medical algorithms is an illusion that cannot dispense with personal
experience. (Benítez-Bribiesca 2000, 761)

. Computers aren’t able to care for patients in the sense of showing devotion
or concern for the other as a person, because they are not people and do not
care about anything. (Goldhahn, Rampton, and Spinus 2018)

What kind of reasoning unifies these statements? And what is at stake in the
struggle over the role of computer technology in the clinic?

This article historicises resistance to new computer technologies in the clinic
from within medicine. Physicians’ reactions to proposals for the clinical
implementation of AI ranged from enthusiastic to cautionary to critical. Its
acceptance, however, has been slowed for a number of physician-identified
reasons: inadequate computer technology; insufficient data for ‘training’ artifi-
cial neural networks; clinical decisions are not easily rule-guided by algorithms;
and questions about legal and medical responsibilities in using ‘black box’ AI
technologies remain unanswered. Clinicians were and continue to be suspicious
of AI, for it threatens their professional expertise. Despite the range of reasons
provided by physicians for their reticence, I argue that doctors’ discontent
demonstrates the existence of an implicit struggle for authority over clinical
truth – and the place of medicine within society.

This article begins with an explanation of the theoretical frame I use to
analyse physicians’ responses to computer technology in the clinic. I conceptu-
alize doctors’ discontent as an outcome of rarefaction, the process of making the
authority of clinical truth rare or less accessible to those outside the medical
community. The body of the article analyses statements from the archive
with respect to the four elements of rarefaction: ritual, closed community, doc-
trine, and social conflict. These elements allow us to understand discontent as a
struggle for authority in the clinic. After discussing some implications of my
analysis, I conclude by suggesting the basis for partisanship among clinical
actors, in lieu of discontent.

Framing statements of discontent

Although twenty-first century medicine has changed significantly from the way
it was practised in the 1960s, the ‘play of dominations’ within medical discourse
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(Walters 2012, 133; c.f. Foucault 1998, 376) is notable for the strong statements
of discontent that appear alongside the usual embrace of computer technol-
ogies, such as AI and machine learning (ML). One physician, for example,
recently argued for the importance of human touch in the clinic (Horton
2019). While resistance to AI does not define the contemporary clinic,
doubts persist. Recent efforts affirm the need for further consideration of the
disconnect between health systems, regulation, and technological innovation
(Kickbusch et al. 2019). That calls to (re)define and regulate ‘digital health’ con-
tinue to be made even today (Bayram et al. 2020) signal an ongoing story of
medical resistance, a forgotten struggle that remains to be historicised. This
paper makes that intervention.

The struggles to resist new technologies require recovery. Doing so provides
our historical record with the discomfort of clinical discontents who sought to
have a say about computer technologies, their role in society and place in the
clinic. Starting from the premise that history is the outcome of struggle, I
begin by examining the principles that unify the clinically discontented.
Drawing on Foucault’s concept of discursive rules and their function within
a closed community, I frame my analysis of the debate to include or reject
AI and its predecessor technologies of expert systems and neural networks as
an attempt to control the authorship of truth in the clinic. I consider discourse
that constitutes this debate to be a collection of statements, their production ‘at
once controlled, selected, organized and redistributed according to a certain
number of procedures, whose role is to avert its powers and its dangers, to
cope with chance events, to evade its ponderous, awesome materiality’ (Fou-
cault 1972a, 216). These principles function to separate the true from the
false. Further, discourses prescribe how truth can be used and how it is
useful. Statements in medical journals by clinical physicians, medical tech-
nicians and scientists recommend how and by whom truth is made in medicine,
as well as who and what are able to produce diagnoses, prognoses and
predictions.

My approach is rooted in the critical tradition that ‘analyses the processes of
rarefaction, consolidation and unification in discourse’ (Foucault 1972, 233).
Rarefaction consists of four processes: ritual, closed community, doctrine and
social conflict. My analysis of the medical literature is organized accordingly.
The method for the collection of statements consisted of conducting historical
research. PubMed and the Wellcome Trust database of medical journals were
searched both online and, in the latter case, onsite. Searches were conducted
using the following terms: ‘computer technologies’, ‘AI’ and ‘expert systems’.
Articles were further sorted based on their relevance to the research question
about the usefulness, acceptance or rejection of computer technologies. Paper
copies of undigitized articles were retrieved at the Wellcome Trust Library,
and images taken. This process yielded a sample of 99 peer reviewed journal
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articles and an additional 613 pages of copied materials from original research,
conference proceedings and opinion pieces.

I define statements as events within a discourse (Hanemaayer 2019a, 225; see
also Foucault 1972b, 4). The archive contains a set of many discourses ‘actually
pronounced’, which have a function in the institutions where they are stated, and
often change over time (Hanemaayer 2019a, 225; Foucault 1972b, 57). Docu-
ments within the archive contain statements; in this case, statements enunciated
by doctors, clinicians, medical researchers and medical systems experts. In my
project, those statements that dealt with the kinds of discursive and institutional
support lent to the implementation of and investment in computer technologies
were selected. This collection of documents formed the sample of my analysis.

Given that my project takes the archive as a nominal index for the rationality
that organizes human activity, I examine the statements of medical discourse as
indicative of a struggle to constitute what does and does not belong in the clinic
and who does and does not have access to clinical knowledge. This conceptu-
alization follows Foucault’s definition of the rarefaction of discourse, defined as
the conditions under which someone can employ it, the rules imposed on those
who deploy it, and the exclusive access to truth (1972a, 224). My paper uses this
framework, first, to explain via the elements of the rarefaction of discourse why
clinical statements refuse to share their discursive access to truth with machine
processing, and, second, to briefly discuss the disruption AI technology poses
for medical discourses by describing what is at stake in the functions of
control, internal rules, the author and the discipline.

Rarefaction in medical decision-making

Physicians’ statements about decision making and the nature of clinical work
are organized by the process of rarefaction. Following Osborne, I analyse ‘the
disposal of facts in a particular way so as to produce a particular picture of
things’ (1999, 58). I show how physicians, as authors, use clinical reason to
relate the future of ML in a way that excludes its authority or reliability in
decision making. Physicians select facts about the nature of clinical work in
order to raise questions about the authority to speak truth. While the reasons
and facts vary in content, these principles reveal the underlying struggle to
rarefy medical truth.

Ritual

The first element of rarefaction concerns the significance of the words used:
‘Ritual defines the qualifications required of the speaker… it lays down the ges-
tures to be made, behaviour, circumstances, and the whole range of signs that
must accompany discourse’ (Foucault 1972a, 225). With respect to the clinic,
this encompasses the clinicians’ responsibility to make a good decision, as
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well as to the rapport between patient and physician. The following three
examples illustrate the role of ritual in securing the authority of clinical decision
making for the physician.

In the 1980s, the discourse contained statements extolling the benefits of
computer technology that could enable information recall for physicians.
Holding all the information that could possibly be related to any single decision
in one’s mind was regarded to be difficult if not impossible. Despite the benefits
of computerized information retrieval, however, knowing how to assemble this
information was described as a feat only a physician could accomplish:

The experienced clinician knows the value of the history, examination, and investi-
gations in solving the problem and will pick his [sic] way through them in a
manner which will not be tethered to a branching tree. After finding certain signs,
he may go backwards and delve further into the history, even after completing the
clinical part of the consultation and learning the results of certain investigations he
may go back yet further. Classically, an algorithm does not do this; it is non-commu-
tative – it does not permit changes in the order in which bits of information are sought
because solution of the problem depends upon the order in which they are found.
(Campbell 1987, 850)

In this quotation, a clinician explains that diagnosis is a process containing a
variety of behaviours, such as taking a history more than once during the course
of consultation, that are associated with good decision making. Further, the
‘non-communicative’ elements that physicians can recognize and machines
could not (at the time of his writing) show that ritual is at work, as speaking
and problem solving rely as much on what the physician does and how they
think as much as the information or words themselves.

In addition to the role of information and how one acts with regard to its
collection and recollection is the importance of responsibility in decision
making.

The clinician has to consider not only the differential diagnosis but also the potential
risks, benefits, and costs of following a particular management strategy. To achieve
this aim the inexperienced clinician needs the sense of perspective that a senior clin-
ician has acquired through experience. Merely feeding clinical data into a computer
and reading the result, irrespective of the method used to derive it, could undermine
the clinician’s ability to take personal responsibility for clinical decisions. (Dodds
1995, 1500)

This physician’s justification for the rarefaction of discourse in the clinic is
the qualification of the speaker. The experience of the clinician and the respon-
sibility associated with the outcomes of the decision are to be found here. While
at the time of writing algorithms may not have been as advanced in terms of
assessing risk, outcome, cost and so on, these concerns continue to be expressed
in the discourse. The importance of the non-spoken and the ability to weigh the
divergent aspects of diagnosis in the clinic is put into the following words:
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Technical knowledge cannot entirely describe the sickness situation of any single
patient. A deliberative patient-physician relationship characterised by associative
and lateral thinking is important for healing, particularly for complex conditions
and when there is a high risk of adverse effects, because individual patients’ pre-
ferences differ. There are no algorithms for such situations, which change depend-
ing on emotions, non-verbal communication, values, personal preferences,
prevailing social circumstances, and so on. (Goldhahn, Rampton, and Spinus
2018, k4563)

These authors defend the authority of the physician by making reference to
the broader social circumstances of the clinic, which is seen to belong to
medical practitioners, not algorithms. Here risk is situated in relation to the
whole patient, their preferences, emotions, and other aspects of the clinical
encounter which are not readily coded into information for a machine.

Closed community

The second element of rarefaction concerns the boundaries of the clinic and
those whom belong within them. Closed community refers to the circulation
of discourse: who can express it, distribute it, and preserve or reproduce it
(Foucault 1972a, 225). By the 1990s, the importation of computer science
from the laboratory to the clinic called into question who belonged in the
latter. This was expressed by one physician who explained the challenge of
keeping up with two fields at the same time: ‘cutting edge research in
biology/biotechnology is seriously challenging even the best people in
medical informatics’ (Lindberg 1990, 10). Coding machines to use clinical
and biomedical data to make decisions brought new ‘speakers’ into the
clinic. Those who knew the machines and the science threatened to displace
the clinician who may not be keeping up.

A decade later, some physicians accepted new technologies, albeit with
boundaries and hierarchies of authority clearly defined. For example, clinical
trials tested the effectiveness of new computer technologies as decision aids
in the clinic, such as ISABEL, a clinical decision-making support system for
pediatric care introduced in the early 2000s.

Careful consideration needs to be given as to whether results of randomised trials
alone will convincingly show whether diagnostic support systems are of value in all
clinical settings, especially in emergency situations. A prerequisite for the successful
functioning of ISABEL is that the physician provides accurate source information,
which can only be obtained from a careful history and appropriately elicited physical
signs. This web-based tool is, therefore, dependent on traditional clinical skills and
underlines the importance of the teaching and assessment of effective history
taking and examination in medical education. (Greenough 2002, 1259)

As this physician researcher suggests, the role of new tools in the clinic are
ones of support. Computer technologies are guided by physicians and their
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specialized education and training. The place of AI, thus, should be in service to
the clinicians who lead the clinical investigation, take histories, assess the
outputs of evidence and deal with the various sources of clinical information.
If machines were to have any place in the clinic, then it would be clinicians
who determine which technology will be adopted or excluded.

Doctrine

Doctrine, the third element of rarefaction, comprises themodes of reasoning that
link individuals within a discourse together (Foucault 1972a, 226). The unifying
principles of Western medicine comprise a standardized doctrine that is incul-
cated and proliferated through medical education. Through training in
medical disciplines, doctors develop a form of subjectivity that allows them to
interpret evidence, solve problems and enunciate statements in medical terms.

The use of computer technology was increasing across medical education
programs throughout the 1980s. Initially, training that relied on information
technologies was resisted: ‘new approaches place more emphasis on the use
of technology than on the educational mission itself, the transfer and assimila-
tion of information’ (Golden and Friedlander 1987, 851). Resistance was often
justified in relation to the cost of equipment, and questions were raised about
the effectiveness of machines if students failed to learn to use them correctly.
‘The student should not have the pay more attention to the medium of the
message than to the content’ (Golden and Friedlander 1987, 853).

Meanwhile, as ‘black boxes’, AI technologies resist subjection to review;
many cannot be understood by analysing their ‘reasoning’ alone. Examining
the outputs of neural networks and ML algorithms bears little if any resem-
blance to evaluating the reasoning of a fellow physician. Thus computers
cannot be authoritative enunciators of medical reason, because their decisions
cannot be understood: ‘Accuracy and generality aside, clinicians do expect to
understand a decision aid, wanting insight into the model, its definitions of
clinical findings, and its advice. This insight is important if we are to treat
such tools as decision aids, not black-box dictators’ (Wyatt 1995, 1176; empha-
sis added).1

Social conflict

The fourth and final element of rarefaction concerns the ability to maintain
authority over the discourse, those who use it and how it is used. Medical train-
ing is central to this endeavour, for ‘every educational system is a political
means of maintaining or of modifying the appropriation of discourse, with

1For an analysis of the difference between interpretation and explanation in relation to the ‘black box’ problem of
AI in medicine, see Erasmus, Brunet, and Fischer (forthcoming).
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the knowledge and powers it carries with it’ (Foucault 1972a, 227). Not only
does education establish boundaries, qualifications and access to truth, it also
endows the speaker with authority in particular social settings. The words
spoken by a trained physician carry a greater force of truth than, for instance,
the attending resident or the patient who self-diagnosed on WebMD. In recent
years, this struggle for authority over power/knowledge has been especially con-
tentious in AI.

Despite the myth that computers, logic and technical reason are the most
direct path to objective knowledge and social progress, recent research has
been concerned with implicit bias in the data used to train AI. The struggle
for authority in the clinic, first in the 1960s over physicians’ subjective judg-
ments (e.g. Sudnow 1967; Hanemaayer 2019b), and now about biases that
cannot be checked once programmed into the machine. As one physician
writes,

It’s well established that clinicians can be influenced by subconscious bias…AI in
healthcare is only as good as the people and data it learns from. This means a lack
of diversity in the development of AI models can drastically reduce its effectiveness
…AI trained on biased data will simply amplify that bias. (Novorol 2018)

Justifications prohibiting AI from sharing physicians’ clinical authority are
extended by the ‘black box’ problem and the attendant risks of amplified
inequalities and marginalization.

The outcomes of AI decision making remain a contentious topic, as evi-
denced by the promise of IBM’s Watson system for oncology and cancer
care. Though it was shown to be effective at searching literature about survival
rates for treatment options, Watson has never demonstrated effectiveness in
treatment recommendations. With Watson’s training data now acknowledged
to be biased,2 it is an open question whether it can operate accurately in diverse
clinical settings, such as those in India (Ross and Swetlitz 2017). Citing the
negative social outcomes and heavy societal responsibilities that bad decisions
carry with them, physicians point to the risk that systems trained on biased data
will not, in fact, function well in novel settings or with diverse groups as another
reason to resist the encroachment of AI into the clinic.

Discussion: machine learning disrupts the will to truth

This article’s discussion of how medical discourse is used in the clinic and by
whom provides an empirical picture of the clinic as a site of stratified scientific
knowledge. Biotechnology and computer sciences may be actualizing or under-
mining a shift in the authorship of truth in the clinic, and further research is
warranted to explain the antecedent and potential events that may emerge

2Obermeyer et al. (2019) published a scathing study in Science about the underlying bias that affects health-
related algorithms and AI development. I discuss this later on.
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from the intersection of these sciences. To illustrate the stakes, consider Fou-
cault’s example of the Penal Code, which first was founded by a theory of
Right, but later by the social sciences, such as criminology, psychiatry and soci-
ology (1972a, 219). Similarly, the insertion of biomedical computing and AI
into the clinic may be displacing the physicians’ responsibility for clinical judg-
ments. In response, the message from medicine appears to be ‘don’t touch our
stuff,’ even if only indirectly via justifications specific to their clinical milieu.

This struggle over clinical authority reflects contestation over the will to
truth in the clinic, an encounter that takes place through discursive rules that
govern ‘the principles of classification, ordering and distribution’ (Foucault
1972a, 220). The internal rules of medical discourse function by separating
true knowledge from other forms of knowledge. For example, sociologists
argue that the act of defining ‘illness’ as ‘disease’ is premised upon medical
classification. For the presenting patient, illness is classified as a disease when
it meets certain rules, standards or diagnostic criteria (Jutel 2010, 231). Prior
to the application of medical statements, the complaint is merely an illness,
unjustified by the functioning of clinical authority.

Machine learning disrupts this function as one that is the physician’s alone.
Machines are pretty good at classification and have been for quite some time
(e.g. Baxt 1995). Their repeated success at diagnosing conditions such as
heart attack (e.g. Baxt and Skora 1996) and skin cancer (e.g. Mar, Scolyer,
and Long 2017) disrupts clinicians’ authority with respect to classification
and accuracy.

Who does the classifying raises questions about who is the author of state-
ments. While Foucault (1972a) recognized that the function of authorship
may be unifying, the authorship of many significant statements does not
matter. When you tell your family you have cancer, they rarely ask the name
of the diagnosing physician as evidence of its truth. They will, however, be
quite suspicious if it was your aunt who Googled your symptoms or perhaps
an AI app to which you uploaded a photo of a skin mole. Likewise, the phys-
icians’ statements above all scrutinize who is authorized to pronounce truths
about the body and its function/dysfunction. While many clinics rely on tech-
nologies that have been integrated into the standards of medical care, authority
over implementation and test results still remains with the attending physician.

However, by continuously putting pressure on physicians’ ability to use
sophisticated machines, ML and AI technologies impugn their will to truth
and medical authority with it. AI also calls into question physicians’ ability
to stay abreast of the latest techniques and knowledge, as well as where respon-
sibility for the outcomes of clinical decision making lies. Given the porousness
of the clinic to new technologies and novel forms of technical expertise, ques-
tions about whose methods and techniques possess medical authority will con-
tinue to arise.
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Displacing the struggle for truth

In this final section, I raise political questions that may unite multiple actors in a
partisanship around new computer technology. I have called Foucauldian
analysis ‘political’ insofar as it offers the humanities a counter-human science
of the present, one that displaces the human as the object of analysis (Hane-
maayer 2018). As I have shown above, the political struggle for authority
over truth has been the implicit topic of resistance to and discontent with AI
technologies in the clinic. Instead of parodying the clinically discontented as
Luddites, would it not be possible to engage in dialogue about that authority
and its proper social function?

That conversation might bring together partisan stakeholders who otherwise
have very different interests. Physicians and those marginalized by medicine
may find themselves in agreement regarding their concerns about the uses of
AI for medical classification and diagnosis. Consider the case of racially
biased AI systems for patient risk assessment. Obermeyer et al. (2019) found
that because a widely used AI algorithm estimated risk using the proxy
measure of financial cost, Black patients, who had been allocated fewer econ-
omic resources over their medical history despite being biomedically just as
sick as their white counterparts, were erroneously assigned a lower risk score,
raising the likelihood they would receive sub-optimal treatment (see also
Ostherr 2020). Where AI removes the authority of risk assessment from the
physician, it risks further marginalizing those who have already been subject
to the ills of medical authority. In this context, Ivan Illich (1976) referred to
the social effects of medicine as ‘iatrogenic’: the institution of medicine, as he
saw it, further entrenched social inequalities. Just as his classic study on the
NHS found that populations with the poorest health were not improved by
free health care, the use of AI in population health may have similarly unim-
pressive effects. Against this background, perhaps AI serves as the basis for a
new social compact between society and medicine. Could physicians’ struggle
against encoded biases unite them with the have-nots and marginalized
groups most endangered by those very same biases?

Although this article’s analysis of the history of a forgotten struggle requires
further research into the political economy of emerging technologies, their
commodification and associated hype to connect them with the myriad insti-
tutional pressures from beyond medicine, it is now possible to see what is at
stake: who or what society is willing to place trust in when it comes to health
and well-being, the body, and its treatment. By elucidating the nature of phys-
icians’ resistance to AI in the clinic, analysing the principles that unify the
medical discourse of discontent, and historicizing the struggle over clinical
authority in response to computer technologies, this article prompts physicians,
patients, biotechnologists and citizens to discuss exactly that: How should
human and nonhuman activity be organized in the clinic? How should
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authority over truth be shared, if at all? What role should non-experts –
whether laypeople or abiotic machines – be allowed to play in the clinic?

Is the health of society best served by AI development and computer science?
Physicians have suggested over the last decades that it is not. By resisting tech-
nical authority and returning to a form of shared decision-making among
patients and practitioners, it is possible that the diffusion of discourse in the
clinic can be co-authored (c.f. Hanemaayer 2019c).
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ABSTRACT
Computational brain models use machine learning, algorithms
and statisticalmodels toharnessbigdata for deliveringdisease-
specific diagnosis or prognosis for individuals. While intended
to support clinical decision-making, their translation into
clinical practice remains challenging despite efforts to
improve implementation through training clinicians and
clinical staff in their use and benefits. Drawing on the specific
case of neurology, we argue that existing implementation
efforts are insufficient for the responsible translation of
computational models. Our research based on a collective
seven-year engagement with the Human Brain Project,
participant observation at workshops and conferences, and
expert interviews, suggests that relationships of trust
between clinicians and researchers (modellers, data scientists)
are essential to the meaningful translation of computational
models. In particular, efforts to increase model transparency,
strengthen upstream collaboration, and integrate clinicians’
perspectives and tacit knowledge have the potential to
reinforce trust building and increase translation of
technologies that are beneficial to patients.
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1. Introduction

At the 2018 Annual Summit meeting of the Human Brain Project (HBP), the
chair of the short-lived Clinical Advisory Board pointed out that,

when you go see your doctor, you must feel confident in their diagnostics, be reas-
sured, trust them. The paradox is, currently doctors don’t or can’t, capitalise on the
previous hundreds of patients them and their colleagues may have seen, who may
have displayed similar symptoms.

At the same time, the chair urged researchers to remember that when develop-
ing even the most wonderful of medical tools to fix this problem with Big Data
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analytics, it is always mandatory to develop ‘the human side of these tools’.
Where data-intensive algorithms for brain disorders are concerned, this
‘human side’ represents a triangle of trust relationships: between patients and
researchers,1 patients and clinicians, as well as clinicians and researchers. In
this article, we explore questions of trust between patients and clinicians and
between clinicians and researchers. As we shall see, these questions have impli-
cations for the use of diagnostic technologies based on computational model-
ling and machine learning techniques for the analysis of the vast quantities
of patient data gathered by hospitals from clinical research and elsewhere.

In the HBP, work is underway to analyse large clinical and research datasets,
using algorithms and machine learning. The aim is to search for patterns in data
that can individuate the neurobiological correlates of a disorder in ways that
could be used to aid diagnosis, to target treatments, and hence to improve prog-
nosis. Computational models are one among many types of approaches cur-
rently under development to integrate Artificial Intelligence (AI), broadly
construed, in healthcare. In turn, these computational models draw on the
vast amount of personal health data now available to develop disease-specific
machine learning algorithms and statistical models that are expected to assist
clinical decision-making when offering a ‘personalized’ diagnosis or prognosis
for individuals.

Recent surveys and mappings of the ethical and social questions raised by the
use of AI in healthcare2 place overwhelming emphasis on issues of public trust,
hinged on questions of bias and explainability of algorithms (Watson et al.
2019), as well as transparent, fair, secure and equitable use of health data
(Future Advocacy 2018; Joshi and Morley 2019). Epistemic concerns with AI
applications for healthcare remain mostly related to evidence as inconclusive,
inscrutable, or misguided (Morley et al. 2020; Wessler et al. 2017). Stake
holders engaged with improving implementation (and thus uptake) of AI appli-
cations remain focussed on training as a key tool for overcoming clinician’s
assumed distrust (Liberati et al. 2017) of and reluctance to learn novel tech-
niques (Future Advocacy 2018; Joshi and Morley 2019; Nuffield Council on
Bioethics 2018).

Yet this focus on issues of public trust, evidence, and training misses and
obscures the salient role of tacit knowledge in clinical diagnosis (Allegaert,
Smits, and Johannes 2012) emblematic of the long, and ongoing, struggle of
clinical practice to establish its epistemic value on firm and widely accepted
grounds (Khushf 2013; Malterud 1995; Leblond 2013; Engel 2008). This
struggle is inseparable from clinician and clinical staff’s fears of job loss

1In this paper, ‘researchers’ refer to modellers neuroscientists and data scientists involved with the development
of computational models and data analysis tools.

2Covering all areas of use from process optimisation to patient-facing applications and notably applications inte-
grated in clinical pathways, which encompass among other techniques machine learning and data-driven com-
putational models.
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contingent on perceived threats to autonomy, authority and expertise, loosened
relations with patients, deskilling, jobs displacement (Greenhalgh et al. 2017;
Simonite 2016; Rockoff 2016). We suggest understanding and integrating
these entangled and contingent complexities of the clinician’s perspective and
the contribution of tacit knowledge towards building meaningful relationships
of trust between clinicians and researchers as a first step in efforts to routinize
computational brain models in neurological practice (see Figure 1). For patients
(and thereby publics) need to trust clinicians as the custodians of their welfare,
and by and large do so. Thus we argue that inadequate attention to the salience
of clinician’s trust in computational models risks weakening efforts to (re)gain
public trust in AI-driven healthcare.

We focus here not on patients’ or publics’ trust, but on a different and equally
important dimension: clinicians’ trust; a key factor in research–practice part-
nerships vital to the translation of machine learning and algorithm-driven tech-
nologies. We reflect on the role of clinicians both as custodians of patient trust
and welfare, and as end-users of computational models. In turn, this highlights
the challenges and barriers to the responsible and successful adoption of such
technologies; the clash between epistemic cultures and professional practices of
data science and medicine; and the implications these have for how data are
gathered and interpreted. Overcoming such challenges, we suggest, will
depend on the trust of clinicians that their tacit, experiential, clinical knowledge
is respected and integrated into data-driven technologies and that these tech-
nologies will meaningfully benefit patients.

We begin by briefly discussing some definitional aspects of trust in the context
of the ‘patient–clinician’ relationship before considering the ways that clinician’s
trust in computational models in neurology shapes, and is shaped by, their tra-
ditional interpersonal trust relationshipwithpatients.This is followedbyan analy-
sis of the implications of clinician’s relationship with researchers. This line of
inquiry extends scholarship in healthcare and biomedicine around methodologi-
cal concerns such as data anonymisation (Watson et al. 2019), consent (Larson
2013), platform standardization (Shah, Steyerberg, and Kent 2018) etc. At the
same time, our inquiry provides a unique qualitative understanding of the ways
in which trust relationships shape (or weaken) patient trust (Hall et al. 2002;

Figure 1. Trust relationships in clinical translation of CPMs.
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Fiscella et al. 2004; Thom2001; Thorpe et al. 2020; Klein et al. 2016). The empirical
research for this article is grounded in our collective seven-year engagement with
HBP as researchers of its ‘Ethics and Society’ subproject and includes analysis of
published and grey literature, participant observation at workshops and confer-
ences, and interviews with data scientists, neuroscientists, and neurologists in
the UK and Europe developing computational tools for neurology.

2. Background

2.1. Traditional clinician–patient trust relationship

Trust in science, medicine, and experts in general has been the subject of much
academic and popular debate since at least the 1960s, although a general
definition of trust remains elusive and contested (see exhaustive discussion in
Mcknight and Chervany 1996). In contrast, specific ‘trust’ relationships like
the patient-clinician trust relationship have been widely studied (Hall et al.
2002; Fiscella et al. 2004; Thom 2001; Thorpe et al. 2020; Klein et al. 2016).
However, most studies have used large-scale survey data to identify objective
measurable conditions that erode or enhance patient trust such as ‘perceived
clinician financial conflicts of interest’ has been shown to erode trust (Klein
et al. 2016). While patient beliefs of clinician’s honesty and competence to
‘act in their [the patient’s] best interest, and preserve their confidentiality’ (Fis-
cella et al. 2004), clinician’s efforts to understand patient experiences and share
power (Thom 2001) etc. have been found to enhance patient trust in clinicians.

Yet, whether measuring the erosion or enhancement of trust, these studies –
perhaps more than anything else – implicitly emphasize the enduring nature of
the interpersonal relationship of trust that patients have with clinicians as cus-
todians of their welfare. A key reason for this, according to 70% respondents of
a nationwide survey of 3014 US adults by Pew Research, was because clinicians
were ‘the central resource for information or support [for patients, carers, and
family] during serious episodes’ and at other times (Fox and Duggan 2013). As
to ‘why do individuals trust their doctors the most?’, the answer (according to
another large survey conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers 2012) was ‘human
relationships’. Hence, when novel clinical technologies are introduced, patient’s
(and thereby publics) decisions to adopt or reject them are overwhelmingly
informed and guided by advice from clinicians. This is because ‘[patients
(and publics)] want to trust and connect with the people providing [them]
the care. … it’s easier to trust a person than an organization … [and clini-
cians] have the ability to form human relationships and connections with
their patients, which ultimately leads to increased trust’ (Kathryn Armstrong,
senior producer of web communications at Lehigh Valley Health Network,
USA in PricewaterhouseCoopers 2012, 17). Indeed, the salience of this trust
relationship is highlighted by PricewaterhouseCoopers’ (2012, 17) survey of
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patient behaviours (aimed at understanding the nuances of health technology
adoption) which concluded on a cautionary note that ‘to establish trust and
credibility with consumers… healthcare companies need[ed] to reconsider
their approach to these [clinician–patient] relationships’.

Within this complex interpersonal patient–clinician trust relationship,
influenced to some extent by patient’s institutional trust of the hospital or
clinic where the clinician is embedded and from where they receive health
(care) services (Gray 1997), computational models hope to gain a foothold as
a trusted member of the clinician’s diagnostic toolkit alongside stethoscopes
and blood pressure monitors. Next we turn to the case of neurology where
these models are being developed to aid neurologists in order to to understand
the challenges of how computational tools can gain a foothold - in other words,
gain the clinician’s trust.

2.2. Neuro-diagnosis

Neurology has a long history of attempts to codify the diagnostic process but
with limited success, especially around the interpretation of medical imaging,
and formalizing it in standard and computerized programmes (Doi 2007).
Enormous research efforts over several decades, involving genetic, scanning
and other advanced neurotechnologies attempted to identify neurological ‘bio-
markers’ for any of the current diagnostic categories used in clinical practice,
for example, those embodied in the successive editions of the American Psy-
chiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(Rose 2013). However, with the exception of some forms of dementia, these
attempts failed to identify clinically useful neurobiological or genetic bio-
markers for diagnostic precision or treatment choice in the area of mental
health. This led many psychiatric researchers, notably at the US National Insti-
tutes of Mental Health, to argue for a shift away from research based on diag-
nostic categories towards developing new approaches that would diagnose
disorders on the basis of their biology.

The hope was that novel machine learning techniques when used to analyse
large data sets (containing information from genetic tests, brain scans, and
other physiological markers, together with data on clinical presentation, symp-
tomatology, treatment, and prognosis) might reveal previously hidden relations
between neurobiology, symptomatology, and treatment success. Compu-
tational models are emblematic of such attempts to formalize and standardize
the diagnostic process. By codifying the range of data now available for neuro-
diagnosis from various sources (fMRI, MRI, PET, CT, EEG, MEG), models aim
to develop ‘objective’ diagnoses, rather than person-driven analyses dependent
on the interpretive skills of different clinicians. Currently, such approaches are
being tried across a number of areas, to analyse case records, clinical and phys-
iological data, test results and images from scans and link these to diagnosis and
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prognosis – in some cases producing results that are more accurate and reliable
than those of even the most skilled diagnostician (Nuffield Council on Bioethics
2018). Not surprisingly, computational brain models have become an area of
considerable commercial investment, bolstered to some extent – as in the
United States – by the hope of automating clinical decision-making to reduce
diagnostic errors held responsible for the rising cost of medical malpractice
settlements.3

2.3. Tacit knowledge

For many scholars, the challenge lies in trusting the ‘reading’ of data produced
by these computational models. For instance, many have recognized that
images (medical imaging data) do not speak for themselves, are not mere exten-
sions of the naked eye and can only assist, not replace, expert opinion (Stone
et al. 2016). As clinicians such as Barry F Saunders (2008) demonstrated, the
‘craft’ practices involved in ‘learning to read’ radiological images such as CT
scans encapsulate complex institutional and hierarchical context within
which doctors are trained to develop ‘tacit knowledge’ (see detailed discussion
in Mahfoud 2014). Anthropologist Andreas Roepstorff (2007) called this
‘skilled vision’ – or ways of knowing that cannot easily be described, explained
or put into words, but which enable us to do what we do (Polanyi 2009) – in this
case to draw conclusions from visual and other evidence to make a diagnosis
that will lead to a decision about action.

Unlike, earlier neurologists such as Kurt Goldstein (1878–1965) who had
access only to the brains of deceased patients, and thus diagnosed living patients
using case records and visual technologies such as films (Goldstein 1995[1939])
neurologists today have access to the living brain via a range of imaging tech-
nologies for diagnostic purposes – CT, PET, MRI, fMRI, EEG, etc. (Rose and
Gainty 2019). These images are generated by sophisticated technology and stat-
istical procedures whose details are often unknown to those who make use of
them. For instance, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) uses magnetic field gra-
dients that act upon certain atoms to generate detectable radio waves that are
then processed using sophisticated algorithms to generate data on the distri-
bution of water and fat in the body and then further processed to generate
images of organs. However, these images embody many assumptions. For
example, the hypothesis built into fMRI is that an increase in blood flow is a
marker of an increase in brain activity. This assumption is embedded in the
software embedded in the fMRI scanner that produces the images and
despite longstanding critical evaluation, it is seldom questioned in the practices
that utilize fMRI for research or diagnosis (Logothetis 2008). Indeed the

3see analysis by researchers at Johns Hopkins https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/news/media/releases/
diagnostic_errors_more_common_costly_and_harmful_than_treatment_mistakes
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standard fMRI paradigms have become controversial with the increasing recog-
nition that measures of changes in blood oxygenation levels neglect the key role
of highly distributed neural activity – known as the ‘resting state’ – that is
necessary for task performance, but is usually ‘subtracted’ from fMRI outputs
as a result of the algorithms that are used to create the images (Gusnard,
Marcus, and Raichle 2001).

These emerging data-driven technologies are thus far more than an aid to
vision; they render some things visible at the expense of others, and frequently
do so in ways that are ‘black boxed’ and not known or fully understood by those
who use the results (Caruana et al. 2020; Holzinger et al. 2017). These issues are
further complicated when large volumes of data produced by these technologies
in many different clinics and research projects, using different research proto-
cols, are linked using statistical devices to make them commensurable, and then
analysed using machine learning to generate algorithms that are not known,
let alone fully understood by potential users (the clinicians) who would have
to decide whether and when to make use of the information provided in
order to make a medical diagnosis.

Thus, many argue that as in previous diagnostic practices, ‘reading’ these
images require the intervention of the trained eye of the expert (Mahfoud
2014), specifically trained in tacit practices typically taught outside of formal-
ized education via apprenticeships (revealed in interviews with neurologists;
see also Shah, Steyerberg, and Kent 2018). As a result, the interpretive
skills developed by neuroscientists (e.g. to interpret fMRI brain scans)
involve both formal and informal education – one is required to know in
order to see (Roepstorff 2007). In the clinical practice of neurology,
‘knowing’ (in order to read images) crucially draws on clinician’s tacit knowl-
edge of individual patient’s physiologies and pathologies gained through
interpersonal clinician–patient trust relationships. Indeed, the foundational
salience of tacit knowledge in psychiatry is revealed by a recent survey of
791 psychiatrists across 22 countries (representing North and South
America, Europe and Asia-Pacific) where a mere 3.8% ‘felt it was likely
that future technology would make their jobs obsolete and only 17% felt
that future AI/ML was likely to replace a human clinician for providing
empathetic care’ (Doraiswamy, Blease, and Bodner 2020) (see also Miner
et al. 2019). As Ferdinand Velasco, Texas Health’s chief medical information
officer (op. cit 27) emphasizes,

There is a lot of patient data – clinical and soon genomics as well. But what is really
happening in our patients’ lives is missing to us and their record– what’s happening in
their lives is happening in the social space.… If we understand the life factors that
impact when and who they select for care and what challenges they face after receiving
care, there is a lot of potential for merging analytics with the clinical side and improv-
ing care. The lack of access to various facets of human suffering that lies underneath
the bare data is particularly acute for organisations and institutions engaged in
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translational research where researchers traditionally have no direct interaction with
patients except during clinical trials. (PricewaterhouseCoopers 2012, 17)

Thus, many argue that engagement is crucial between researchers and clin-
icians early on in technology development to bridge the widening ‘chasm in the
understanding of end-users [clinicians] between [researcher’s] imagination of a
future user and users’ lived experiences’ (Datta 2018, 354; see also Epstein 1996;
Smith, Bossen, and Kanstrup 2017). Without this early engagement, the expec-
tation that once a technology is developed it will be readily adopted by clini-
cians (and patients) – at the researchers’ word of its power to improve their
lives – is challenging. While engagement efforts after a technology are devel-
oped is widely considered a meaningless tick-box approach that is ‘largely
ineffective in rebuilding public trust’ (Wynne 2006, 217). Thus, from the clin-
ician’s perspective, the computations involved in producing these images in
order to ‘read’ and analyse brain scans hold little practical interest. However,
as we shall see, clinicians do need to have confidence and trust in the process
that has led from the initial data to the images that they have to interpret
and utilize in clinical practice.

2.4. Computational brain models

In contrast, from the perspective of the researchers seeking to interpret the
range of information potentially available for diagnosis, machine learning
promises to solve the problem of the masses of data from different sources
now available – fMRI, MRI, PET, CT, EEG, MEG… – that are extremely
difficult for human beings to integrate and analyse together. The hope is that
machine learning tools can be used to analyse these large amounts of data
from different sources, and further, that these computer-driven methods will
be more objective than person-driven analyses, because they do not depend
on the interpretive skills of different clinicians. Thus many argue that the digi-
tization of data from patients’ clinical records and medical images combined
with advanced data analytics can enable AI technologies such as machine learn-
ing and machine vision to distinguish between different potential diagnoses in a
clinically meaningful way that can enable clinicians to target specific treatments
(Luo et al. 2016). Data-driven technologies aimed at assisting healthcare prac-
titioners in diagnostic processes have been approved by the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) in recent years (Future Advocacy 2018). For example,
the smartphone application ‘Viz.AI’ analyses CT images of the brains of
patients admitted to hospitals with symptoms of stroke, identifies vessel
blockages through these images, and sends this analysis via text to neurovascu-
lar specialists. This software was approved by the FDA as a ‘clinical decision
support software’ based on evidence submitted by the developers which
demonstrated through a clinical trial that the software application more
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quickly identified the vessel blockages.4 Development of several other software
applications is underway (although not yet approved by the FDA), such as the
collaboration between DeepMind Health and Moorfields Eye Hospital, London
which uses neural networks to diagnose Age-related Macular Degeneration
(AMD) through the analysis of Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) (De
Fauw et al. 2018).

In psychiatry, much of the research still begins from or utilizes diagnoses
according to current diagnostic categories despite the problems that many
have identified with such classification (discussed earlier). Thus a collaboration
between IBM and the University of Alberta uses neural networks to diagnose
schizophrenia through an analysis of fMRI scans while patients undertake an
audio-based exercise. The researchers claim to have identified ‘combinations
of statistical features extracted from the data that can serve as reliable statistical
(bio)markers of the disease, capable of accurately discriminating between
schizophrenic patients and controls’ (Gheiratmand et al. 2017). These ‘bio-
markers’ included an ‘abnormal’ increase of connectivity between the thalamus
and the primary motor/primary sensor cortex as well as ‘hyperconnectivity’ in
the fronto-parietal network. While the model was relatively successful at pre-
dicting a clinical diagnosis of schizophrenia (at above 70%), this research has
not yet undergone the clinical trials needed for software regulation and
approval. Further, it is being undertaken at a time when the very categories
such as schizophrenia are contested by many experts in the field (Murray
2017). There is a widespread recognition that, across the whole spectrum of
mental disorders, and particularly in relation to psychoses, similar symptoma-
tology may result from very different neurobiological pathways. There is thus a
certain unhelpful circularity in seeking brain based biomarkers that correlate
with symptom based diagnoses that are themselves contested and considered
to lump together a variety of conditions that are developmentally, neurobiolo-
gically, and prognostically distinct (Nature Biotechnology 2012).

Some six years ago, an Editorial in Nature Biotechnology (2012) entitled
‘What happened to personalized medicine?’ reflected on the slow progress
and unrealized hopes of those who predicted a revolution in medical diagnosis
and treatment targeting based on biomarkers. The barriers they identified were
less biological than social: a need ‘to broaden the concept of personalized medi-
cine from the genetically reductionist version to one that includes other types of
markers’; a need for more long-term studies ‘linking specimens, sequence and
other biomarker information to clinical outcomes’, a need for patients to be
encouraged to share their data for research purposes, and a need to educate
physicians ‘about the new diagnostics and how to integrate them with existing
clinical information’ which will require not only better education but also ‘the
development of robust point-of-care devices and data-sharing technology and

4https://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm596575.htm
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the establishment of trusted sources’ (e.g. medical association position state-
ments on tests or the National Institutes of Health’s genetic testing registry).
What perhaps stands out most in the editorial, is its emphasis on the salience
of trust. For if clinicians and patients do not have legitimate trust in the accu-
racy, validity and utility of biomarkers, and that certainly includes brain based
biomarkers, whatever the hopes of those who develop them, they will not ‘trans-
late’ into clinical practice.

3. Gaining the clinician’s trust

So far, the literature on the dynamics of gaining the clinician’s trust in clinical
translation mostly derive from research focussed on other issues such as
studies of computational technology adoption rates among clinical staff
(Garland, Plemmons, and Koontz 2006), or critical scholarship identifying bar-
riers to effective research–practice partnerships for better clinical translation or
data collection (Mittelstadt and Floridi 2016). In turn, scholarship on barriers
to the adoption of computational models draws on these views of resistance to
change in research–practice relationships to implicate this lack of trust as one
among several ‘technical andmethodological’ issues such as calibration, risk-sen-
sitivity, data quality (Shah, Steyerberg, and Kent 2018), and so forth. However,
some research does acknowledge the need to contextualize these understandings
within the imperatives of big-data processing (Mittelstadt and Floridi 2016, 2–3).

3.1. Upstream clinician collaboration

Our research shows that collaborations with clinicians in the upstream research
conceptualization phase of technology development were crucial for gaining
the clinicians’ trust, as it provided the time and space to forge an interpersonal
researcher-clinician trust relationship necessary to create bridges across the
researcher-clinician divide. Typically, the relationship between clinicians and
computational neuroscientists is based on give and take – clinic(ians) send
researchers anonymized patient data, researchers perform analyses using this
data in computational models under development and send back the results
of the analyses to clinic(ians). However, our interviews revealed that trust
was a defining element in this relationship between clinicians and researchers,
particularly around data bias, model transparency, and different epistemologi-
cal traditions in neurology, the neurosciences, and computer sciences.

Importantly, researcher-developers of neuro-diagnostic tools highlighted the
significance of close collaborations between clinicians, or ‘domain experts’, and
data analysts, not just for the sharing of medical data but more importantly for
defining the research questions pursued. Computer scientists stated that
research questions should be defined by clinicians, and only then can
machine learning tools or methods be selected and decisions made about
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which types of data are needed. Similarly, there was acknowledgement among
modellers that ‘domain-specific’ training would be desirable to collaborate with
clinicians, beyond the generalist traditions of computer science that require
computational tools be developed for general-purpose and then adapted to
specific use-cases. In reality, while some modellers do develop expertise in
specific fields (such as neuroscience, or oncology), it is more common for com-
puter scientists and engineers to move between biological domains of expertise.

Clinicians and biologists, on the other hand, found it concerning that mod-
ellers did not understand the biology and physiology of the conditions being
explored, which they deemed necessary to develop clinically useful models.
At the same time, researchers found it concerning that clinicians did not under-
stand the modelling frameworks used – specifically the assumptions of the stat-
istical, machine learning and other data analysis methods. Computational
modellers suggested that future educational programmes for clinicians need
to include training in computational methods in order to adapt to changing
clinical contexts where machine learning and other computational tools are
likely to become more commonplace.

3.2. Greater model transparency

For clinicians, model transparency played a considerable role in deciding the
extent of their trust in using a machine-learning-based diagnostic tool. Some
researchers argue for shorter-term technical solutions such as making
machine learning tools more interpretable for clinicians by building in the
ability for clinicians to trace back the way an algorithm has come to a certain
conclusion, thus rendering the decision-making ‘transparent’. Indeed, transpar-
ency is one of the key ethical principles in discussions around accountability in
artificial intelligence (Mittelstadt and Floridi 2016). An association of research-
ers in Microsoft, Google, and others have, for example, proposed the principles
of ‘Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency in Machine Learning’ to address
the ‘potentially discriminatory impact of machine learning’ as well as the
‘dangers of inadvertently encoding bias into automated decisions’.5 Interviews
with computational modellers suggested that to adhere to the principle of trans-
parency, the use of supervised and semi-supervised learning algorithms was
preferable to relying on unsupervised learning algorithms. This is because
supervised and semi-supervised classification algorithms can be represented
as decision-trees, which are more interpretable to collaborating clinicians
than the ‘black box’ through which unsupervised learning algorithms
produce their results.

Transparency and open science are core values of responsibility in scientific
research and innovation (Von Schomberg 2013). These issues have become

5http://www.fatml.org/
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prominent in debates over algorithmics, with the demand for explainability and
accountability of inscrutable systems getting stronger. This demand is gaining
traction as it is increasingly believed to be a crucial, perhaps inescapable, step
towards safety and trustworthiness of AI and machine learning systems, and
it is seen as integral to ethically aligned design principles. Unsupervised learn-
ing algorithms, which aim is to discover inherent structures in data without
using pre-existing categories, are under special examination for being inscruta-
ble even to their designers. In this context, any proposals to use such unsuper-
vised machine learning to discover ‘brain signatures’ that could bring about a
complete revision of the classification of mental disorders appears highly
problematic.

3.3. Integrating tacit knowledge

Even if algorithms can become less opaque, there remain other epistemological
obstacles – that is to say, clashes of epistemologies – to collaborations between
clinicians and researchers. Clinicians we interviewed talked about the impor-
tance of clinician-patient interaction for diagnosis. For example, in the diagnosis
and treatment of epilepsy, clinicians carry the patients through from diagnosis
to pre-surgical screening, surgery, and post-surgical rehabilitation. This is
seen by some as already a highly personalized treatment since each patient is
unique in terms of the symptoms exhibited and surgical treatment needed.
Such ‘holistic’ treatment of the individual – common in neurology – is seen
by computational neuroscientists as dependent on ‘subjective’ and ‘biased’
elements that need to be removed or reduced from clinical settings described
as ‘low validity environments’ with some citing psychologist Daniel Kahneman’s
(2013) work on decision-making: ‘to maximize predictive accuracy… decisions
should be left to algorithms in low validity environments’ for support.

Despite such criticisms, ‘tacit knowledge’ of clinicians remains crucial in
diagnostic processes. For example, it is clinicians who must use their formal
and informal craft skills to interpret the various data sets from the patients
to decide which part of the brain to remove during surgery or where to place
SEEG (stereo electro encephalography) electrodes for an epileptic patient. In
response to a question about the receptivity among clinicians of computational
brain modelling approaches for the diagnosis and treatment of neurological
conditions, an engineer at a neuroscience laboratory in France said:

Clinicians do not explicitly state the idea behind why brain areas generate seizures, for
example – it is an implicit model. I call it a model. It is what you learn when you study
epileptology. Clinicians reason by saying that if this area affects this one, then if l
remove this it will stop seizures. It is a model because it is a set of rules, but it is
not entirely quantitative. There is a lot of experience needed to know, to have intui-
tion. The goal of our quantitative model is to take into account the clinician’s opinion
but also other data to come up with results that bring those things together, hopefully
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in a robust fashion. The clinicians we work with are interested in having tools that will
help them resolve the pathology for their patients in cases where they have no idea…
They will try [the data analysis] out because they are curious, but will ignore the result.
But as they get experience with the tool, assuming it is good enough, it will become
part of the workflow and part of their analysis.

For this researcher as well as others who we interviewed, such tacit or experi-
ential knowledge is an implicit model as it involves a series of steps that result in
a decision, or solution; they thus expressed concern that these steps were not
made explicit. On the other hand, clinicians defended this ‘intuition’ as the
result of years of diagnostic experience and surgical interventions that
become internalized in their judgement processes. Clinicians insist that just
because these were not fully articulated, or perhaps even capable of full articu-
lation, does not mean they were not valid. While they did not use the term, it
was clear here that clinicians considered that a ‘skilled clinician’ was one who
had fully embodied the results of years of experience and immersion in a com-
munity of experts into the tacit knowledge that guided their decisions.

Not surprisingly, this epistemological conflict between the ‘subjective’
knowledge of the clinicians and the so-called ‘objective’ knowledge of the
data analysis finds its way into discussions around data bias. Data scientists
need what they call ‘good data distribution’, standardized data, and comprehen-
sive meta-data. As one computer scientist noted:

There are different cultures of how clinicians diagnose and treat – different clinicians
with different expertise and knowledge can label patients differently. And many scores
– like the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) – are arbitrary, on a scale of one to
five or something. This kind of noise can be compensated for if you have large
amounts of physicians involved who can make sure the data is distributed well and
can check the quality of measurements, and missing data.

On the one hand, this suggests that including clinicians’ tacit knowledge mean-
ingfully in upstream technology development processes – rather than as part of
a box-ticking exercise in post-development processes – is important for mean-
ingful technology adaptation and its eventual adoption (Wong, Turner, and Yee
2008). This is consistent with Sullivan et al.’s (2005) conclusion in the domain
of psychiatry research and practice, that a bottom-up ‘approach in which ser-
vices researchers assist frontline clinicians in testing interventions that clini-
cians themselves have devised… [will] result in interventions that are more
likely to be sustained over time’. For instance, recent work on ‘automatic
speech recognition for psychotherapy’ – whereby nuances of patient’s speech
in datasets used to develop a model vary significantly from patient populations
it hopes to serve – highlight the acute need for clinician engagement in design-
ing and guiding model development (Miner et al. 2020) to reduce clinical bias
in existing data and better reflect variability’s in race, ethnicity, sex, gender, age,
etc. (Schwartz and Blankenship 2014).
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On the other hand, modellers and clinicians alike acknowledge that clini-
cians do not have the required training to critically analyse the results of
these new data analytics tools, and their distrust of these results may be
caused by a lack of understanding of the models and the ways algorithms
reach decisions. While unsupervised learning has been successful in diagnosis,
especially in relation to the analysis of medical images (e.g. by Google Deep-
Mind in De Fauw et al. 2018), these are far less interpretable than other
machine learning methods. Yet, whether interpretable or not, clinicians we
interviewed for this study suggested that if the computational models rec-
ommended a different diagnosis or different conclusions than their medical
opinion, they were almost always likely to trust and pursue their own opinion.

For computational diagnostics tools aiming to become a part of the neurol-
ogist’s toolkit, there is a need to move away from the negative ‘quantitative’
view that ‘subjectivity’ of clinicians’ assessments are inherently ‘biased’ and
acknowledge the value of experiential and tacit knowledge in clinical reasoning
that remains foundational to the relationships of trust between patients and clin-
icians. Incorporating ‘skilled vision’within algorithms (Roepstorff 2007) is poten-
tially the first step towards overcoming the difficulties of AI routinization into
practice for those technologies that are perceived to add value to clinical reasoning
rather than competing with it (like the new generation of AI-integrated or ‘smart’
computation diagnostics tools) are more likely to win clinician’s trust.

Following this, the next step, as recent work in psychiatry suggests, is the
need for careful research into the qualitative nuances (human impacts) of
deploying ‘AI delivered, human [clinician] supervised psychotherapy’
(Bhugra et al. 2017; Miner et al. 2019; Patel et al. 2018). A priority for such
deployments of AI-enabled care must be to avoid situations where patient
loss of trust in AI adversely reflects on patient trust in clinicians and in care pro-
visioning (Miner et al. 2019; see also Bhugra et al. 2017; Patel et al. 2018). This is
especially likely if ever higher ‘expectations of benefit [from ever more sophis-
ticated AI]’ cause patients to ‘transition from feeling let down to feeling
betrayed [by clinicians and by the systems of “care”]’ (Miner et al. 2019).

3.4. From clinician’s trust to investor trust

For private investment to support the long process of clinical translation to the
market, the technology end-user’s (here the clinician) trust in and willingness to
adopt the new technology is crucial (Greenhalgh et al. 2017). For instance,
research shows that having clinicians in management positions with compu-
tational skills is positively correlated with ‘long-term commitment to the use
of IT [in health care]’ (Ingebrigtsen et al. 2014). The reverse – clinical leadership
lacking a commitment to IT-enabled healthcare weakens adoptability (or end-
user uptake) (Wong, Turner, and Yee 2008) and ultimately investor confidence.
Greenhalgh et al. (2017) goes further to argue that when ‘the value proposition
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of the technology [is] unclear, in terms of a viable business venture for its devel-
oper [e.g. historical low CPM adoption rates] or in terms of a clear benefit for
patients and an affordable real-world service model’, the result is technology
‘nonadoption and abandonment’. Our interviews with researchers reiterate
this view that better research-practice collaborations based on trust and trans-
parency encourage sustained use of computational models and private invest-
ment. This is particularly crucial for the successful clinical translation of
computational models developed by small and medium developers or public
research institutions. For both need to build robust investor or public-
funder’s confidence in the commercial viability (end-user uptake) of their inno-
vation to attract the substantial capital resources and regulatory expertise
necessary to fund and drive the clinical evidence generation, evaluation, verifi-
cation, and validation processes needed to reach the market. At the same time,
there is a need for stakeholders to acknowledge that widespread adoption of
computational models should only be envisaged with particular attention to
the risks of algorithmic bias – whereby AI applications normed on certain
patient populations (e.g. whose data are easily available and widely used) may
not be readily usable (without considerable adaptation, if at all) for diverse
populations (see, e.g. Miner et al. 2020; Schwartz and Blankenship 2014).

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown that the road from bench to bedside for compu-
tational brain models needs to remain grounded in building better researcher–
clinician trust relationships based onmeaningful upstreamcollaboration that inte-
grate model transparency and tacit knowledge. On the one hand, greater clinician
trust contributes to the robustness of investor or public-funder’s confidence in the
viability (end-useruptake) of an innovation to reach and succeed in themarket and
increases the translation of computational brain models. On the other hand, the
clinician, both as custodian of patient trust and welfare, and as the end-user of
computationalmodels, is uniquely placed to evaluate the patient benefit of allocat-
ing scarce time and capital resources to computational models instead of in other
areas of patient care which may include low-tech investments such as employing
more clinicans, updating aging equipment etc. Thus policies encouraging greater
clinician engagement in deciding ‘if a computational models is worth it?’ will not
only act as a check against faulty analytics but also lead to responsible adoption of
computational models that do not merely encourage technology adoption for the
sake of technological progress but for meaningful benefit to patient care.
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ABSTRACT
Critics now articulate their worries about the technologies,
social practices and mythologies that comprise Artificial
Intelligence (AI) in many domains. In this paper, we
investigate the intersection of two domains of criticism:
identity and scientific knowledge. On one hand, critics of AI
in public policy emphasise its potential to discriminate on
the basis of identity. On the other hand, critics of AI in
scientific realms worry about how it may reorient or
disorient research practices and the progression of scientific
inquiry. We link the two sets of concerns—around identity
and around knowledge—through a series of case studies. In
our case studies, about autism and homosexuality, AI figures
as part of scientific attempts to find, and fix, forms of
identity. Our case studies are instructive: they show that
when AI is deployed in scientific research about identity and
personality, it can naturalise and reinforce biases. The
identity-based and epistemic concerns about AI are not
distinct. When AI is seen as a source of truth and scientific
knowledge, it may lend public legitimacy to harmful ideas
about identity.

KEYWORDS
Artificial intelligence;
materialization;
epistemology; reification;
naturalization; race;
sexuality; disability

1. Introduction

What happens when scientists go looking for identity with algorithmic tools?
How is AI deployed to contextualize and justify their practices and results?
And what can inquiring into this tell us about how we might critique and
understand AI in more nuanced ways?

To answer these questions, we examine two distinct case studies – first, the
foregrounding of machine learning systems in searches for the hypothesized
genetic origins of autism, and second, the use of computer vision systems to
trace the appearance of sexuality in facial structures. Two particular lines of
concern addressed in this article are the impacts AI might have on how we
learn and ‘know’ things, particularly in scientific research, and the ways in
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which AI might reinforce or reshape ideas of identity in wider society. This
article explores how these dual sets of concerns converge in peculiar ways.
These case studies illustrate how such uses of AI rely upon and further reinforce
a notion of identity as fixed, natural and essential. We argue that the cultural
authority given to AI, combined with its increasing use in science and policy,
creates the possibility of revitalizing and re-entrenching notions of identity
and difference as ‘true,’ ‘objective’ and ‘real.’

While this materialization of difference is not new to AI, the increasingly
ubiquitous use of these technologies makes it essential that researchers into
the scientific and social impacts of AI attend to the sites and cultures in
which such materialization occurs. We argue this attentiveness requires both
contextual and historical awareness because the social impacts, whether posi-
tive or negative, are shaped by the spaces in which AI is deployed.

Inquiring into the impact of AI requires that we first confront what, pre-
cisely, AI is. As Krafft et al. note, AI suffers from a ‘definitional disconnect’
(Krafft et al. 2019): many people disagree over what the term means, even
within the same discipline. Even after coming up with a formal definition,
systems can be thought about ‘technically, computationally, mathematically,
politically, culturally, economically, contextually, materially, philosophically,
ethically, and so on’ (Kitchin 2017).

We approach the topic from a Science and Technology Studies (STS) per-
spective: that is, we treat technologies as evolving, not ‘in a vacuum,’ but ‘in
the social world, being shaped by it and simultaneously shaping it’ (Law
2004). Therefore, here we define AI and examine it as constituting:

(1) AI as a technology: the machine learning systems themselves, accompanied
by the ‘big data’ they depend on (Gillespie 2014). The shape, affordances,
and constraints of AI technologies influence how they are seen, engineered,
and deployed.

(2) AI as a social practice: the work of building, deploying and articulating AI.
As Nick Seaver puts it, ‘social structures emboss themselves onto digital
substrates; software is a kind of print left by inky institutions’ (Seaver
2018). AI cannot be understood independently of the individuals, collec-
tives and institutions that use and shape it.

(3) AI as a set of mythologies: the rhetoric and cultural narratives that define
and modulate perceptions of AI, from scientific communities to popular
culture. These strongly overlap with notions of ‘imaginaries,’ narratives
which ‘describe attainable futures and prescribe the images of futures
that should be attained’ (Felt et al. 2016, 754) but are not always future-
oriented: they frequently instead address perceptions of what AI can do
right now. Such mythologies ‘condition not only the perception of technol-
ogy within the public’ but also ‘the professional culture of those who have
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produced the technical innovations and helped their development’ (Natale
and Ballatore 2017, quoting Ortoleva 2009)

This three-part frame reveals considerable discontent with AI. It has been
argued, for instance, that by altering public notions of truth and reshaping
what it means to be a subject in society, AI undermines democracy (Helbing
et al. 2019; Zimmer et al. 2019; Stark 2018). Going further, AI systems and
the data that underlie them are now frequently dramatized as fundamentally
rewriting the fabric of society – and ‘human nature’ along with it (Maclure
2019), for better or worse. Rather than explore the implications of AI as a tech-
nology, practice, and set of mythologies for society generally; however, in this
article, we use this three-part frame to examine the interplay of AI with scientific
practices, ideas of knowledge, and social identities. After historicising and con-
textualizing discontent surrounding these issue, our analysis explicates the con-
sequences of applying algorithmic scientific practices to questions of identity.

1.1. AI and scientific knowledge

Paralleling the transformative impact it is widely predicted to have on society
generally, advocates of AI often portray it as fundamentally shifting how
science is conducted, as well as the way knowledge is generated and validated.
This includes not only the traditional sciences, but social inquiry as well, with a
growing community of researchers claiming to practice a ‘computational social
science’ that ‘leverages the capacity to collect and analyse data with an unpre-
cedented breadth and depth and scale’ (Lazer et al. 2009).

Such claims raise concerns related to the technical capabilities and directions
of AI. Critics regularly point out that many AI systems are ‘black boxes’ – it is
often difficult if not impossible to of unpack why an AI model produced a par-
ticular output. In practice, the conclusions of these systems resist human
interpretation ‘even for those with specialized training, even for computer scien-
tists’ (Burrell 2016; Ananny and Crawford 2018). For McQuillan (2017), this
difficulty raises the possibility of what he calls ‘machinic neoplatonism’, a
world inwhich scientists approach algorithms as revealing pieces of some funda-
mental, universal truth. This approach results not in a free spirit of scientific
inquiry, but a ritualized system that treats algorithms as transcendent oracles.
In such cases, AI becomes less a revolution than a regression, constraining the
depth of scientific understanding to a superficial and outdated form of
positivism.

The possible negative consequences of this regression are magnified by a
second set of technical concerns: the epistemic downsides of ‘Big Data.’ At
the centre of AI’s constellation of promises lies the idea that data collection
at unprecedented scales and levels of detail – in combination with clever algor-
ithms for computing it – will make visible correlations and connections that
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were hidden from merely human eyes. Rather than painstakingly (which is to
say,manually) exploring particle interactions or protein embeddings, a compu-
tational model can rapidly simulate all possibilities and relations (Carrasquilla
and Melko 2017; Yang et al. 2018). Yet critics contend that because such large
datasets ‘have to contain arbitrary correlations,’ the returns to scale diminish
into yet another regression, for ‘too much information tends to behave like
very little information’ (Calude and Longo 2017). Consequently, algorithmi-
cally revealed correlations way may not actually be accurate (L’heureux et al.
2017). Further, a dependence on Big Data simultaneously occludes questions
where the available data is not ‘Big’ enough, leading to fundamental changes
not only in scientific methods, but in the very questions science tries to
answer (Bowker 2014).

That these technical promises may not be met does not preclude them from
altering and distorting concepts of scientific and ordinary knowledge. Cultural
mythologies and imaginaries about ‘what data can do’ reshape work, practices
and values even if their promises are not (and may never be) kept. Given what
Dumit refers to as the ‘taboo nature of subjectivity in science’ where ‘every
possibility of subjectivity must be eliminated in order to produce something
reliable – that is, something real, something known,’ it is unsurprising that
within science, the mythologies of AI possess considerable power. Scientific
researchers often valorize AI, in practice and in public, as the pinnacle of ‘auto-
mation, which stands as the opposite of interactivity’ (Dumit 2004, 122). In
other words, AI holds the potential to become the apotheosis of scientific objec-
tivity. This constitutes an ‘epistemological hazard’ (Elish and Boyd 2018, 58),
since the potential objectivity of AI often amounts to nothing more than a
veneer of certainty, and moreover, creates alarming interpretive dynamics.
For example, even if research processes using AI do not produce more ‘accu-
rate’ results, these processes may nonetheless be interpreted as grounded in
additional certainty – simply by deploying the rhetoric of AI. The risk is not
the power of algorithms per se, but ‘the power of the notion of the algorithm…
the way that notions of the algorithm are evoked as a part of broader rational-
ities and ways of seeing the world… envisioned to promote certain values and
forms of calculative objectivity’ (Beer 2017).

1.2. AI and identity

A distinct set of concerns have been raised about what the deployment of and
dependency on widespread algorithmic systems might mean for questions of
identity. In a world increasingly filled with automated classificatory systems
based on algorithmic inference – in everything from advertising and Internet
searching to medicine and legal decisions – the power of such systems is tre-
mendous. It is hard to imagine how these systems could avoid affecting
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individuals’ sense of identity or producing differential effects on the grounds of
identity.

Some immediate issues concern biased or discriminatory outcomes. Both
theorists and practitioners have demonstrated ways in which algorithmic
systems produce disparate impacts for different populations – impacts which
frequently negatively effect trans people, people of colour, and/or the poor
(Eubanks 2018; Noble 2018; Keyes 2018). While ‘biased data’ is often identified
as the cause, some researchers caution that the answer is more complex. Even
with seemingly neutral data, designers and users ultimately carry particular
notions of identity with them into the lifeworlds where systems are built and
deployed, layering their own expectations of what gender, race or class mean
onto and into AI (Van der Ploeg 2012; M’charek, Schramm, and Skinner
2014). Further, given that the premise of many systems is one of classification,
there are questions about whether the fluidity and malleability of identity can be
adequately represented at all (Keyes 2019). Thoughtful scholars of gender, post-
colonial studies and critical race theory have extensively documented the long
histories of colonialism, violence, and oppression that come with efforts to
restrict something as flexible as the self to fixed and measurable forms
(Hames-Garcia 2011; Lugones 2016; Bhagat 2006; Thompson 2015).

At a more conceptual and existential level, concerns have been raised about
the ways in which AI might rewrite ideas of identity altogether. Echoing the
concerns of Katja De Vries (2010), John Cheney-Lippold summarizes such
worries in hypothesizing a ‘a new analytical axis of power: the digital construc-
tion of categories of identity’ (Cheney-Lippold 2011, 172). What race, gender or
other aspects of identity ‘mean’ – their consequences, how they are assessed,
how those placed in different categories understand themselves, and how acces-
sible these meanings even are to them – are altered. This reinforcement of a
notion of identity as an external quality that can be ‘objectively’ inferred pro-
duces a new form of control ‘which works not just on the body nor just on
the population, but in how we define ourselves and others’ (Ibid., 177).

1.3. Contextualizing discontent

Reflecting on the work summarized above, we see several interesting absences.
One is that, as mentioned above, many critics echo AI advocates in describing
the relationship between AI and society as deterministic. Both implicitly treat
AI as fundamentally new, without history. But there are good reasons to be
sceptical of such a view, both for understanding AI in science and its conse-
quences for identity. From an STS perspective, many of the hypothesized con-
sequences of AI are neither specific to AI nor particularly new. The ‘black-
boxing’ of decisions in science is understood as a longstanding practice that
is more or less inevitable: for scientific ideas to be regarded as certain and
worthy of adoption, black boxing is precisely what is required to avoid a
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situation where each researcher in a scientific network must comprehend the
complete depths of every part of it before making any movement through it
(Latour 1987). Similarly, technological artefacts have long mediated the
relationship between scientists and their objects of study. Within science, tech-
nological mediation is typically regarded as an epistemological necessity, con-
stituting the core of ‘mechanical objectivity’, in which scientific rigour is
strongly associated with the degree to which the scientist is removed from
the process of knowledge creation (Galison and Daston 2007).

As in scientific practice, so, too, in identity. From genetics to online dating
platforms to lung measurements, researchers have regularly highlighted the
long history of seemingly innocuous technoscientific systems being premised
on and reinforcing of racial disparities and gender stereotypes, as well as
ideas of sexuality and disability (Roberts 2011; Bivens and Haimson 2016;
Braun 2014). This is not only a matter of creating or perpetuating inequalities
but also of altering notions of what identity is and where it is to be found. The
creation of new technologies of measurement has always led to – and in many
cases been driven by – the opportunity to change conceptions of what is being
measured. A prominent case study would be the ‘penile plethysmograph’, an
instrument to measure arousal in phalluses: designed and adopted for inquiries
into sexuality, the idea was to test the hypothesis that ‘for men, arousal is orien-
tation’ (Waidzunas and Epstein 2015). To the extent that it cannot be extricated
from culture, identity is and has always been mediated by technology. Interro-
gations of technologies that ignore this fact risk hiding the wider mechanisms of
power and knowledge that enabled the technology’s adaption in the first place
(Keyes 2018).

We recognize the historical roots of these phenomena as contingent and con-
textual. STS has long emphasized that the ways in which people make sense of,
use, and are impacted by technologies are themselves mediated by local circum-
stances: ‘the shapes of knowledge are always ineluctably local, indivisible from
their instruments and their encasements’ (Geertz 1973, 4). As Karin Knorr
Cetina (2009) has documented, scientific cultures, and their approaches to tech-
nologies or knowledge, vary widely, between fields and individual laboratories.
As a result, we lose something if we treat the likely impacts of AI as uniform and
predetermined. We instead need to carefully examine how AI, whether in tech-
nological or mythological form, is situated and used. As Seaver poetically puts
it, we must ‘examine the logic that guides the hands, picking certain algorithms
rather than others, choosing particular representations of data, and translating
ideas into code’ (Seaver 2019, 419) Similar concerns have been raised by Taina
Bucher, who takes issue with the practice of treating AI as a determined and
deterministic thing. While their focus is on the process of developing algor-
ithms, the very fact that algorithms exist in a wider assemblage of people and
datasets and conclusions means that this applies just as well to questions of
algorithms’ use (Seaver 2019; Bucher 2016). New technologies and the
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circumstances of their adoption work ‘with, across and through [existing] con-
ventions, technologies and communities’ (Coopmans et al. 2014, 5). While eth-
nographic work examining the use of data science in commercial contexts
regularly acknowledge the importance of historical contingency and social
context, the same is not true of the research into how AI is used in science
(Passi and Sengers 2020; Wolf and Paine 2018).

We believe, then, that work seeking to explore the uses of AI systems in and
their consequences for science must be both contextualized and historicised.
We are, of course, hardly the first people to make such a claim. Although her
work is largely focused on surveillance and racialized violence, Simone
Browne makes a similar argument in calling for a ‘critical biometric conscious-
ness’ that understands technologies such as facial recognition as the latest evol-
ution in a long line of similar mechanisms (Browne 2015). And as Browne’s
work (and our reference to it) suggests, we believe that efforts to historicise
and contextualize technologies of identity and of scientific epistemology will
find that these two areas of concern are not distinct.

This leads us to the final – and most concerning – absence in the work we
have examined. Concerns about the shaping of scientific knowledge and the
shaping of identity under AI are rarely in conversation with each other.
There are some exceptions that look at how algorithmic tools for measuring
identity within science change what it means to know identity (Keyes 2018),
but overall, there is little interplay. This is concerning precisely because of
history, and because of context. Scientific knowledge has played a central role
in how we understand identity for centuries, and vice versa (Downing,
Morland, and Sullivan 2015; Samuels 2014).

In sum, then, we aim to historicise and contextualize concerns about the
impact of AI on scientific practice, about the effect of AI on notions of identity,
and about the interplay between these two types of impacts. Our question is:
What happens when the identity-based and scientific uses of AI intersect?
What happens when AI is deployed by scientists to ‘find’ identity? What
social worlds are produced, what ideas are reinforced, and what are the
dangers that result? And how do local histories and contexts play a role in
determining the answers?

2. AI, science and identity

To answer these questions we rely on two case studies – one, the deployment of
AI as a tool for research into the aetiology of autism, and the other, the deploy-
ment of AI to find evidence of sexuality or race-based differences in facial struc-
ture. In both cases, we explore what happens when AI is used in scientific
research into identity, the historical and contextual factors in its adoption, as
well as the legitimization and consequences of the results. Rather than simply
aiding or obscuring scientific inquiry, we argue that AI serves not to find the
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‘truth’ of identity but to naturalize a particular view of it – one that, unsurpris-
ingly, conforms with status quo assumptions.

This process of naturalization aligns with what Campolo & Crawford term
‘enchanted determinism’:

a discourse that presents [AI] as magical, outside the scope of present scientific knowl-
edge, yet also deterministic, in that [AI] can nonetheless detect patterns that give
unprecedented access to people’s identities, emotions and social character
(Campolo and Crawford 2020, 1)

Precisely because AI is so often treated as capable of revealing otherwise
unknowable (and therefore unquestionable) truths, this has worrying impli-
cations. But as we hope to demonstrate, where and how ‘enchanted determin-
ism’ appears, as well as the implications that follow from it, are informed by the
contexts and histories surrounding the scientific use of AI.

2.1. Autism, algorithms and genetics

One site of scientific work that has seen widespread adoption of AI is autism
research. Seeking to find genetic ‘origins’ and neurological indicators of
autism, researchers have increasingly turned to machine learning techniques
to grapple with their data (Sato et al. 2013; Kassraian-Fard et al. 2016). AI is
seen as capable of providing a path through the uncertainty and heterogeneity
that characterizes current research. By drawing on larger datasets and method-
ologies for finding ‘global, complex and potentially multimodal patterns of
abnormalities that cannot be efficiently identified with univariate methods’
(Ecker 2011), researchers hope to winnow some consistent signal from the
noise.

When we talk about uncertainty and heterogeneity, however, what we are
ultimately talking about is scientific failure. The goal is to find the biological
origins of autism: ideally, a single, consistent marker. Yet this smoking gun con-
sistently eludes scientific inquiry. To the researchers, this is a problem stem-
ming from technical complexity; genomes, brains and human development
are extraordinarily complex, but people and technologies are limited in their
ability to grasp such complexity. Perhaps there are multiple biological
sources or multiple pathways of development that result in autism (Fitzgerald
2017).

Another explanation, however, is that what researchers are looking for is not
a fixed, natural ‘kind,’ or some immutable state of being. Rather, the nature of
‘autism’ may be a moving target, one shaped by changes in behaviour, social
norms and diagnostic criterion, as suggested by a range of work in the social
sciences. Gil Eyal and collaborators have traced, for example, the role that
race played in initially stabilizing the diagnosis of ‘autism’ – and the ways in
which changes to the diagnostic criterion were driven not simply by refined
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researcher knowledge, but by wider cultural narratives and lobbying efforts
around demedicalization (Eyal 2010). More generally, researchers have
pointed to autism as a canonical example of what Ian Hacking refers to as
‘looping effects’ – where the experiences of classes of people (such as ‘autistic
people’) interacting with infrastructures of treatment and meaning lead to
changes in their behaviour and presentation, necessitating changes in the diag-
nostic criteria and infrastructures, producing changes in the population, and so
on (Woods 2017). The result is a tangle of different meanings, and wildly diver-
gent diagnostic criteria and cultural meanings at different points in time, to the
extent that some researchers have simply concluded that ‘autism’s inherent het-
erogeneity lends it an ontological indeterminacy, meaning that exactly what
autism is can never be known’ (Hayes et al. 2020, p.827).

Such perspectives have not stopped researchers from applying machine
learning to this problem – thus treating it as a technical problem – and claiming
some inherent truth to what their algorithms find.1 As an illustrative example,
we point to Zhou and colleagues’ ‘Whole-genome deep-learning analysis ident-
ifies contribution of noncoding mutations to autism risk’ (Zhou et al. 2019). As
suggested by the title, these researchers built a deep learning system to analyse
the genomes of individuals with autism, seeking to identify candidate genes and
mutations in a more thorough and nuanced fashion than previously possible.
Such an approach fits nicely with the epistemic imaginaries surrounding AI –
machine learning systems are widely regarded as capable of picking complex
patterns and signals out of data previously dismissed as noise.

This work (and others like it) does not confront the complexity and socially
shaped nature of what ‘autism’ is, nor does media coverage of it. Zhou et al.’s
paper was reported by their sponsoring institution as using AI to detect ‘a
new class of mutations behind autism’, and promised that ‘this powerful
method is generally applicable to discovering such genetic contributions to
any disease’ (Schultz 2019). More independent headlines ran as ‘AI Discovers
Causes of Autism in Uncharted DNA’ and ‘AI detects new class of genetic
mutations behind autism’ (Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology New
2019; Tribune 2019), attributing certainty to the outcome of the study and
fixed biological explanations of what ‘autism’ is. The study’s authors are
quoted as saying that an AI-based approach ‘transforms the way we need to
think about the possible causes of those diseases’, thus treating AI as a profound
and fundamental shift in scientific research. More crucially, the language of
‘powerful methods’ and the emphasis on AI in particular implies that, to the
authors – and the desired readers – AI should be understood to lend a stronger
valence of truth to the study’s results than otherwise possible. When applied to
studies such as this one, the rhetoric of AI as a powerful means of discovering

1In fairness to these researchers, glossing over the complex history of autism as a concept is a practice autism
researchers have long engaged in, frequently preferring (as most scientists prefer) a linear history of new,
improved truths inexorably overtaking old falsehoods (Verhoeff 2013; Hollin 2014).
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the truth further cements the value and authority of the results, as well as the
researchers who produce them.

This, then, is a classic example of scientific work that naturalizes fixed ideas
of identity and personality, one that uses the mythology of ‘AI’ to boost its
legitimacy – precisely what Campolo & Crawford describe as enchanted deter-
minism. In addition, however, it is a case study in how history and context can
inform scientific work and its outcomes. AI was not adopted simply because it
was technically suitable or because AI is being adopted everywhere; rather, it fits
the pre-existing processes and approaches that autism researchers take in orga-
nizing and structuring their work. As Jennifer Singh has documented, autism
research includes vast assemblages of researchers, state actors and (largely
parent-driven) advocacy organizations. Within this assemblage, large sums of
money are provided to researchers in the hunt for autism’s aetiology – a
hunt that has, thus far, failed. The need to justify existing and new expenses
has led, amongst other things, to a focus by both researchers and funding
agencies on bleeding-edge technologies using the largest datasets and consortia
of researchers available (Singh 2015). AI – a technology culturally understood
as singularly suited to thorny and unsolvable problems, and as a quintessential
‘bleeding edge’ approach to research – is thus ideally suited to adoption.

Similarly, is not solely due to the use of AI that the results carry the ring of
objective truth to their audience. What we are looking at here, after all, is AI
paired with genomics and neuroscience, both of which enjoy extant and influ-
ential mythologies of truth. The idea of the ‘cerebral subject’ – the locating of
the truth of identity and self-hood in the material structures of the brain –
has become highly powerful in both research and wider society and is part of
the shift in research towards genomic and neuroscientific explanations (Rose
and Abi-Rached 2013; Ortega and Choudhury 2011). With autism, in particu-
lar, there is a strong neuroscientific and genomic bent within research as well as
advocacy organizations, including the ‘neurodiverse’movement of autistic indi-
viduals who have seized on signs of neurological differences to demand the
treatment of autistic people as representing a distinct subculture and way of
being, rather than a biological failure. AI’s power here is neither a result of
‘AI’ in the abstract, or ‘AI’ as a universal. Rather, it acts as a catalyst to pre-exist-
ing lines of research and ways of identifying truth.

2.2. Facing down sexuality

Shifting from the inner workings of the cell to the outer workings of the face,
our second case study is the now infamous ‘gaydar’ study by two Stanford Uni-
versity researchers, Yilun Wang and Michael Kosinski. The reception of this
study is indicative of a broader pattern in which harmful and previously discre-
dited theories are reinvigorated by the appearance of an AI-based argument in
their support.
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While the idea of ‘detecting’ homosexuality in measurements of the body ori-
ginated in the late nineteenth century, the history of research disputing the val-
idity of any biological link is almost as long. Nevertheless, efforts to ‘find’
sexuality in the body continue, albeit with somewhat less academic prominence
than in the past (Terry 1999). Importantly, whatever the formal status of this
research in academia, biological theories of sexuality are prominent in wider
culture and society and have played a powerful role in both grounding and
undermining efforts to address homophobia. It is the conjoining of these the-
ories with AI – and the power and prominence of each – that makes Wang &
Kozinski’s study so potent. Even if these AI research findings or methodological
approaches are at some point debunked by other members of some scientific
communities, their study is both highly cited compared to other work on the
same topic using other methods, and has had a great impact on public con-
sciousness thanks to the wide publicity it received.2

In 2018,Wang & Kosinski publicly released the preprint of their (subsequently
accepted) paper ‘Deep neural networks are more accurate than humans at detect-
ing sexual orientation from facial images’, receiving substantial media coverage.
Using a dataset of facial images acquired from an online dating website, the
researchers attempted to create a machine learning system that would identify
the sexuality of a photograph’s subject from analysing it. Such an approach, they
argued, waswell suited to be generalized, allowing researchers to ‘boost our under-
standing of the origins and nature of a broad range of psychological traits, prefer-
ences, and psychological processes’ (Wang and Kosinski 2018, 30-31).3

For Wang & Kosinski, machine learning serves not just to enable analysis to
scale (as in the case of autism research) but to discern fundamental truths that
are simply too subtle for the human mind. They argue that ‘people may lack the
ability to detect or interpret [the differences]. It is possible that some of our inti-
mate traits are prominently displayed on the face, even if others cannot perceive
them’ (Wang and Kosinski 2018, 4-5). This is what motivates their choice of
machinic vision: the belief that ‘The links between facial features and sexual
orientation… may be stronger than what meets the human eye.’(Wang and
Kosinski 2018, our emphasis). Again, this framing is a quintessential example
of enchanted determinism, one echoed in other studies designed to infer
aspects of identity and personality through similar techniques (Calvo and
D’Mello 2010).

But the reason Wang & Kosinski’s study was so controversial, and seen as so
dangerous, is not simply a matter of AI systems naturalizing identity. Rather, it

2As of writing, the paper has received 305 citations in under two years, along with coverage in the New York
Times, The Guardian, The Economist and the Financial Times.

3The authors later claimed their true motivation in writing and publishing this work was to demonstrate the
dangers here. Why this required them to explain, in great detail, how to build a ‘gay face’ detector, is
unclear. We should be profoundly grateful that they did not, for example, decide to contribute to nuclear dis-
armament, since they would presumably have done so by designing, building, and detonating a hydrogen
bomb before publishing the schematics online – just to ensure everyone really understood the dangers.
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has to do with the way their work resonated with problematic studies of the
past. The sciences have a long history of inquiry into the ‘nature’ and roots
of gender and sexuality, one that has (at various times and in various disci-
plines) encompassed psychiatry, neuroscience, genetics, and endocrinology
(Terry 1999; Brookey 2002). Wang & Kosinksi explicitly located their work
within this history, arguing for the viability of studying differences between
the faces of people of different sexual orientations by pointing to research
that claims that

same-gender sexual orientation stems from the underexposure of male fetuses or
overexposure of female fetuses to androgens that are responsible for sexual differen-
tiation… gay men should tend to have more feminine facial features than heterosex-
ual men, while lesbians should tend to have more masculine features than
heterosexual women. Thus, gay men are predicted to have smaller jaws and chins,
slimmer eyebrows, longer noses, and larger foreheads; the opposite should be true
for lesbians. (Wang and Kosinski 2018, 6)

These hypotheses about sexuality – while presented as strongly grounded by
the authors – might generously be described as ‘unsupported by any adequate
data’ (Hird 2004; Jordan-Young 2011). But they are regularly treated as credible
in both sexology and folk understandings of sexuality, with profoundly harmful
consequences; historians and sociologists have extensively tracked the role of this
sort of essentialism in debates over the societal legitimacy of queer lives, and the
construction and legitimization of individual lives. At the macro scale, these
hypotheses have been used to justify queerphobia, due to the implication that
queer people are biologically abberant, and to reinforce rigid ideas of gender
and sexuality (Waidzunas 2015; Terry 1999). At the micro, while these hypoth-
eses are at best inadequately evidenced, the same cannot be said of the extensive
research demonstrating the ways in which internalized essentialism reinforces
individual homophobia (Haslam and Levy 2006; Morandini et al. 2015).

The use of AI in this study further grants those theories public legitimacy –
and although it was thoroughly critiqued by the broader scientific community,
its results remain in the social imaginary, their uptake aided by the veneer of
credibility that ‘AI’ provides. In other words, what makes Wang & Kozinski’s
work so resonant, and so dangerous, is the wider context in which it was under-
taken. The danger is not the singular contribution of AI, but the result of AI
being used to reinforce and cement existing discourses of harm. The same is
true of other efforts to infer identity from the face, in domains from disability
and gender to race (Hashemi et al. 2012; Bautista et al. 2015; Fu, He, and Hou
2014). In each case, the power of algorithmic systems is not simply the credibility
that AI’s mythology lends to the results, but the way that such results resonate
with existing folk understandings of identity’s visibility and biological fixity.

Our argument here is not that this danger is novel. To the contrary, science has
often been deployed or taken up in precisely this way. ‘AI’ is simply to the twenty-
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first century what ‘genetics’was to the twentieth, or anthropometrics to the nine-
teenth – a tool of inquiry that, buoyed by both popular and academic understand-
ings of it as an unprecedented and unimpeachable source of truth, is deployed to
legitimize (rhetorically ormethodologically) the sameold schemesof division and
disparity. Our argument is simply that inquiries into the nature and risks of how
AI is being (conceptually and methodologically) deployed around identity must
begin from the recognition that no research exists in a vacuum. Existing under-
standings of the fixity of identity – and where that fixity is to be located –
inform both the shape of studies and their uptake. Just as the adoption of AI in
neuroscience depended in part on existing infrastructure and expectations, the
consequences of Wang & Kozinski’s work do not come solely from the rhetorical
power of ‘AI’. Rather, they come from themarriage of AI’s mythology with exist-
ing essentialist explanations, both folk and scientific: the way in which AI is used
to demonstrate the validity of what ‘everyone already knows’.

3. Discussion and conclusion

Through our two case studies, we have simultaneously shown the risks of
deploying AI as a technology in scientific inquiry into identity, and the way
that these risks – and the viability of these deployments – are contingent not
only on AI, but on the history and context of identity and/or science. This
has several clear implications and paths forward for research into the nature
of AI and its impacts.

First, and most generally, we wish to reiterate the need for researchers – both
those who laud algorithmic systems, and those who critique – to attend to
context and history. AI is neither an entirely novel plague nor a universal
panacea; it is a technology (and mythology, and set of practices) that will
appear in different forms to different observers in different spaces. Rather
than buying into the rhetoric that ‘everything is different now’, we should
instead ascertain what is different, in what ways, and under what circumstances.
As this article demonstrates, while there is certainly novelty in AI, many of the
harms emerging from its deployment are quite old.

Second, it is urgent that such inquiry move beyond treating various areas of
deployment and concern as entirely distinct. Just as with AI’s mythology, tech-
nology, and practices, sites and types of research can rarely be easily parsed out
into ‘epistemological’ versus ‘identity’, or ‘theoretical research’ versus ‘practice’.
In our work, we have sought to demonstrate both that identity-based concerns
about AI are not distinct from epistemic concerns, and that private industry
cannot be understood as the exclusive or primary space where AI might be
used and cause harm. In the case of the former, we see (over and over again)
the mythology of AI being used to reinforce existing stereotypes of disability
and sexuality, further legitimizing their violence. In the latter case, we highlight
the ways in which our understandings of identity and knowledge – though
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undoubtedly more shaped by the private sector under neoliberalism than was
previously true – are still strongly tied to scientific ideas and work.

Our ultimate hope, then, is that this paper will be taken as a prompt for other
researchers – both those inquiring into AI and those considering using it – to
critically contextualize and historicize their sites of work, and to attend to the
urgent need to consider the ways in which existing, rather than entirely
novel, forms of violence continue to haunt technology’s effects.
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Can artificial intelligence be decolonized?
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ABSTRACT
AI is altering not only local and global society, but what it
means to be human, or, to be counted as such. In the
midst of concerns about the ethics of AI, calls are emerging
for AI to be decolonized. What does the decolonization of
AI imply? This article explores this question, writing from
the post-colony of South Africa where the imbrications of
race, colonialism and technology have been experienced
and debated in ways that hold global meaning and
relevance for this discussion. Proceeding in two parts, this
article explores the notion of de/coloniality and its
emphasis on undoing legacies of colonialism and logics of
race, before critiquing two major discontents of AI today:
ethics as a colonial rationality and racializing dividing
practices. This article develops a critical basis from which to
articulate a question that sits exterior to current AI practice
and its critical discourses: can AI be decolonized?

Introduction

In the totality of its machinic, computational, and imaginary manifestations,
Artificial Intelligence is structurally, systematically, and psychologically altering
not only local and global society, but what it means to be human, or, to be
counted as such. Accounts such as James Williams’ on the attention
economy that detail how digital technologies function at a neurological level
to capture and coax human impulses (2018); Brett Frischmann and Evan Selin-
ger’s analysis of how AI will not replace humanity but rather re-engineer us as
computable (2018); and Shoshana Zuboff’s work on surveillance capitalism that
explicates a new world order where human behaviour has become the com-
modity of capitalist extraction (2018), all provide examples of how advanced
technologies associated with AI are working at deep and complex levels in
ways that are radically redefining what it means to be human.

Yet none of these texts, which constitute some of the leading work in the
field, take into account the complex genealogy of intelligence: whose con-
ception of intelligence is modelled within technology or how the idea has
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been put to work in dividing people between the desired and the undesirable.
Nor the history of the human body as machine and commodity borne from
slavery and colonialism, such that Achille Mbembe names blackness as the pro-
totype for the assemblage of the human–object of modernity (2017, 2019). Nor
the ways in which the knowledges upon which AI is built – statistical enumer-
ation of people and land – were advanced by imperial powers to control and
contain colonial populations (Appadurai 1993; Breckenridge 2014; Kalpagam
2000, 2014; Said 1978), and led to the development of cybernetics and eugenics,
as well as the idea that, through feedback mechanisms, both human and
machine can be corrected and improved.

Indeed, for Mbembe we are encountering a third shift in the arrangement of
race and blackness in global society: the first being slavery and colonization; the
second being the development of writing and text, culminating in the formal
processes of decolonization; and the third being the advent, proliferation,
and ubiquity of digital technologies which represent the latest phase of high-
modernity (2017). Similarly, for Aníbal Quijano, we are reaching a watershed
moment in the global coloniality of power, with ‘the manipulation and
control of technological resources of communication and of transportation in
order to impose the technocratization/instrumentalization of Coloniality/mod-
ernity’ (2017, 364), together with ‘the mercantilization of subjectivity and life
experiences of individuals’ (2017, 365).

AI, too, is in the midst of reconciling three forms of discontent,1 whose
relation to the forms of coloniality and the historical construction of race at
work in the world today has yet to be fully understood. First, manifest racial
and gender bias within AI technologies (Benjamin 2019; Buolamwini and
Gebru 2018; Keyes 2018; Noble 2018). In June 2020, E. Tendayi Achiume,
United Nations Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism, racial
discrimination, xenophobia, and related intolerance, issued a report to the
United Nations Human Rights Council that found ‘emerging digital technol-
ogies exacerbate and compound existing inequalities, many of which exist
along racial, ethnic and national origin grounds’ (paragraph 4). The second dis-
content, echoing Quijano’s description of the mercantilization of life, regards
the way AI and digital technologies are globally commoditizing human experi-
ence (Zuboff 2018). Within this data paradigm, the human is substituted as an
assemblage of their data points which are, in turn, taken as a sign of the real
(Baudrillard 1994). The third discontent is geopolitical, pertaining to the emer-
gence of an arms race characterized by the ambitions of transatlantic nation
states to be ‘global leaders’ (Vladimir Putin, cited in Vincent 2017) in AI inno-
vation (Garvey 2019).2 This, together with the second discontent, is central to
the ideas of ‘data colonialism’ and ‘digital colonialism’ naming, within current
AI discourse, the brazen flurry to extract and exploit personal data and data
systems (Birhane 2019; Couldry andMejias 2019; Crawford et al. 2019; Ricaurte
2019; Mhlambi 2020). It relates as well to Ian Hogarth’s critique of ‘AI
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nationalism’ where new dependencies are being tacitly enforced between low-
tech and advanced-tech states and are set to follow the historical divide of
Global North/South (2018). Perhaps more critically, the drive to dominate in
the production and use of AI is revealing of the project’s hegemonic impulses,
and the neo-Darwinian linearity of the evolution of science which will ‘leave
behind’ those who do not conform to catching up. In light of these concerns,
Mbembe’s provocation to critique the apparatuses of race and blackness in
digital technologies, and Quijano’s warning against the hegemony of technocra-
tization which encompasses, at once, the consolidation of modes of commodifi-
cation of the human-object, becomes ever more urgent.

The foremost effort to resolve (or reconcile) the discontents within AI have
taken shape within discussions around, and the evolution of, ethical principles
to govern the development and application of such technologies (Ulnicane
et al., this issue). The overall agenda, it appears, is to create benevolent AI.
The idea of decolonization has emerged largely within the discourse of AI
ethics, in recognition of the racialized and imperialistic effects of the field’s
power (Bell 2018; Mohamed 2018; Birhane 2019; Peña and Varon 2019;
Mohamed, Png, and Isaac 2020). Examples include, ‘Decolonizing AI’ listed
as a theme under the broader project on AI Narratives and Justice at the Uni-
versity of Cambridge’s Leverhulme Centre for the Future of Intelligence,3 and
Genevieve Bell’s (2018) lecture titled ‘Decolonizing AI,’ where she mobilized
the term as a critical tool for reading power and control back into the history
of AI and complexifying the sociology of the discipline. And, more recently,
Shakir Mohamed, Marie-Therese Png and William Isaac have published their
vision of ‘decolonial AI,’ advocating, in particular, for decoloniality as a
tactic for engaging in what they name ‘sociotechnical foresight’ to ‘support
future technologies that enable greater well-being, with the goal of beneficence
and justice for all’ (2020, 1).4

To date, the idea of decolonization has been mobilized within the field of AI
in a way that asks: What can decolonization mean for AI? That is, how can the
critical ideas of decolonial thought be applied to and utilized to broaden and
critique the field of AI? In this article, I explore what I argue to be a necessary
shift in perspective, and ask instead: What does AI mean because of colonial-
ism? It is necessary because, without thinking within the decolonial paradigm
which demands a critical positioning of AI amidst the historic totality of colo-
nialism and race, we (as critical thinkers of AI) run the risk of reproducing the
very problematics decoloniality seeks to disrupt. Thus, the first section of this
article provides a brief exegesis on what the notion of decoloniality has come
to mean with a focus on its ontology within Africa, and explores how decolo-
nization in the context of AI research encompasses an imperative to reveal, cri-
tique, and radically unbalance both the legacies of colonialism and the logics of
race instituted by colonialism that are at work within the field. While I engage
with ideas of decoloniality and histories of colonialism in various parts of the
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world, the emphasis within this article is on the African region, where the inter-
connections between the legacies of colonialism and the logics of race have been
well evidenced and received much attention within critical thought. In the
second section, I advance a genealogical analysis of AI’s participation within
two themes: first, ethics as colonial rationality, and second, what I call the divid-
ing practices of coloniality and race which produce a ‘world of apartness’
(Madlingozi 2018). These critical histories allow for an understanding of
both how and why the emergence of practices of coloniality and pathologies
of race within AI today are taking place, and provide the critical basis from
which to imagine an alternate future.

The contribution made here is, then, twofold. First, to begin to articulate why
it is not sufficient to simply identify the reproduction of racializing and coloni-
alist logic in the science and practice of AI today; rather, what decolonial
thought demands is to show – precisely – how and why AI as a field depends
on, and was made possible by, these logics. And second, to pose the question
of whether a decolonial AI future that makes space for multiple and culturally
varied accounts of intelligence and being is indeed possible. In short, can AI be
decolonized?

Decolonization/decoloniality: a brief exegesis

Decolonization is a contested term. In its formal historical sense, decoloniza-
tion refers to the process of transferring legal, administrative, and territorial
power from colonial hands to indigenous local governments, and thus the
establishment of modern nation states independent from European empires
(Jansen and Osterhammel 2017). While the abrogation of colonization as a
mode of forced rule took place in countries across Africa, Asia, the Americas,
and Oceania over the course of the twentieth century, the legacies of colonial-
ism and the racial bifurcation that it was both built on and produced, were not
so readily dismantled and overcome. From the ashes of formal colonial rule,
ulterior forms of imperialism arose, undermining the sovereignty of post-colo-
nial states and peoples through economic and legal dependency, epistemic
authority, exploitation and social abjection. The enterprise of decoloniality
(what we can call, distinct from decolonization, ‘decolonialization’ (see
further Mabhena 2017)) seeks, precisely, to identify, critique and undo the
ulterior forms of imperialism within contemporary global society that were
instituted and made possible by the colonial project.

The notion of decoloniality has been refracted in various local contexts. In
South America, ideas around decoloniality arose in the 1990s, led by the
work of Aníbal Quijano, Ramon Grosfugal and Walter D. Mignolo, amongst
others. Here, coloniality names the Janus-face of modernity and capitalism:
colonialism is the central force that makes possible the interlocked projects
of modernity and capitalism. Thus, the end of modernity is ‘the ultimate
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decolonial horizon’ (Mignolo and Walsh 2018, 4). For Quijano, decoloniality
constitutes the inverse force of coloniality and not, therefore, a form of decon-
structive power that comes after colonialism. In this sense, Quijano appears to
draw from Foucaultian thought on power/resistance to conceive of ‘de/coloni-
ality’ as the potentiality to undo and invalidate, that has always been, and will
always be, caught up in the active presence of what he names ‘the coloniality of
power’ (2010). Put differently, ‘de/coloniality’ names the coexistence of the
‘coloniality of power’ with the possibility of its unravelling. Identifying the sig-
nifying practices (the ways in which authoritative meaning is (re)produced) of
the coloniality of power – the epistemic, cultural, political and economic appa-
ratuses through which the oppression of (sub)alterity is constituted and main-
tained, and Eurocentric ways of knowing, being, and thought are reproduced as
superior and singularly legitimate – is globally critical to the decolonial project.

Withindecolonial thought fromtheAfrican region, race is the chief organizing
principle (Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2015), the central figure within the entanglement of
coloniality and being. Indeed, in South Africa,5 where scholars have sought to
engage with decoloniality in delineating the vestiges of colonialism that continue
to shape experiences of subjugation and oppression along racial lines today,
TshepoMadlingozihas articulated that ‘the entrenchmentof aworldof apartness’
constitutes one of its major legacies (2018).6 Formalized in apartheid South
Africa, this ‘world of apartness’ continues globally through latent and overt
systems and structures of racial (and gendered) bifurcation thatmark, divide, cat-
egorize, classify, and hierarchize individuals according to social norms of un/
desirability. More broadly, the ‘world of apartness’ is the product of the historic
totality of race and racism. Crain Soudien (n.d.) narrates the global history of
race along three major arrangements, beginning with its ‘invention’ as a myth
ofEuropean superiority,whichpeaked in the seventeenthCenturywith the trans-
atlantic slave trade.During the secondhistorical arrangementover thenineteenth
and early twentieth century, race entered scientific discourse andwas legitimated
as empirical knowledge with race science and, ultimately, projects such as
eugenics. Critical to race science was the development of scientific discourses
which sought to empiricize differential racial attributes, whether physiological,
such as phrenology, or cognitive, such as intelligence tests.7 In the third arrange-
ment, from the 1930s onward, race became recognized as a social and ideological
construct, and race science was slowly discredited (Soudien n.d.). Decoloniality,
then, could be described as the final arrangement of race, as a radical anti-racism
to come. Critically, this typology points to the centralizing performance of
Western reason (encompassing thought, knowledge, myth, or other shared
codes though which a particular value-laden logic is established and operates)
in theproductionandcontinuationof the ideaof race and its attendantpathology:
racism. Science was deployed to justify myth and, ultimately, conquest.

Following Frantz Fanon, African thinkers such as NgũgĩWa Thiong’o (1986)
and Chinweizu (1987) came to critique the governing power of Western
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epistemologies over colonized populations, and called for the ‘decolonization of
the [African] mind’ as an essential condition for emancipation. Wa Thiong’o
discerned how language works as a hegemonic vessel of knowledge and signifi-
cation through which Eurocentrism continues to hierarchize the world and
devalue all things African. He writes: ‘language carries culture, and culture
carries, particularly through orature and literature, the entire body of values
by which we come to perceive ourselves and our place in the world’ (1986,
16). Decolonizing the mind, therefore, necessitated for wa Thiong’o a re-
embrace of African languages in particular,8 and African value systems more
generally, in order to contest and provide alternatives to Eurocentric ways of
knowing and being in the world.9 Critically, the African canon on decoloniality
calls not for the negation of Western modes of thought or being, but for the
radical pluralization of the world and what it means to live together as human-
ity within it.10

Within the United States (and elsewhere (Adebisi 2019)), decolonization has,
at times, been adopted as a stratagem for naming and addressing broader issues
of social justice concerning systemic and structural forms of racism, discrimi-
nation, and oppression. This has been critiqued by Tuck and Yang as abstract-
ing decoloniality for easy adoption as a metaphor (2012). They argue that this
both detracts from the actual project of decolonization (which in the United
States pertains critically to the ‘repatriation of Indigenous land and life’11

(2012, 1) and re-performs the particular settler logic of appropriation.
Indeed, to produce decoloniality as a metaphor is both to seize the epistemic
strategic of resistance (or as Walsh and Mignolo name it ‘re-existence’ (2018,
3)12) and to reduce it to rhetoric, to a figure of speech which, in the chain of
signification, is further removed from the actuality which it seeks to describe
and deconstruct. In short, it subverts decolonization and neutralizes its poten-
tiality. They conclude: ‘when metaphor invades decolonization, it kills the very
possibility of decolonization; it recenters whiteness, it resettles theory, it
extends innocence to the settler, it entertains a settler future’ (2012, 3).

The key difference between the articulations of decoloniality in South
America and the African region as described, and the critique set out by
Tuck and Yang, is that decoloniality is the strategy, a situated and responsive
strategy to the particular form of power over that coloniality impressed upon
the world, and not an autonomous and separable concept that can be put to
work as a strategy for something else. Decoloniality must be revolutionary,
South African scholar Sabelo Ndlovu-Gatsheni avers, as anything less is refor-
mism and ‘another way to seem progressive’ (2020). As a revolutionary strategy,
decoloniality aims toward the radical transformation of the Western symbolic
order of the world. For Joel Modiri, while decoloniality is historically situated,
this does not confine it to a finite prescription or task. Echoing the insurgency
of Ndlovu-Gatsheni, Modiri writes that ‘decolonization is an insatiable repara-
tory demand, an insurrectionary utterance, that always exceeds the temporality
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and scene of its enunciation. It entails nothing less than an endless fracturing of
the world colonialism created’ (2019). Indeed, Soudien’s typology of race makes
this clear: the myth of race and its attendant racism were central conditions
which made the emergence of colonialism possible. Thus, race goes beyond
colonialism; therefore, the decolonial project transcends the deconstruction
of coloniality.

What does it mean, then, to talk about decolonizing AI? I take this to com-
prise of two questions. First, What does the idea of decolonization, and the
invocation to decolonize, entail? To restate my answer, given above, to decolo-
nize now constitutes a distinct injunction from formal decolonization. While
the latter is bound by a finite temporality of state sovereignty, the former
requires a radically more distributed effort across multiple planes of meaning
to fracture both histories and futures which delimit the participation of colo-
nized peoples and life forms in the global humanity of life. Second, to which
I now turn: What does the injunction to decolonize AI require us to do?
This question is complex and demands a continually reflexive critique of the
conditions of possibility for life and living – now, then, and in the future –
being fixed and bounded by AI and its attendant discourses. However, in
view of the above, this second question requires attention to the following: to
identify, and strive to undo, the legacies of colonialism, including the rational-
ities that allowed it to be accepted, and the logics of race at work in the idea and
practice of AI today. In what follows, I attend to these issues through an exam-
ination of two major themes and their historical relation to AI: ethics as a colo-
nial rationality, and the production of the ‘world of apartness’ (Madlingozi
2018) through the dividing practices upon which the West claims and
pursues its superiority – including, in particular, the concept of intelligence.

Ethics and the rationality of Empire

Computer scientist has Timnit Gebru stated that ethics is the ‘language du jour’
in AI discourse (2020; see also Ulnicane et al., this issue). Discursively, it is
posited that through advancing ideas such as ‘AI for Good,’ ‘Fair and Respon-
sible AI’ and ‘AI for Humanity’ (in France and Canada), particularly by incor-
porating these aspirations and values within normative frameworks for ethical
AI, discontent within the field can be addressed and resolved. This has met with
some criticism. Pratyusha Kalluri, for example, has pointed out that ‘‘fair’ and
‘good’ are infinitely spacious words that any AI system can be squeezed into,’
and aptly stresses that the question AI ethics should be examining is how
power works through such systems and to what effect (2020; see also Crawford
et al. 2019). In addition, Greene, Hoffmann, and Stark (2019) have emphasized
how AI ethics assumes a universality of concerns which can be objectively
measured and addressed, summarizing the assumptions upon which the dis-
course is based as follows:
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(a) the positive and negative impacts of AI are a matter of universal concern,
(b) there is a shared language of ethical concern across the species, and
(c) those concerns can be addressed by objectively measuring those impacts

(2126).

‘This,’ they write with irony, ‘is a universalist project that brooks little relativist
interpretation’ (2019, 2126).

This is where the language of decoloniality has proffered some new thinking.
In their piece on ‘Decolonial AI’, Mohamed, Png, and Isaac (2020) have,
amongst other propositions, advocated for dialogue between the AI metropoles
and peripheries as a means of developing ‘intercultural ethics’ (17). Specifically,
they write that dialogue can facilitate ‘reverse pedagogies’ wherein the metro-
poles can learn from the peripheries, and that ‘intercultural ethics emphasizes
the limitations and coloniality of universal ethics – dominant rather than
inclusive ethical frameworks – and finds an alternative in pluralism, pluriversal
ethics and local designs’ (2020, 17). Sabelo Mhlambi has taken this a step
further by developing a framework for AI ethics based on the Nguni philosophy
of Ubuntuism (2020). Critiquing Western reason of rationality in shaping the
philosophical terms on which AI and AI ethics is dominantly conceived,
Mhlambi details how the Sub-Sahara African notion of Ubuntu, which
centres on the relationality of personhood, can undergird a framework for
addressing the two major challenges in AI: surveillance capitalism and data
colonialism (2020).

While this is important, the emerging discourse around ethics and decolo-
nizing AI has yet to develop critical thought around the idea of ethics itself.
As above, Mohamed, Png, and Isaac briefly note ‘the limitations and coloniality
of universal ethics’ (2020, 17), but it is critical to understand precisely why the
dominance of this particular version of ethics – vested as it is in the history of
Eurocentric thought around morality, legality/governance and personhood – is
so problematic, and what the effects might be of uncritically drawing decoloni-
ality into this discourse. Put differently, should decoloniality be subsumed as a
new tool for AI ethics, without critique of the way in which the idea of ethics has
been historically put to work in rationalizing colonial practices (see Mbembe
2017, 12; Spivak 1988, 9), it runs the risk of not only appropriating decoloniality
as an abstract metaphor, as Tuck and Yang (2012) warned against, but also of
reproducing the very logics of race that colonialism instituted. Let us now more
closely examine this problematic formulation, ‘AI ethics.’

In 2019, a study was published in Nature identifying over 84 ethical stan-
dards for the use and development of AI developed globally in the last five
years (Jobin, Ienca, and Vayena 2019; Ulnicane et al., this issue). Despite
being titled ‘The Global Landscape of AI Ethics Guidelines,’ amongst these
84 AI ethics standards, none listed are from the African continent or even
the Global South. Most were developed in the United States, UK or by
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international institutions. Mohamed, Png, and Isaac (2020) similarly note how
national AI policies or strategies are almost exclusively found in the Global
North, and where efforts to develop a national policy around AI are arising
in countries within the Global South, this is being driven by supra-state
bodies such as the World Economic Forum. As ethical benchmarks, these stan-
dards are paternalistically positioned as universal: applicable for all, every-
where. In addition, the scientific practice of promoting ethical AI through
strengthening or testing the ‘fairness’ of AI systems (the extent to which they
exhibit social biases, in particular) performs a similar conceit in presuming
the scene of the Global South – or more specifically in this case, the African
region – to be a place where ‘ethics,’ as such, is yet to be fully established.
Now a well-documented case (Ballim and Breckenridge 2018; Arun 2020;
Arun 2020), in 2018, when the issue of racial bias and the non-recognition of
Black faces by AI-driven facial recognition technologies was peaking following
the work of Buolamwini and Gebru (2018),13 a Chinese facial recognition
company signed a deal with the Zimbabwean government for access the
records of the national population registry, which contained facial imagery of
millions of Zimbabweans, to train the company’s algorithmic technologies to
better recognize Black faces. By reducing the potential for bias, the system
would ultimately be more ethical. While Ballim and Breckenridge (2018)
condemn this incident for exploiting the inadequate data protection provisions
in Zimbabwean law, it is not all that different from the practice of beta-testing
newly developed AI systems in African countries (Mohamed, Png, and Isaac
2020). Calling it ‘ethics-dumping,’Mohamed, Png, and Isaac point to the notor-
ious company Cambridge Analytica as exemplar, in that it developed algorith-
mic systems for use in the US and UK by beta-testing them in Nigeria and
Kenya (2020, 11). This follows the now centuries-old colonial conceit of what
Jan Smuts euphemistically called the ‘laboratory of Africa’ (1930), where the
collateral damage of scientific advancement could be safely externalized to
places and people considered expendable (see Bonneuil 2000; Tilley 2011;
Taylor 2019). Moreover, the epistemological foundations of AI cannot be extri-
cated from Francis Galton’s work in the development of statistics – particularly
on inference, regression, correlation, and the normal distribution curve – which
arose out of his explorations in Southern Africa, where he applied his statistical
science to native populations in order to measure human differences and intel-
ligence (Breckenridge 2014, Chapter 1).

In these instances, the idea of ‘ethics’ is situated as the supreme value of the
Occident, to be proselytized on the Africa region, which is, in turn, and in
relation to the ‘ethical West,’ positioned as ‘pre-ethical’ (Mbembe 2017, 49) –
as a world apart. Indeed, that Europe believed itself to be ‘helping’ and ‘protect-
ing’ its African colonies constituted the central creed of the civilizing mission of
colonialism (Césaire 2001); as Spivak reminds us, ethics ‘served and serves as
[its] energetic and successful defense’ (1988, 5). Yet as ethics was put to work
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to justify both the civilizing mission of colonialism and the utilization of Africa
as a laboratory for Western scientific progress, it enacted another conceit of the
colonial order of things: thatWestern reason is neutral, universal, and objective;
that it could be dislocated from the context in which it arose and applied
elsewhere. Positioned as a ‘point zero’ (Santiago Castro-Gomez unpublished
work, cited in Grosfugal 2011, 6) from which to survey the world, Western
knowledge and rationality claimed ascendency as the only real way of
knowing and understanding the world. This is a critical problematic within
decolonial thought (Grosfoguel 2007; Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2013), and a central
assumption within AI: that intelligence and the production of knowledge can
be outsourced to a machine presupposes such knowledge to be both separable
from the context in which it was produced and applicable to other contexts and
realities.

Dividing practices

The production of ‘the world of apartness’ (Madlingozi 2018) takes place
through what I am calling ‘dividing practices.’ In this section I explore briefly
the provenance of systems of enumeration, quantification, and classification
within colonialism, and the ways in which AI reproduces the divisive logics
of race, before turning to critique the notion of intelligence in particular. I
take the term from both Michel Foucault who, writing on the production of
the objectivization of the subject, speaks of ‘dividing practices’ which divide
the subject from others and within itself (1982, 777–778), as well as Edward
Said’s critique, set out in Orientalism, of the dividing line – discursively
formed – between the Occidental and Oriental worlds, which the former ‘para-
doxically presupposes and depends on’ (1978, 336). For both, power resides
with those who can make the catechistic decision to divide.

It is well-noted how AI systems sort personal data according to socially
ascribed normative markers. At times, these markers are directly racialized or
gendered (Keyes 2018; see also Keyes, Hitzig, and Blell, this issue), such as a
system that only allows women access to a female changing room (Ni Loideain
and Adams 2019). Other times, these markers may be implicitly biased, such as
systems for targeting advertising and policing based on postal codes (Benjamin
2019). These systems classify, sort, and rank personal data through processes of
data collection, curation, and annotation, using advanced statistical methods
for modelling distribution and measuring correlation (as first developed by
Galton) in order to calculate risk, predict behaviour, and optimize the
systems’ own functions. In these contexts, data assemblages constitute a rep-
resentation of the individual that are taken (by commercial and state power)
as a sign of the real (Baudrillard 1994). Moreover, as Birhane (2019) has
pointed out, these systems of abstract representation work to further margina-
lize those who do not fit the ‘data-type’. Indeed, Quijano (2017) has spoken of
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modern systems that function through identifying and classifying individuals as
fundamentally ‘de-equalizing’, presumably as the application of these practices
to human subjects supposes a fixed, a priori and quantifiable difference, the
social-construction of which is forgotten.

As noted above, much has been published about how these systems repro-
duce social biases (see also Holzmeyer, this issue) with many accounts noting
the racial logic and imperial power at work (Buolamwini and Gebru 2018;
Keyes 2018; Noble 2018; Benjamin 2019). However, rather less examined in
relation to practices of AI today, is the way in which these statistical systems
were developed and appropriated within former colonies to control and
divide colonial subjects.14 Indeed, Said wrote that, ‘rhetorically speaking,
Orientalism is absolutely anatomical and enumerative: to use its vocabulary
is to engage in the particularizing and dividing of things Oriental into manage-
able parts’ (1978, 72). Similarly, in narrating the enumerative practices of colo-
nialism in India – which he critiques as having both a disciplinary and
pedagogical effect, in delimiting colonial subjectivity and in training colonial
administrators respectively – Appadurai writes:

The link between colonialism and orientalism […] is most strongly reinforced […] at
the loci of enumeration, where bodies are counted, homogenized, and bounded by
their extent. Thus the unruly body of the colonial subject (fasting, feasting, hook-
swinging, abluting, burning, and bleeding) is recuperated through the language of
numbers that allows these very bodies to be brought back, now counted and
accounted, for the humdrum projects of taxation, sanitation, education, warfare,
and loyalty. (1993, 334)

Enumeration and the production of statistical knowledge in the colonies per-
formed a number of functions, including entrenching and policing colonialist
binaries of colonizer/colonized and their derivatives, but also in enforcing div-
isions between colonial populations,15 and as a form of remote colonial rule. On
both a structural and individual level these colonial archives functioned as a
kind of palimpsestic16 form of abstract representation that were taken as a
token of ‘radical realism’ (Said 1978, 72): a fixing of the ontology of the colonies
and its people by Western knowledges, just as the data assemblages of today
work to fix individuals by taking their data as a sign of the real. Writing of
forms of representation at work within systems of racism, Mbembe speaks of
a ‘will to representation [which] is at bottom a will to destruction aiming to
turn something violently into nothing’ (2019, 139). In this way, to constitute
something in the form of something else – something more manageable and
more malleable to forms of racializing power – consists of an essential and
violent erasure of the original. Imperial knowledge practices based on abstract
and racialized representations constituted not only a way of dividing the self
from others and from itself, but worked to erase those who fell on the wrong
side of the dividing line through substituting them with their representation.
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Comparably, Simon Gikanda chronicles the slave masters’ fastidious recording-
keeping of the actions of their slaves, such that this archive constituted the evi-
dence of the latter’s objectification: ‘as chattel, as property, and indeed as the
symbol of the barbarism that enabled white civilization and its modernist crav-
ings’ (2015, 92). That Simone Browne now writes of data-driven surveillance
systems being put to work to surveil and bind Black lives in particular, as exact-
ing the self – its body and behaviour – to testify as evidence against itself, holds
then, a critical provenance within the history of the colonial management of
blackness. The effects of these systems, such as AI-enabled biometric technol-
ogies in public spaces, which Browne describes as reifying structures for racial
difference, is to produce an ‘ontological insecurity’ – an alienation within, or a
dividing practice of, the racialized self (2015, 109).

Some of the most advanced biometric systems in the world today utilize
facial recognition technologies within their technological make-up. These
technologies function by reading the signatures of human faces, such as the
distance between facial features, and comparing the image to a database of
facial imagery in order to detect physiognomic patterns that correlate to the
social status – gender, race, age, sexuality (Keyes 2018; Keyes, Hitzig, and
Blell, this issue) – of the person being ‘recognized.’ As these practices
enforce social stratification and re-inscribe racialized hierarchies, they also
repeat the very logics of race and racism: to deduce from signs and surface
appearance who an individual is and what they can do and be in this
world. Race science legitimated this logic through the production of knowl-
edges that sought to demonstrate the link between surface appearances –
skin colour, facial features, skull size – and inherent cognitive abilities and
behavioural traits (Soudien n.d.). Today’s facial recognition technologies
employ similar practices in measuring facial diameters and expressions as a
means of inferring intent, predicting behaviour (Chinoy 2019), and even
understanding intelligence (Qin et al. 2016). More critically, these systems
provide the tools that allow for the return of race science under the guise
of securitization, market efficiency, and risk management.

From intelligence to reason

‘It seems to us that in intelligence there is a fundamental faculty, the alteration
or the lack of which, is of the utmost importance for practical life. This faculty
is… the faculty of adapting one’s self to circumstances’ (Alfred Binet, cited in
Chollet 2019). Thus reads the epigraph to the section in AI researcher Francois
Chollet’s recent paper that sets out how advances in AI systems can be assessed
through a psychometric test apt for measuring his revised, actionable definition
of [human-like] intelligence. Chollet’s central claim is that in order to advance
development toward artificial general intelligence,17 the field must delineate a
precise and measurable notion of human intelligence against which to
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benchmark progress. He posits the utilization of a psychometric test that can
measure the abstraction and reasoning capabilities of AI systems, which he
insists are the key attributes of intelligence. The results of these tests can
then be appropriate to best determine the optimal curricula from which the
system can be improved. Chollet asserts that:

We posit that the existence of a human-level ARC [abstraction and reasoning corpus]
solver would represent the ability to program an AI from demonstrations alone (only
requiring a handful of demonstrations to specify a complex task) to do a wide range of
human-relatable tasks of a kind that would normally require human-level, human-
like fluid intelligence. As supporting evidence, we note that human performance on
psychometric intelligence tests (which are similar to ARC) is predictive of success
across all human cognitive tasks. (2019, 53)

The optimum AI system, then, displays the highest form of human-like intelli-
gence in reasoning and abstraction and is disposed to self-correct with minimal
intervention and exposure to curricula. For, as he asserts, [human-like] ‘intelli-
gence lies in broad or general-purpose abilities; it is marked by flexibility and
adaptability (i.e. skill-acquisition and generalization), rather than skill itself’
(2019, 27), and ‘a fundamental notion in psychometrics is that intelligence
tests evaluate broad cognitive abilities as opposed to task-specific skills’
(2019, 13).

Offering a history of the concept of intelligence in European thought through
Aristotle, Hobbes, Locke and Rousseau, Chollet’s well-cited paper stands as a
disquieting testimony to AI’s celebration of decisively Western notions of intel-
ligence (see also Collins; Blackwell, this issue). Like ethics, intelligence is a
value-laden concept which has historically operated as a racialized dividing
practice to differentiate between peoples and reaffirm white superiority (Cave
2020). Indeed, Alfred Binet, of Chollet’s epigraph, was the pioneer of psycho-
metric and intelligence tests who originally established, as Cave notes, ‘the
notion of “mental” age in order to determine which children were so behind
that they should be given special education’ (2020, 31). Such tests went on to
be used in the US and British colonies to justify the idea that intelligence was
a hereditary attribute largely endowed to the white race (Sehlapelo and
Blanche 1996; Tilley 2011; Laher and Cockcroft 2014). As reported in an Amer-
ican education bulletin, a 1916 study of South African Zulu children described
finding that aspects of what was by then the Binet-Simon test ‘requiring
memory and observation were readily answered [by the Zulu children], but
that those requiring abstract thought were seldom answered’ (Martin 1916,
143). Within the context of these tests and the Western history of intelligence,
abstract reasoning was considered a higher form of cognitive ability than mem-
orization. In this case, the reporter took caution to note that the test had been
modified so as to more fairly take into account cultural differences – a trend
which was to continue throughout the evolution of psychometric tests,
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particularly in culturally diverse places like South Africa, despite still funda-
mentally serving to highlight differential cognitive proficiencies in races,
regardless of whether this was analysed as hereditary or environmental (Sehla-
pelo and Blanche 1996; Laher and Cockcroft 2014).

The legacy of the original Binet test in the various evolutions of psycho-
metric and intelligence tests that followed emphasized how such tests could
be used to determine not only cognitive-appropriate educational interven-
tions, but the essential educability of individuals. By 1950s and 60s South
Africa, instruments testing educability became used to test the adaptability
(as foreshadowed by Binet in the quotation above) of ‘the natives’ to new
working demands (Laher and Cockcroft 2014). Following the publication in
1943 of his book, African Intelligence, Simon Biesheuvel led a proposal to
develop a psychological assessment to, amongst other objectives, determine
‘the extent to which (the African’s behaviour) is modifiable’ (1958, 162). As
Laher and Cockcroft note, ‘this group of psychologists felt it necessary to
“understand” the African personality in order to justify the inferiority of Afri-
cans to other races, and to control and modify African behavior’ (2014, 307).
Despite taking place well after eugenics had been dismissed from the global
scene as an unethical science and practice, the hallmarks of the idea that indi-
viduals, exposed to the right stimulus, could be corrected and improved,
remained. Indeed, as Cave has pointed out, intelligence tests were central to
the eugenicist ideology and project (2020, 31). Stepping remarkably close to
the logics of eugenics, Chollet asserts the emergence of human cognition as
evolutionary (2019, 22) and, on this basis, advocates for AI systems to be
developed in environments that are optimally designed to promote its
effective advancement. Indeed, one of the primary assumptions of AI,
which Chollet’s paper aims to improve upon, is the idea that human intelli-
gence can be anatomized and known in such detail that it can be replicated
and simulated by machines. That is, it presumes the total knowability of
the human. And, in this way, AI aligns with the fundamental premise of
cybernetic and eugenic reason, appropriated too by Biesheuval in 1950s
South Africa, that with precise knowledge coupled with exacting interven-
tions, the human can be corrected, improved, and even – as AI advocates
claim – replicated.

Cave upholds that AI’s uncritical promotion of Western notions of intelli-
gence may underlie the lack of diversity within the field, as well as the fear
that ‘superintelligence,’ once attained, will colonize the human species writ
large (2020; see also Falk, this issue). However, perhaps more critically, the
ways in which the notion of intelligence has been put to work historically as
a centralizing principle within the field of eugenics and has a history, now ree-
mergent, as a dividing practice with immediate racializing effects, gives cre-
dence to Mbembe’s critique of blackness as the prototype to the modern
human–object, and demands a rethinking of the politics of intelligence today.
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Conclusion: after worlds

Decolonial thought is far more than a tool to problematize AI. It is an invoca-
tion to make intelligible, to critique, and to seek to undo the logics and politics
of race and coloniality that continue to operate in technologies and imaginaries
associated with AI in ways that exclude, delimit, and degrade other ways of
knowing, living, and being that do not align with the hegemony of Western
reason. It is located and specific. It is about the production of race and
divided worlds; it is about power and the precise effects of power on being in
the world today; it is about knowledge and how knowledge is ascribed legiti-
macy and value; and it is about a politics of resistance that enters and
undoes the object of its critique. This includes, as I have outlined above in
relation to ethics in particular, the discourses that rationalize and obscure the
history and effects of AI. In addition to those explored here, there are many
other ways in which decoloniality must be brought to bear on the field and
practice of AI,18 such as the invisibilizing labour that sustains the industry,
its utilization of traditional gender binaries within systems and products
(Adams 2019), the biopolitical intersection of gender and race in the anthropo-
centric production of machines, and the links between AI and contemporary
modalities of capitalist modernity. Indeed, much more work is needed to
fully understand the entanglement of AI with coloniality and the pathologies
of race.

However, in drawing on the discourse of decoloniality, critics of AI must
resist the sublimation of decoloniality as another rationality that justifies and
legitimates AI. To do so re-performs the very abstractions and disembodiment
of thought that decoloniality seeks to resist. To be clear, if the decree to deco-
lonize AI is not addressing race and historically embedded forms of Occidental
power over, nor seeking to rupture the epistemological and teleological assump-
tions of the discipline and related fields from within a historical reading of their
formation and appropriation within colonial regimes, then decolonization is
being misappropriated as a metaphor, and its usage in the discourse has
become a part of that to which decoloniality proper must address in its critique.
This becomes ever more critical where surveillant AI technologies are being
used to thwart decolonial resistance to racism and neo-imperial power
(Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2020).

Further, it does not go far enough to restate that AI is having a racializing
effect, or that its ubiquitous power throughout the world is hegemonic and
neo-imperialistic. If colonial modes of power over and dividing practices of
racism are being re-instituted through AI behind the veil of technocracy,
what is the precise form of this re-institution of race and colonialism? How
can AI be located within the longue durée of colonialism and race? Through
examinations of the critical histories of the assumptions upon which the field
is based and the knowledge practices in which it engages, a new understanding
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of its effects of, on, and through power can emerge which can create the space
for other localized and culturally diverse ways of understanding and doing AI,
such as those being explored by Alan Blackwell (this issue). However, these
critical histories, as briefly set out above, also point to another consternation:
Rather than reproducing the logics of race and reaffirming the legacies of colo-
nialism, AI depends upon them. Recall Said’s prescription that the dividing line
between the Occidental and Oriental worlds was ‘paradoxically presuppose[d]
and depend[ed] on’ by the West (1978, 336). As such, the task of decolonizing
AI requires, as I have argued here, a critique of the ways in which AI is made
possible by, and depends upon, colonial forms of power and the dividing prac-
tices of racialization. But Said intimates another site of meaning by suggesting
that the presupposition and dependence of Western power on racialization and
colonialism is paradoxical, thus leading to an impasse to which Western reason
has no answer. Within AI, these aporias can be glimpsed in industry’s dogmatic
pursuit of simulated intelligence, which latently affirms that intelligence is not
hereditary but environmental; and in the industry’s manipulation of behaviour,
attention, and thought, indicating the breakdown of the autonomous Cartesian
self which, paradoxically, ideas about intelligence and automation in AI are
modelled on. For postcolonial thinkers, it is precisely in these impassive
moments that the Western equation of thought becomes unbalanced, that a
politics of speaking from the South can regenerate as productive and
life-affirming (Spivak 1988; Mbembe 2017), thus articulating the otherwises
and elsewheres of ‘a humanity made to the measure of the world’ (Césaire
2001, 73).

Indeed, recognizing that the undoing of coloniality was always a possibility
of the original event of conquest – that it always could have been otherwise –
simultaneously reinforces the possibility of different futures to come. With
the global acceleration of AI and its supporting discourses, it is becoming
increasingly difficult to imagine a future in which it is not dominant. Within
these imagined future scenarios, AI constitutes another step in the evolution
of humanity’s triumph over the world. Contained within this imaginary are
neo-Darwinian notions that those left behind by the technological revolution
are not worthy of the new world. If it risks leaving so many behind, can AI,
as currently imagined, ever be ‘good,’ ‘benevolent,’ or ‘decolonial’? To speak
of decolonizing AI not only then contains the imperative to collectively reima-
gine a multifarious world space and ask whether AI can be ascribed a role
within, and conducive to, this new imagining – but also to be imaginative
enough to conceive of a future without AI.

Notes

1. The concerns outlined here do not constitute the totality of critiques being levelled
against AI, but pertain, particularly, to those with most direct relevance to the
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arguments under discussion here. Other concerns include those around transparency
and accountability (for a critical account see Adams 2020), and labour (see Weinberg
2019; Crawford and Joler 2018), as well as other discontents outlined and critiqued in
this issue.

2. Within policy documents relating to AI or the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the UK,
US, Denmark, Germany, Finland, Italy, Japan and South Africa all note an ambition
to become (or maintain the position of, in the case of the US and China) the (or ‘a’, for
South Africa) global leader in AI. Yet this is history rhyming if not repeating itself:
Garvey (2019) shows how this global competition is not, in fact, a new phenomenon,
but the second ‘AI arms race.’

3. http://lcfi.ac.uk/projects/ai-narratives-and-justice/decolonising-ai/.
4. I am looking here broadly at the idea of decolonisation as it is raised in the context

following formal decolonisation of largely African states. I recognize that there is
much work taking place in indigenous communities in building indigenous forms
of AI and machine and deep learning, which draw on the terminology of ‘decoloniza-
tion’ within their objectives. See, for example, https://www.indigenous-ai.net.
However, the ways in which AI is being used as a tool for decolonisation is a question
beyond the focus of this piece.

5. The notion of decoloniality has surfaced in recent discourse and social movements in
South Africa around the public university, and the premise that while formal decolo-
nisation had taken place, universities and knowledge production continued to be
fashioned within colonialist epistemologies which favoured Western ways of
knowing, learning and teaching, and delimited opportunities for non-white students.
(See, for a broader discussion on this movement, Jansen 2019).

6. Madlingozi conceives of three major legacies of colonialism in Africa, of which ‘a
world of apartness’ is one, together with ‘the colonial state form, and conversely
the eternal subjugation of indigenous sovereignties’ and ‘the continuing subordina-
tion of African life-worlds and their epistemologies and jurisprudences’ (2018).

7. See, too, Saini 2019.
8. Following the publication of Decolonising the Mind in 1986, wa Thiong’o published

only in his native African languages, Gikuyu and Swahili.
9. For this reason, the work being done by data scientists in developing and promoting

AI systems, such as machine learning and natural language processing, in African
languages is so important. See Marivate et al. 2020 and Martinus and Abbott 2019.

10. Hence, Aimé Césaire calls for a new humanism ‘made to the measure of the world’
(2001, 73).

11. See also note 5.
12. ‘The redefining and re-signifying of life in conditions of dignity’ (Mignolo and Walsh

2018, 3).
13. In particular, their work on the ‘gender shades’ project which revealed the inordinate

level of misrecognition of black female faces, in particular, by the facial recognition
technologies of IBM (Buolamwini and Gebru 2018). See also, http://gendershades.
org/.

14. See also, Breckenridge (2014) who traces the rise of the biometric state form in South
Africa with the use of statistical biometric tools to monitor the movements of the
native population under colonialism and apartheid.

15. See Appadurai on caste divisions in India, 1993.
16. See also Sawyer Seminar on ‘Histories of AI: A Genealogy of Power,’wherein the idea of

data systems functioning as a palimpsest is discussed, https://www.hps.cam.ac.uk/
about/research-projects/histories-of-ai/activities/reading-group-graduate-training/rg1.
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17. That is, an advanced form of AI that can, like human intelligence, work at a general-
ized level, rather than simply perform specific, localised intelligence tasks, which is
where the standard of the field currently lies.

18. See also note 5 above on the work of indigenous communities in developing a deco-
lonial AI.
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ABSTRACT
Artificial intelligence research is seldom conducted
ethnographically. Nevertheless, the field itself has a
distinctive culture – an engineering imaginary within which
‘general intelligence’ is considered to be a phenomenon
that can be both defined and tested by reference to some
universal (probably mathematical) standard. This paper
describes a research agenda that sets out to question those
assumptions, through a programme of ethnographic field
work, collaborating with computer scientists and educators
in several countries of sub-Saharan Africa.
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Introduction

This article sets out an alternative course of enquiry for a discontented AI
engineer, in which I have stepped away from the usual concerns of my field
to ask more searchingly where the real problems are. The problems I
address, while often apparent to critics of AI, are not necessarily salient con-
cerns for engineers themselves. In my own case, new priorities came from
simply following an engineering logic beyond the expected boundaries of the
discipline, initially through the commercial concerns of designing more mar-
ketable ‘user-centric’ software products, and subsequently, through collabor-
ation with colleagues in the Global South, as Director of an interdisciplinary
initiative advancing research for the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

After training as an artificial intelligence engineer in the 1980s, my pro-
fessional work applying AI methods in industrial and commercial settings
led me to the conviction that in most projects, it was human questions rather
than technical ones that turned out to be most problematic. This increasing
interest in ‘human factors’ (in traditional engineering) or ‘human–computer
interaction’ (HCI, as it is called in computer science) eventually drew me
away from engineering to start a mid-career PhD at a centre for cognitive
neuroscience.
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However, this initial step away from engineering was more disconcerting
than I expected. The problem was not that I knew too little about my new dis-
cipline, but apparently knew too much. I had always considered that the AI
engineering methods I used were related to human cognition only metaphori-
cally, having an engineer’s typical scepticism for the ‘strong AI’ agenda. I was
surprised to find on arrival in a psychology department, that while I had
never studied the subject, on the basis of my earlier engineering work I was con-
sidered well qualified to understand the human mind. I learned that terms I had
considered figurative in relation to systemmodules such as ‘learning’, ‘memory’
and ‘recognition’, were treated in cognitive science as literal components of the
mind.

Twenty years later, I understand that my surprise resulted from the habit
described by Philip Agre (1997) as ‘AI’s elastic use of language’. I had previously
been aware of Agre as a well-informed commentator on technology, but not for
his critique of AI as unacknowledged philosophy. An interest in philosophy was
indeed what had attracted me to AI (from reading philosophical texts as a
hobby during my engineering degree). However, if I had read Agre’s critical
work before starting my PhD, I might have been less surprised by the overly
broad claims of cognitive science. I might also have been in a position to
define a methodology for my research instead of, as Agre observed of his
own critical development during the period that I myself was studying AI,
lacking a methodology because our field lacked clear critical consciousness
and purpose.

Instead, my explorations have been somewhat haphazard. An earlier volume
of this journal explored wide-ranging questions arising from Geoffrey Lloyd’s
historical and anthropological work on Cognitive Variations (2007). My discus-
sions with Lloyd had led me to question one of the more quixotic applications
of AI methods: the universal standardization of human emotion. In my contri-
bution to that issue, I traced the origins of the ‘affective computing’ enterprise
to the engineering impulse for systematization, fuelled by fantasies of escape
from the complexities and obligations of emotional reciprocity, where a
person fascinated by technology aspires to become a man-machine (Blackwell
2010).

A second set of concerns came about from questions of ethics in AI research.
I had chaired a working group that established ethical review procedures for the
School of Technology in Cambridge University. But I was surprised, as the
ethics of AI research came to be debated in public forums, that these debates
apparently paid no attention to the day-to-day ethical problems that were
encountered by my own research review board, instead concentrating on
distant speculations such as the emergence of an apocalyptic ‘Singularity’
(e.g. Kurzweil 2005; following Vinge 1993) or pursuing libertarian preoccupa-
tions such as freedom from government surveillance and social obligation.
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A third set of concerns came about through my work as director of Cam-
bridge Global Challenges, a university-wide strategic research initiative priori-
tizing research that can advance the SDGs in the low-income countries. I had
already been aware that much AI functionality depended on the unseen
labour now described as ‘ghost work’, and that the economics of such labour
was particularly exploitative of those who are already disadvantaged (Blackwell
2019a, 2019b). But as other contributors to this issue (e.g. Ulnicane et al.;
Adams) have noted, this patterned inequality is compounded by the many
ethical conventions for AI that have been drafted, which include no voices
from the Global South.

These haphazard developments of my own discontent, as with the formative
experiences reported by Philip Agre, are hardly comprehensive. Furthermore, I
have continued to learn (since drafting the original version of this paper), that
pulling on these disparate loose threads in the fabric of sociotechnical AI does
not make me well-equipped to understand the systemic problems of colonial-
ism, or the ways in which the legacy of scientific racism has constructed so
many of the foundational principles of AI and cognitive science. I return to
discuss those questions in the last part of this article, although the work by
Adams and Keyes, Hitzig, and Blell in this issue offers a far more extensive con-
sideration of these important questions.

The rest of this paper sets out an agenda that comes from exploring these
concerns from within the technical establishment, using the ethnographic
methods of HCI research, together with the historical/sociological perspective
that I have previously used to pursue internal reflections on my discipline
(e.g. Blackwell 2006; Blackwell, Blythe, and Kaye 2017). In what follows, I
first propose an alternative critical perspective from which to think about AI
in relation to historical cultural practices of the African continent, rather
than the European one. Second, I explore the dynamics through which AI is
performed in culturally situated ways. Third, I explain the ethnographic
research agenda motivated by this understanding of AI as culturally situated.
And finally, as often advocated in HCI, I set out some research questions
that might lead to ‘implications for design’ (Dourish 2006) – ways that AI
could be imagined differently by its engineers, and above all by engineers in
Africa, engineers of the Global South, indigenous engineers, and any other
engineers who question the assumptions of privilege that are embedded
within global knowledge technosystems inherited from racist colonialism.

Historical performances of AI in Africa and Europe

In his classic narrative of Igbo culture Things Fall Apart, Chinua Achebe
describes a village ceremony at which Evil Forest and other egwugwu spirits1

emerge from their sacred house:
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And then the egwugwu appeared. The women and children sent up a great shout and
took to their heels. It was instinctive. A woman fled as soon as an egwugwu came in
sight. And when, as on that day, nine of the greatest masked spirits in the clan came
out together it was a terrifying spectacle. […] Each of the nine egwugwu represented a
village of the clan. Their leader was called Evil Forest. […]

Okonkwo’s wives, and perhaps other women as well, might have noticed that the
second egwugwu had the springy walk of Okonkwo. And they might also have
noticed that Okonkwo was not among the titled men and elders who sat behind
the row of egwugwu. But if they thought these things they kept them within them-
selves. The egwugwu with the springy walk was one of the dead fathers of the clan.
He looked terrible with the smoked raffia body, a huge wooden face painted white
except for the round hollow eyes and the charred teeth that were as big as a man’s
fingers. On his head were two powerful horns.

When all the egwugwu had sat down and the sound of the many tiny bells and rattles
on their bodies had subsided, Evil Forest addressed the two groups of people facing
them. (Achebe 1958/2010, 84–86)

The European continent has contrasting traditions of elaborately costumed
oracle. In 1770, Wolfgang von Kempelen demonstrated his chess-playing auto-
maton ‘the Turk’ to Empress Maria Theresa of Austria, prompting public fas-
cination that would continue for over 50 years of exhibitions and performances
throughout Europe and America. Built to hide an expert chess-player concealed
within, the Turk was a mannequin dressed in oriental costume, seated behind a
fake clockwork mechanism whose purpose was to misdirect the audience
(Figure 1).

Where the appearance of the Igbo egwugwu was designed to evoke the pres-
ence and spirit of ancestors, automata such as the Turk evoke the mechanical
ideals and political economy of the Age of Reason (Schaffer 1999). The skill
of the mechanician/inventor is demonstrated not only in the construction of
the clockwork apparatus, but also in the stage performance when he opens
doors in the cabinet with a flourish, allowing the audience to see past the clock-
work through an otherwise empty box.2

The modern performance of AI

These distinctive costumed/puppet performances from the history of Western
Europe and Western Africa can both be interpreted as variants on the modern
‘science’ of artificial intelligence (AI). In AI, as with both the egwugwu and the
Turk, the outward appearance demonstrates skilled material construction,

1I am indebted to Rachel Adams for suggesting the comparison of artificial intelligence to egwugwu, which is to
be developed further in her own forthcoming book.

2As each door is opened in turn, the hidden chess-player slides to the other side, in the same manner as when
stage magicians demonstrate that they have sawn an assistant in half.
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while the behaviour of the magical puppet is expected to demonstrate a combi-
nation of judgment, prognostication, and intellectual skill.

In our new digital age of reason, computational infrastructure underlies ora-
cular performances. Global corporations such as Amazon provide the infra-
structural components of AI systems, ranging from the supply of cloud
computation via Amazon Web Services, to the commissioning of ‘human intel-
ligence tasks’ (HITs) through the labour market of Amazon Mechanical Turk.
This new Mechanical Turk was named in direct homage to the puppet of von
Kempelen’s stage apparatus, alluding to the fact that AI researchers also need to
embed (and potentially conceal) real human expertise inside their demon-
strations of technical skill (Irani and Silberman 2013).

I placed the word ‘science’ in quotation marks, in the introduction to this
section, because when analysing the origins and purposes of its public perform-
ances, AI might be considered a branch of literature as much as science. The
day-to-day occupation of AI researchers is to imagine some behaviour that
might be exhibited by their systems (for example, a behaviour that would
serve to demonstrate properties that might be described as ‘learning’, ‘conver-
sation’, ‘perception’, or ‘consciousness’), and then to create algorithms that will

Figure 1. Copper engraving from Karl Gottlieb von Windisch, Briefe über den Schachspieler des
Hrn. von Kempelen, nebst drei Kupferstichen die diese berühmte Maschine vorstellen. 1783. Source:
Wikimedia Commons, public domain licence.
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produce this imagined behaviour. Algorithms are constructed as texts, com-
posed in a programming language. Although programmes are relatively formal-
ized texts, resembling film scripts or plays more closely than prose (Laurel
1993), they are still undoubtedly literary works (Cox and McLean 2013), pro-
tected by copyright, and attributed to one or more authors. These essential
elements of textuality and imagination underlie one popular definition of AI,
as ‘the branch of computer science that is devoted to making computers
work the way they do in the movies’.

Other definitions of AI also draw on traditions of performance and illusion,
as for example demonstrated by the perennial interest in the Turing Test. Alan
Turing originally proposed his Imitation Game as a positivist strategy to cir-
cumvent the potentially intractable philosophical problem of how one should
define ‘intelligence’. Turing suggested that if we wish to test whether a
machine is intelligent, we do not need further definition, but can simply
compare the outward behaviour of two potentially intelligent actors. Since we
acknowledge humans to be intelligent, then if the observed behaviour of a
machine cannot be distinguished from a human, this offers a falsifiable test
of equivalence (see also Collins, this issue).

Unfortunately, Turing’s Imitation Game (as the name implies) can be inter-
preted as an exercise in illusion rather than one of science. Von Kempelen’s
Turk imitated the skilled performance of a chess player, and thus appeared
to demonstrate that a machine (although actually the person inside it) has
those same intelligent skills. The construction of this illusion, as with all
magic, depends on a careful management of the expectations of the observers,
including essential constraints on what they are allowed to see or ask. The game
of chess, whose internal rules do not depend on social context, is a clever choice
for a demonstration where the impostor must stay hidden inside a box. Simi-
larly, the egwugwu are constrained to engage only in those activities appropriate
to ancestral spirits (they do not, for example, share houses with ordinary
people), with the result that the illusion is not disrupted by any action that
might reveal what is inside their costumes.

The prestigious Loebner Prize,3 awarded annually to software systems that
come closest to passing the Turing Test, is generally won by systems that
most ingeniously exploit such contextual constraints. A famous example was
a chatbot that assumed the persona and emulated the conversational style of
an uncooperative teenager, apparently convincingly enough to persuade
several judges of the contest. The success of specialist AI demonstrators, for
example, winning games of chess, of Go and so on, can similarly be attributed
to the very constrained context and rules of such games.4

3https://www.aisb.org.uk/events/loebner-prize
4The social implications and limitations of such tests are explored with far greater detail and sophistication by
Harry Collins (2018).
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Just as these public demonstrations of the science of AI rely on careful man-
agement of the performance constraints, so the commercial successes of AI can
also be attributed to the successful definition of system constraints, defining a
broader problem in sufficiently narrow terms that it can be solved by a specialist
algorithm. As AI researchers construct demonstrations that are intended to
exhibit ‘perception’, ‘learning’, and so on, these demonstrations do often turn
out to have some industrial application – for example, experiments in percep-
tion have led to successful industrial applications of computer vision, while
experiments in learning have resulted in a current boom in the application of
statistical inference and data science through machine learning methods.

For commentators on AI, a critical distinction is often made between these
kinds of specialist system (in which the exercise of imagination eventually
results in reliable but relatively mundane technical functionality), and the
grander ambition of ‘artificial general intelligence’ (AGI), which is anticipated
to replicate human performance more completely, and would no longer be con-
strained to special contexts or applications.

Of course, this scientific ambition might become problematic, if it were the
case that all demonstrations of AI, like the egwugwu or von Kempelen’s Turk,
rely on carefully managed performances to obscure human agents concealed
within (Blackwell 2019b). Furthermore, the ambition of a uniform and
mechanizable ‘general intelligence’, when juxtaposed with the egwugwu and
the Turk, seems to ignore the likelihood of cognitive variations when intelli-
gence is studied in other contexts (Lloyd 2007). Attempts to circumvent all
these problems, as in the recent comprehensive proposal by Chollet (2019)
for a universal benchmark that would measure the performance of AGI in
ways that are both practically relevant and also culturally non-specific,
appear to founder on their internal contradictions. Chollet’s proposal explicitly
rejects any need for the AGI to have a body, leaving future competitors able to
demonstrate their puppets through staged performances that would be even
more constrained than those of the egwugwu and the Turk. Just as with the
attempt to create ‘culture-fair’ IQ tests, such efforts at metrication seem inevi-
tably tainted with culture. Indeed, as demonstrated by Cave (2020), the concept
of intelligence itself is apparently indelibly tainted as an exercise of cultural
hegemony and racism. These concerns, when taken together, demand comple-
tely fresh approaches to the technical study of AI.

Inventing AI elsewhere

The questions raised in this discussion form the motivation for a programme of
fieldwork to explore the question, What would AI look like if it were invented in
Africa? Even to ask this question might appear provocative or insensitive, if it
were interpreted as an attempt to discover a primordial kind of AI, or to
reinforce neo-colonial economics by offering cheaper and less powerful
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versions of Western technologies to low-income countries. If AI is a science,
why should science be any different in Africa? But if AI is literature, then
how could it possibly be the same in Africa? I am guided here by the insights
of Helen Verran, whose experiences of working with mathematics teachers in
Nigeria led her to observe that:

I stand as a participant caught up in complex power relations. Being both teacher and
learner and at the same time a theorist, a storyteller of the episodes, reciprocal indebt-
edness and accountability characterize my position. […] The explanations of the
‘problem’ of science and mathematics curricula in places like Ife-Ife that grow from
these accounts, and the solutions that follow from those explanations, remake a colo-
nizing modernity […] Foundationist explanations fail the critical project. They actu-
ally make it impossible to imagine futures different from pasts. […] Keeping the
delight and curiosity potent is important. I want to privilege the disconcertment.
This involves imagining a way of doing critique that effects neither the dominating
unity of universalism, nor the oppositional fragmentation of relativism. (Verran
2001, 36)

Like Verran, my own goal is to ‘privilege disconcertment’, as in Bidwell’s
reasoning from Verran to question commensurability between database
schemas and Xhosa persons (Bidwell 2016). To the extent that AI research is
a literary and cultural endeavour, addressing the appetites and concerns of par-
ticular audiences, it seems clear not only that egwugwu in Nigeria might be con-
stituted differently from the Turk in eighteenth century Austria, but that the
science fiction imagination of contemporary writers in the African continent
might address different issues from the science fiction imagination of the
USA or UK. One goal of this fieldwork is to become more closely engaged
with the exercise of engineering imagination among technologists and com-
mentators who live in African countries.

When working in low-income countries, the AI engineer must also address
the fact that these technologies represent extreme dynamics in the policies and
infrastructure of digital capitalism (Crawford and Joler 2018). The labour
markets of Amazon Mechanical Turk, the ‘user generated content’ of Facebook
and Twitter, and the surveillance capitalism of Google result in ‘giant auto-
mated plagiarism machines’ (Poole 2019), or ‘subjectivity factories’ that
collect data from users in order to then sell it as the performances of AI
agents (Blackwell 2019b). The dynamics of human work, financial reward,
and media consumption that underlie this infrastructure are constructed and
negotiated solely by privileged members of the elite within wealthy countries
(Zuboff 2019).

It is very likely that mundane intellectual tasks could also be automated, or
information transferred more effectively, in African countries – a change antici-
pated by some of those countries as a potential ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution’
that may perhaps gain them some advantage in the new world order. But
there is little evidence that the existing infrastructure of AI has been built to
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benefit the people of those countries, or to expect that it will be built in such a
way in future. A second goal of this fieldwork is therefore to better understand
the kinds of cognitive labour that are valued in the Global South, in order to
identify sociotechnical economic principles on which it can be equitably
enhanced.

A third goal of this fieldwork is to consider how the standard tools and prac-
tices of AI research might be modified to become more effective in the hands of
African AI researchers. Much current research is conducted using software
tools (programming languages, data sets, and computation architectures) that
have been developed in corporate laboratories with industry investment.
Many of these tools are made ‘open’ for use by academic researchers, though
many suspect that free distribution serves primarily to gain and reinforce com-
mercial advantage through widespread adoption of one company’s standards
and infrastructure rather than another.

It is notable that many of these standard tools share an emphasis on ‘Big
Data’, ‘deep learning’, and deployment of resources so expensive that they
are beyond the reach of many Western academics—let alone those in the
Global South. But there is no a priori reason to believe that AI must always
be associated with profligate corporations, any more than we would expect
all people in the nineteenth century to prefer the trappings of a mechanical
chess player rather than an Igbo ancestral spirit. This third goal will involve
the development of new concepts for programming languages (as well as the
educational resources and software tools associated with such languages) that
can be used to express distinctively African conceptions of intelligence,
taking into account the imaginative and economic motivations arising from
explorations of the first and second goals. I refer to this alternative emphasis
as the pursuit of ‘broad learning’, rather than ‘deep learning’.

This final part of my research agenda is oriented toward technological
change, and indeed represents a form of action research, rather than purely eth-
nographic enquiry. As with all fieldwork, it depends fundamentally on the
specifics of particular situations, rather than scientific abstractions such as
AGI, with their problematic legacies of racism and misogyny. Devlin and
Belton, drawing on N. Katherine Hales, observe that the perspective through
which the rational mind is separated from a body, ‘could only come from the
privileged group of white, able-bodied men: most outside that group are
keenly aware that the ways their bodies are read by society impacts their day-
to-day existence as a marginalized subject’ (2020).

Discussion – some implications for design?

The concerns of this paper were introduced by considering how AI, as com-
monly presented, is a cultural artefact. AI is shaped by culturally-specific ima-
ginaries and implemented through the situated actions of cultural agents,
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including the engineers that create algorithms, the workers ‘hidden’ within the
elaborate technological costumes, and businesspeople who deploy rhetoric and
showmanship to package and sell the resulting spectacle as ‘AI’.

By contrast, in HCI research it is well understood that cultural and economic
relations can be explored more effectively through ethnographic methods,
which are routinely adapted and taught to engineers as a basis for system
design (e.g. Holtzblatt and Beyer 1997). However, the fieldwork that I am
engaged in moves beyond those framing assumptions to offer the privilege of
learning alternative frames and perspectives from people who may be less habi-
tuated than I am to the technological narratives of contemporary digital capit-
alism. I also hope that my own professional experiences as an AI engineer and
educator over several decades will offer some reciprocal benefit when working
in countries that have fewer resources to invest in digital infrastructures.

Apart from generally critical alertness to fallacies in current popular thinking
and policy, and an ethnographic determination to look and listen, is there any
further theoretical stance that might inform design opportunities in this
project?

One possibility is the cross-cultural investigation of mechanized know-how
in the digital era, rejecting the notion of AGI as formalized by researchers such
as Chollet (2019), as well as the colonial and racist conceptions of ‘intelligence’
itself as revealed by Adams (this issue) and Cave (2020), to instead pursue long-
standing metaphysical questions in epistemology and theory of mind, in the
same manner as Helen Verran’s (2001) investigations of different logics of
science. Philip Agre, in his call for a critical technical practice of AI (1997), con-
cluded with the observation that AI as it proceeds in reality is a craft practice
rather than a laboratory science. This is surely an opportunity to explore the
boundaries of knowledge and materiality in ways other than those presumed
by the construction, ‘artificial intelligence’.

A second is to contribute to an alternative economic basis that more equita-
bly rewards the ‘work’ of attending to and instructing digital systems, for
example, by advancing the agenda of Postcolonial Computing proposed by
Philip, Irani, and Dourish (2012), or implementing the strategies proposed
by Mohamed, Png, and Isaac (2020) toward ‘Decolonial AI’ (a problematic
phrasing itself requiring more thorough investigation; see Rachel Adams, this
issue). While this work has already drawn attention to the role of Amazon
Mechanical Turk in maintaining labour structures (e.g. Irani 2015), an alterna-
tive theoretical perspective might address policy concerns about the ‘Fourth
Industrial Revolution’ by revisiting the economics of Charles Babbage (1832),
whose measurements of the division between skilled and unskilled labour in
nineteenth century manufacturing both foreshadowed Taylorist automation
and drew attention to the critical problems of integrating people into techno-
logical systems, as Marx recognized (Schaffer 1994). The rise of surveillance
capitalism (Zuboff 2019) has been documented in relation to the wealthy
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economies of the Global North, but it is as yet unclear how the micro-tasks of cog-
nitive labour – clicks, likes, tweets, and the other everyday housekeeping tasks of
the social media economy – might become instruments of extraction in poor
countries. Some human intelligence tasks are already commoditized by Amazon
Mechanical Turk, but this actuality does not by any means delimit future possibi-
lities, for each and every interaction with digital systems can be directly quantified
as seconds of a human lifespan, thereby abstracting conscious human attention
itself into an economic commodity (Blackwell 2019a).

A third possible resource for conceptual design, perhaps of more specific interest
to those who investigate science from a trans-cultural and trans-historical perspec-
tive, as in Verran’s work with Nigerian teachers, is to re-examine the intellectual
foundations of contemporary AI research. Here I have the privilege to draw on
the work of my late friend David MacKay, whose early work applying principles
from Claude Shannon’s information theory and Thomas Bayes’ mathematics of
probability to experimental neural networks (MacKay 1992, 2003) was extraordi-
narily influential on the current generation of AI researchers.

Shannon’s information theory casts doubt on the frequent claim made by
boosters of extractive information technology that ‘data is the new oil’, or
that ‘Big Data’ offers solutions to social and economic problems of all kinds.
Shannon observed that, when data flows through any mechanical communi-
cation channel, the value it offers to the receiver depends not on the quantity
of data, but the degree to which that data is novel or surprising. Because data
that one has seen before is not surprising when it is received again, it has no
value. Shannon’s quantitative theory of information is thus a theory of surprise.
Data that is surprising to one person (thus conveying a large amount of infor-
mation) may not be at all surprising to another (thus conveying very little). It
follows that quantitative measures of information cannot be purely objective,
because the degree of surprise depends upon the contingent history and subjec-
tive state of the person(s) receiving it.5

Similar principles of subjective observation underlie Bayesian statistics, now
in vogue amongst many contemporary AI researchers. Bayes explained that,
when a person (for example, someone playing a game of chance) observes
some event, this observation modifies their prior expectation about the likeli-
hood of that event occurring. Therefore, Bayes’ theorem can also be understood
as a quantification of surprise: it expresses the relationship between a prior
expectation and the new understanding that is gained as a result of a more
or less surprising observation. The quantification of the prior likelihood can
be understood as the amount of information one had before observing the
event, and the quantified observation as the amount of new information that
has been gained.

5In addition to the question of surprise, it is necessary to remember that one person’s signal is another person’s
noise. Noise is surprising, but not valuable unless it can be related to what we know.
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The foundations of Bayesian statistics were formulated over 150 years before the
principles of conventional statistics that are now taught in pre-University math-
ematics courses. The older Bayesian statistics is not presently taught in schools,
but does underlie much contemporary AI research.6 One may wonder how this
situation has arisen. Might it be due to the positivist legacy of hypothesis testing
that underlies much of the rhetoric of modern science? The foundations of conven-
tional ‘frequentist’ statistics rely on presumption that the purpose of collecting data
is to test hypotheses. The process by which the hypothesis is formed (on the basis of
prior expectation) is explicitly excluded from consideration – and in fact made irre-
levant through classroom teaching based on dice or coin tosses, devices explicitly
designed to prevent anticipation of their outcomes. Consider by contrast the work
of Jenny Gage and David Spiegelhalter (2018), who, drawing on their own experi-
ences of teaching probability in schools and universities in Africa, have invented
teaching devices and strategies that correspondmore closely to practical judgments
of likelihood.

In relation to the more advanced mathematics of computer science research,
we might note that the Turing Test aims to define intelligence itself in a posi-
tivist experiment, and that the award of the Loebner Prize is specified in terms
of a simple statistic (the proportion of the judging panel who are fooled by the
candidate entries).

An alternative mode of description for AI might therefore be to explore
information-theoretic concepts such as attention, expectation, likelihood, evi-
dence, and observation through the ways that they are interpreted in other
cultural contexts – including their implications for labour, attribution,
agency, and the imagination of engineers, entrepreneurs, managers, policy-
makers, and other actors involved in the social construction of information
processing systems. An ethnographic account along these lines might offer
opportunities for new digital tools and educational resources that would
allow other societies to define and construct ‘artificial intelligence’ in, and
on, their own terms.
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